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ABSTRACT
WOMEN JOB SEEKERS IN BAUCHI STATE,
NIGERIA: POLICY OPTIONS FOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
February 1981
Carol Melvina Martin, B. A.
St. Louis University, Ed. D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. David R. Evans
For most females in northern Nigeria, and specifically in Bauchi
State, primary education is still terminal. Alternatively, a vast major-
ity of women enter the informal sector of the private labor market known
for providing options in self-employment or occasional wage labor, areas
of marginal productivity. As the private sector expands, not only have
training schemes and the allocation of jobs tended to favor males, but
also socio-cul tural complexities have restrained women from participating
in certain modernization and industrial developments in their economies.
Social constraints as well as limited access to employment-oriented
training have essentially entrenched women in the marginal confines of the
labor market.
Little attention at the planning level has generally been given to
women's skill development vis a vis the private sector in Nigeria. This
inattention can be viewed as a training issue as well as the effect from
attitudes expressed at the planning level, compounded by an inadequate
data base.
vi
This study explores how women with a basic education find jobs,
and what social factors appear to influence this process. The percep-
tions of government planners and private sector employers about the
factors influencing this process are also examined.
Chapter I introduces the problem in the context of northern
Nigeria. A literature review in Chapter II discusses common patterns of
the African school leaver problem in terms of employment accessibility
and training options. The review also analyzes some traditional over-
sights in planning women's vocational training in Nigeria. Chapter III
presents a history of education for women in northern Nigeria and the
present-day employment opportunities for them in Bauchi State. In Chap-
ter IV, an account of the women's successes and failures in acquiring
work and training is presented from field interviews which were conducted
with 121 women from an urban and a district center. Chapter V portrays
the viewpoints of fifteen government planners about the private sector's
capacity to employ and train young women. Also, the views of ten private
employers concerning the hiring of young women are presented.
Chapter VI presents findings and recommendations. Findings sug-
gested that permissions, granted by parents, relatives or spouses, for
women to work reflect needs for financial support; working women
including those with some training desire to switch to public sector
occupations; parents and spouses strongly influence women's work choices.
Perceptions of planners displayed general realistic understandings about
social factors influencing young women, yet gave preference to female-
specific trades. Planners expressed caution about soliciting private
VI 1
employer supports. Employers expressed negative attitudes towards
women's work performance compared to the working women's positive self-
appraisal of work abilities.
Basic implications from the study are: the perceptual differences
between the three groups necessitate data gathering about women's access
to opportunities; planning needs to consider broader employment-oriented
skill needs of women other than in the sex-specific, low-skill trades,
thereby enabling transition from informal to formal sectors of the
private labor market. A broader definition of what constitutes viable
employment for women in the context of Muslim and Christian communities
of Bauchi State would lead to less rationing of opportunities for women,
generally.
Recommendations are given imploring planners to consider the
following in developing both their data base and final plans: employ-
ment potentials in the private labor sector, social factors influencing
women's entry into employment, and types of training designs.
v i i i
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The I bo seem to depart from tradition in that men
would appear to be the home-makers more than the
women; on the other hand, as whatever I have heard
of civic good sense has come from the women, it is
they perhaps who are destined to be the town-
makers.
(Sylvia Leith-Ross, written in 1934)
A Nigerian housewife who cannot bake a light loaf of bread or
prepare a good Nigerian dish or soup that is tasty, or happily
employ her odd moments with a needle, or darn the stockings
of her husband, and who relies on stewards and servants and
cooks to carry out all the routine of the house, may be a
very charming lady; she may keep her husband and friends
posted about the new novels. . . she may try to make up
her serious shortcomings by teaching in a school or being a
nursing-sister.
. . but she is an inefficient housewife
and home-maker, and today in Nigeria it is not given to many
to make up for that. The lack of efficient housewives is as
serious as the dearth of efficient mechanics in Nigeria today.
If more of the time of our schools were given to these simple
things, with a stern eye to efficiency and if there were less
waste of time over literacy education and books, we should
soon see a new and auspicious epoch in Nigerian education and
in Nigerian life.
(0. Ikejiani, "Education for Efficiency" in 0.
Ikejiani (ed.) Education in Nigeria. New
York: Praeger, 1965. pp^ 84-92. p. 89)
Women here are not supposed to "want" or "ask" to do
work for their income. Nor do they have any interests
in further schooling or training. Their parents or
husbands decide that. And the husbands are supposed to
provide their wives with anything they need. So it is
not a problem that the girl "wants" something and can't
get it.
(Primary school teacher Dass, 1980)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLEM
This study discusses issues of creating training and employment
opportunities for young Nigerian women, principally in the private
labor sector. In Nigerian society as well as globally, women have long
lagged behind men in educational attainment and skill training. This
lag has been somewhat offset by the entry of young women into the
private informal labor sector, where they have sought their livelihood
as well as acquired work skills. While not requiring specific skills,
this sector has usually pushed unskilled applicants into self-employment
or occasional wage labor, areas of marginal productivity. The most
likely candidates to be absorbed into these subsistence levels are
young men and women having little or no basic education. Many of them
believe that one way to move out of these levels and into more lucrative
employment is to obtain further training in vocational skills and
literacy, if opportunities present themselves. In fact, efforts are
now underway in Nigeria to give all children equal access to basic
primary education as a preparation for their skill advancement. This
access'*' has not only increased school enrollments of females, in
particular, but also created further demands for post-primary level
education and training. Yet, so far, only 15-20% of Nigeria's female
primary school graduates have enjoyed this opportunity compared to a
1
2considerably higher percentage for males (UNECA, 1973a).
Influenced by this expansion in basic education, the private labor
sector is increasingly requiring that workers have certain intermediate
skills, i.e. literacy sophistication and some technical or managerial
know-how. Yet for most females, primary education is terminal and is
producing thousands of young women searching interminably for jobs as
an alternative to further education. To compound the situation further,
as the private sector expands, training schemes and the allocation of
jobs have tended to favor males, equally desperate in their search for
a livelihood. Preferences for male trainees are sometimes due to the
nature of the expanded trades which have been traditionally male-dominated.
Other reasons for these preferences are found in the socio/cultural
complexities restraining women from participating in certain moderniza-
tion and industrial developments in their economies (Boserup, 1970;
Youssef, 1974). As a result, young women have faced a certain amount
of exclusion from this modernization. Social constraints as well as
limited access to educational advancement have essentially entrenched
women in the marginal confines of the labor market.
Development and educational planners, predominately men, are
also caught up in this conflict of developing priorities. They see
formal education's purpose to be an extremely important preparation of
populations with meaningful skills molded by achievement standards and
attitudes that will contribute fruitfully to the nation's productivity.
Yet in their plans, the skill advancement of young women is somewhat
obscured. Decision-makers voice claims that employment-oriented
activities for women merely divorce women from their main role as
3procreator and nurturer. To some critics, these are unconvincing and
stereotypical (Awosika, 1976).
Simply viewed then, the inattention to skill advancement for
women can be considered as an issue easily resolved by additional
training. Perhaps more pertinent, the lack of effective vocational
skill development for women can be viewed as one effect of attitudes
expressed at the planning level, compounded by an inadequate data base.
Additionally, social restrictions defining women's roles in society not
only pervade planners' perceptions, but may also lend some bias to
private sector employers faced with choosing helpful employees among
the hords of female and male job seekers. In short, the problem of
women's training and employment is multi-faceted.
The example of Nigeria can be taken to demonstrate the character-
istics surrounding women's vocational training and employment. Nigeria's
national universal primary education scheme (UPE), launched in 1976
to give children equal access to basic literacy, will have enrolled an
estimated 14.1 million youth by 1982 of whom 2.1 million will graduate
in that year ("Blueprint", 1979; 2127 ) . For those who do not go to
post-primary institutions, the national Third Development Plan 1975-
1980 projects that only a third of primary school leavers will actually
join both wage and non-wage employment sectors (Anaza, 1975). The
remaining 66% will be cast into unemployment. Anaza has addressed
this issue of narrowing the gap between the supply of school leavers
and the available job opportunities by suggesting that policy makers
have three alternatives:
41. Slow down the output of school leavers so as to allow
available job opportunities to catch up;
2. Continue or accelerate the pace of educational development
but at the same time greatly expand employment opportunities
for school leavers;
3. Leave supply and demand alone but manipulate the wage
rate to clear the market (Anaza, 1975, 13).
Mindful of the fact that only 15-20% of the female primary school
graduates are given the opportunity to acquire further education in
Nigeria, the projected unemployment rate will mostly affect the young
women, some of whom eventually migrate into marginal areas of self-
employment and wage labor. For instance, according to the 1963 National
Census, Nigeria had a total labor force of 18.3 million of whom 13.9
million were males and 4.4 million females (UNECA, 1973a; 2). Lending
further evidence to this limited opportunity structure, Unesco has
projected that the discrepancies between male and female enrollments
in primary and secondary level education in West Africa will increase
by 1985, in spite of the relative increases in female primary school
enrollments (Unesco, 1977; 37). Women's education in Nigeria appears
to be no exception.
The current educational expansion and subsequent implications
for women's further training and entry into employment can be
exemplified in the case of Bauchi State in northern Nigeria. A new
State
4
carved in 1976 from the formerly larger Northeastern State, Bauchi
State between 1972 and 1979 increased its enrollment of females in
the primary school systems by over 900%, thanks to the UPE scheme.
However impressive these increases may be, access to post-primary
education institutions is still only available to 15% of the female
graduates of primary school, a quote set in 1974. Also, having flirted
5with a coeducational system at first, the State has now adopted sex-
segregated education at post-primary levels. Given financial as well
as these policy constraints, the extent to which women's general
education and vocational training can be developed poses real questions.
In the meantime, the 85% of young literate women not placed in schools
find their way into the labor market, sometimes in search of oppor-
tunities missed or denied elsewhere.
Unemployment among school leavers, generally, has been aptly
described by Callaway as "perhaps the most serious long-run socio-
political problem facing African countries" (Callaway, 1963; 371).
Callaway's reflection came six years after the then Western Region
of Nigeria had launched its universal primary education scheme in the
mid-fifties and was faced with hordes of primary school graduates
flocking to towns in search of work. The employment issue is as
relevant now as it was then, only this time on a nation-wide basis
in Nigeria since the launching of the national UPE scheme.
For other countries the issue is equally acute. The Inter-
national Labor Organization's study of employment and incomes in Kenya
found that the unemployment problem is worst for such leavers: "Of
those within the 16-24 year age group, the actual rate of unemployment
is worse for those with lower educational qualifications" (ILO, 1972;
60). In its survey of Nairobi, for instance, the ILO study group
discovered that a higher percentage of women in this age group were
seeking work than men (ILO, 1972; 58-59). In a similar vein, a United
C
Nations report warns that youth have consistently been underutilized
as a resource in most national development efforts and generally receive
6an inequitable share of the benefits of development (Gill, 1977; 13).
The age cohort of 15-24 years is "generally considered an indeterminate
group, neither completely dependent on society for its well being nor
quite able to command an independent role in the rural society" (Gill,
1977;, 13). The task of preparing youth with employable skills,
knowledge and attitudes for efficient application in the work place is
all the more challenging and timely for educators and planners, already
burdened with other top-level manpower decisions.
For the African female primary school leaver, the questions of
access to employment as well as to training closely relate to the
attention being given to women's roles in the development of their
societies. The International Center for Research on Women has alerted
development planners and other thinkers to the longstanding rationing
of opportunity in women's education and subsequent participation in the
labor force of their societies. Among the innumerable constraints young
women face in regards to access to opportunity are those reflecting
socio-cul tural dimensions. Male decision-makers with cultural and
religious expectations assert that women should assume early roles as
mothers and domestic agents; labor market demands for skilled personnel
and accompanying biases tend to favor male workers; tight State budgets
create preferences for expansion of training in male-dominated trades
(International Center for Research on Women, April 1980a). Even in
finding jobs, while lacking a portfolio of skills, young women are being
relegated to secondary, and often short-term, jobs in the informal
sectors. Such marginal involvements in the economic progress of their
countries are thought to be the effects of fewer educational and training
7opportunities for girls and women, according to the Women's Programme
Unit of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa. This
situation, the Unit feels, gives one explanation for "the lower rate
of growth, less progress and less development in African countries"
(UNECA, 1973b; 8).
"Special development" projects involving training and labor
market interventions have constituted one response to developing more
progressive income-generating activities among women. Such projects
have coaxed planners to determine, as much as possible, priorities in
developing their country's manpower needs while, at the same time,
including the employment and training needs of the female populations in
their schemes. In the past, as some critics have advocated, the chance
factors determining women's access to gainful employment have gone
unmeasured. For instance, Mitchnic's surveys of development projects
for women in Zaire and Upper Volta conclude that many shortcomings of
these programs reflect the ignorance or unwillingness of planners and
administrators to consider the existing pattern of work and organization
of the rural family (Mitchnic, 1977). Similarly, the International
Labor Organization, recognizing the stagnant trends in developing
vocational training for women, admits that "male experts forget about
women when planning training programs in rural as well as urban settings"
(ILO, 1979; 14). Omissions of certain populations have largely occurred
among those marginally confined to non-public and low-income sectors of
the economy. Recognizing the sizeable number of young women active in
the private informal labor market, in Nigeria for instance, Awosika
confirms that policy decisions affecting Nigerian women are made in an
8informational vacuum:
The dearth of statistical information on women's activities
the type and size of business they undertake, their levels ofincome.
. . their potential contributions to middle and high
level manpower-are all areas that militate against making
scientific evaluation and research to enable progressive policv
decision (Awosika, 1976; 14-15).
In effect, the questions of providing specific training and labor market
adjustments for women's participation have yet to be included in a
significant way in the mainstream of national, or even local, policy
developments beyond the occasional fertility reduction policies.
These two issues-- the access of young literate 7 women with a
basic primary school education to employment and training opportunities
and the development planners' perceptions about promoting employment-
oriented skill development goals for women—are the major concerns of
this study. The dynamics operating in the young women's search for
social and economic integration will dictate factors which planners
ought to know as well as consider. Vital links between the formal and
non- formal training sectors and the job options relating to a growing
private labor force to which young women in the Nigerian context will
most likely ascribe still need to be discovered as well as exploited.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The overall objective of the study is to suggest policy options
for developing schemes including those aimed at improving young women's
access to private and public sector employment in the context of Bauchi
State, Nigeria.
The study has two purposes. First, it explores what patterns of
activities underlie the process of access to income-generating activities
9by female primary school graduates in Bauchi State, and what social
constraints appear to influence these patterns of access. Outcomes
from the investigation of these patterns will be the following:
a) to identify those factors which determine the access
of women primary school graduates to further training
or school ing8; and
b) to determine what role training plays, if any, in the
job acquisition process.
Through these investigations it is hoped to determine to what extent
constraints to job acquisition for women are essentially training issues.
Where study of the job acquisition process reveals problems which
training can address, examination is made of the social as well as labor
market factors which are operating, as suggested by the women's exper-
iences. The analyses generate suggestions for constructing feasible
training strategies directed towards private sector employment options
for women.
The second important purpose of this study is to examine the
perceptions of government planners and private sector employers re-
garding young women's access to employment. Perceptions include factors
that influence job acquisition, and the capabilities of the private
sector to employ as well as train young literate women. The investiga-
tion seeks:
a) to detect informational issues underlying planners'
perceptions of 1) various constraints and social fac-
tors influencing women's access to employment, and
2) probable private sector responses to intersectoral
cooperation with the public sector in accommodating
female school leavers; and
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b) to discover what generalizations selected private sector
employers apply to the hiring and training of young women.
From this investigation of perceptions, a clearer understanding about
intersectoral responsibilities is sought for strengthening the oppor-
tunity structures which would enable women to achieve more parity of
access to employment and skill development.
Finally, in outlining policy implications, the extent to which
the nature of the main problem is caused by a lack of training or by
unyielding social factors and attitudes of the society at large is taken
into consideration. Training is viewed as preliminary to other imme-
diate interventions; planners also need more accurate information
concerning the socio-economic realities in which young women seek their
livelihood. Resource limitations and vested interests of employers in
addition have implications for policy considerations.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Bauchi State has been chosen for the investigation of the primary
research question because it boasts an active private informal labor
sector into which the increasing numbers of school leavers are flowing.
For women in the State, this sector constitutes a rapidly growing arena
of employment opportunity with similar characteristics found elsewhere
in Nigeria: the ease of entry and exit, worker-intensive activities,
self-employment opportunities and low skill qualifications (Standing and
Sheehan, 1978; Lucas, 1977).
The public sector, on the other hand, is generally already
planned for and budgeted, and requires more school qualifications than
11
primary school leavers possess. This sector, pressured by competitive
and modernizing influences, has already disqualified most primary school
leavers from entry. For this reason, categories within the private
informal sector known to absorb women have been chosen for investigation.
Studies from demographers and others have found these categories to be
the most common ones employing Nigerian women in the informal labor
sector (Lucas, 1974 and 1975; Boserup, 1970). Common jobs undertaken
by young women include:
1. Agricultural production
2. Trade and Commerce
3. Services
4. Sales^
5. Crafts^
6. Clerical
7. Small scale industry and
manufacturing
8. Transport and Communications
Food harvesting, poultry-
raising, animal husbandry,
fishing
Petty hawking, marketing goods,
prepared food sales, retail-
wholesale distribution
Hairdressing, midwifery, nurse's
aid, lodging and catering,
prostitution, repairs.
Shop assistant, advertisements,
accounts clerks
Domestic utensils, pottery-making
and clay products, seamstressing.
Typing, secretarial, accounts,
bookkeeping
Local food preparation and
milling, textiles, bakery,
processing of fats and oils,
distilling of drinks.
Ticket sellers, vehicle hostess,
telephone operators, receptionists,
drivers.
These categories refer to both rural and urban settings. Some job
capacities within the categories may also overlap into the private formal
sector characterized by wage and semi-skilled employment, with larger
employers assisted in some way by government.
The design of this study is divided into two sections. The first
includes an extensive review of literature which focuses on the school
12
leaver issue, employment options and training opportunities for women in
the African context, generally, and in the Nigerian environment,
specifical ly.
This conceptual framework provides the rationale for developing
the second section of the study design: field data gathering in Bauchi
State. Between February and June of 1980, interviews were conducted
in Bauchi town with working and non-working women, government planners
in six State Ministries and with ten private sector employers. Inter-
views were also conducted with women in Dass village, the capital of
Dass District, 35 miles from Bauchi town.
A total of 121 urban and district-based women between the ages of
16 and 24, having 5-7 years of primary school education, were chosen for
interview on the basis of their work activities in any of the above eight
categories of the private labor sector. The purpose of the interviews
was to discover what activities, if any, the women undertook after
leaving school in order to find jobs or further education or training.
District women were included because they represented a non-urban
environment offering different work patterns, experiences and influences
in contrast with the urban women chosen. Three questionnaires were
designed repspectively for urban working women, urban non-working women
and for district women; each contained a few different questions that
were posed in order to accommodate the varying experiences of the three
groups of women. The content of the questionnaires for women covered
the following points:
Personal Data
Work Experience, i.e. descriptions of activities since leaving
school
13
Influence in Getting Jobs, i.e. women's organization participation,
child raising responsibilities, employer attitudes, other
encouraging practices
Training Acquisition and Preferences
The questionnaires, moreover, were designed to be used in a conversa-
tional tone to guide in-depth discussions rather than as a strict
statistical data-gathering instrument. Further methodological details
are given in the relevant chapters below.
The second group of respondents were fifteen State government
planners selected according to their official rank and level. A
questionnaire was used for conducting open discussions and included a
Likert-type scale for prioritizing planners' responses. The lengthy
discussions elicited planners' perceptions about the influences govern-
ing young women's access to employment and focused on labor market
capabilities to absorb women. Also, ten private sector employers in
Bauchi town were interviewed about their dispositions toward hiring
young women. These employers were ones likely to employ women in various
semi-skilled capacities, such as in clerical or sales jobs. A more
detailed account of the methodology used to select and interview planners
and employers is given in the relevant chapter.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Since this study is largely exploratory, the population of women
chosen for investigation was not selected for purposes of statistically
representing the characters of women in similar age groups. Therefore,
care is taken to confine analysis of the data only to the population
group under study. Inferences made to a larger population are merely
suggestive; subsequent researchers are urged to take extra care in drawing
14
up sample representations. Where selection has been limited or sketchy,
other forms of data to complement it have been presented, e.g., case
study histories.
The questionnaires designed for the three groups of women served
primarily as discussion guides to elicit chronological events and to
aid the interviewer generally. In this exploratory sense, the study
attempts to move towards non-statistical analyses in order to achieve
wider significance. Certain noteworthy comparisons may have been lost
in this process, however.
The planners' responses are strictly representative of individual
beliefs and do not necessarily reflect present policy directions of the
government towards the private sector or women's issues in general.
Since the 1980-1985 State Development Plan was being drafted at the
time of data gathering, findings from this present study can only
reflect implications and deductions about how future policy will be
di rected.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This study contains six chapters. In the second chapter, a
literature review highlights common patterns of the African school
leaver problem in terms of employment accessibility and training options.
Women's access to employment is discussed both according to the types
of occupations secured within the Nigerian context and to the
constraints from cultural as well as labor market factors. Finally,
an attempt is made to analyze some traditional oversights in planning
women's vocational training. Strategic issues of planning content and
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UP sample representations. Where selection has been limited or sketchy,
other forms of data to complement it have been presented, e.g., case
study histories.
The questionnaires designed for the three groups of women served
primarily as discussion guides to elicit chronological events and to
aid the interviewer generally. In this exploratory sense, the study
attempts to move towards non-stati stical analyses in order to achieve
wider significance. Certain noteworthy comparisons may have been lost
in this process, however.
The planners' responses are strictly representative of individual
beliefs and do not necessarily reflect present policy directions of the
government towards the private sector or women's issues in general.
Since the 1980-1985 State Development Plan was being drafted at the
time of data gathering, findings from this present study can only
reflect implications and deductions about how future policy will be
di rected.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
This study contains six chapters. In the second chapter, a
literature review highlights common patterns of the African school
leaver problem in terms of employment accessibility and training options.
Women's access to employment is discussed both according to the types
of occupations secured within the Nigerian context and to the
constraints from cultural as well as labor market factors. Finally,
an attempt is made to analyze some traditional oversights in planning
women's vocational training. Strategic issues of planning content and
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method are delineated with an emphasis on a less formal training design.
In order to set a framework for discussion of opportunities for
primary school leavers. Chapter III gives a broad outline of the
historical development of education for women in northern Nigeria. The
present educational opportunity structure and economic infrastructures
for absorbing young women's labor inputs in the State are assessed
in terms of future policy implications.
In Chapter IV, an account of the women's successes and failures
in acquiring work and training is presented, along with their preferences
for future training. Other determinants to employment access are
discussed as they either lend support to or conflict with women's
expected social responsibilities.
Chapter V portrays government planners' viewpoints about the
private sector's capacity to employ and sponsor training for the female
school leaver and about social factors which encourage or discourage
women's entry into the labor market. The views of private sector
employers about issues concerning the hiring and training of young
women are also presented.
Chapter VI makes further observations about the existing
processes which seem to create weak opportunity structures for female
school leavers from the standpoint of both the women's experiences and
the planners' perceptions. Recommendations are made for designing a
viable employment-oriented training policy for young women. Future
research directions are suggested.
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NOTES
1 . Females now represent an average of 40-45% of the total primary
(UNECA
s
e
i973;
m
45)
Nl96ria COmpared to 37% a decade in 1970
2.
The term school leaver" denotes youth who have left primary or
secondary level school for whatever reason: graduation, dropping
out, expulsion, etc. It is used throughout this thesis to meanthose who have completed primary school education.
3.
Anaza projected that over the Third Plan Period, 1,265,060 primary
school leavers will try to join the labor market but only 423,900
will be absorbed in wage and non-wage employment. Of these, 230,400
up unsknied j°b vacancies in the wage employment sector;
30,000 will participate in the National Youth Training/Employment
Programme for further training; and 163,500 will take up 5%
employment opportunities in non-wage employment sector (Anaza, 1975;
4.
The estimated population of Bauchi State is 3.57 million according
to recent projections from the Bauchi State Ministry of Information
and Communications in 1979.
5. In 1974, under the administration of the former Northeastern State,
a decision was made to take 15% of the females leaving primary school
for placement in secondary schools. Places in Teacher Training
Colleges were allocated to females on a percentage basis of the
Local Education Authority populations of the State. In 1979, the
new Bauchi State continued to allocate females to post-primary
educational institutions on a 15% quota basis. This quota was
derived from the ratio of Local Government Area populations to the
total State population. In effect, the rate of expansion of post-
primary institutions for women has just barely kept up with this
15% quota requirement.
6. United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 1974
Report on the World Social Situation . New York: United Nations,
1975, p. 248.
7. The term "literate" applies to those having a basic primary school
education. It should be distinguished from the term "educated"
which implies post-primary training.
8. "Schooling" refers to secondary school education. "Training" refers
to specific professional or paraprofessional training which is job-
oriented.
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CHAPTER II
SCHOOL LEAVERS, WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT
AND EDUCATION
The three parts of this chapter have been specifically designed
to highlight critical patterns of mobility in young women's employ-
ment and further education or training. First, contributing factors
which either alienate or enable youth in preparing to enter the more
accessible informal labor sector of the economy are examined from the
standpoint of youth's aspirations and the nature of job-oriented
training available to them.
Secondly, the types of employment within the African context
in which women tend to engage are delineated. Patterns affecting
women's access and acquisition of employment derive mostly from the
social, religious and cultural demands.
Thirdly, the relationships between educational opportunity
and employment acquisition are noted. Strategic issues affecting
women's access to vocational or occupational training are revealed as
well as the magnitude of specific problems and obstacles faced by the
female school leavers.
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A. SCHOOL LEAVER PROBLEMS
ALIENATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT
The Post-Independence era of the I960’ s and 1970's in many
Third World countries has seen a mushrooming of its primary level
schools and the consequent migration of its school leaver populations
in search of work. Coombs (1973) speculated about "New paths to
learning" for rural youth and further youth training became priority
considerations for numerous governments and organizations (NCCK, 1966;
Commonwealth Secretariat, 1970; ILO, 1979). These have focused on the
generation of employment, on ways to stem the rural-urban migration
patterns which were becoming so common, and on the types of skill
training appropriate to given needs of the economies. Young men and
women with basic education and literacy skills immediately became
"marketable". In a way, the proximity of their schools to village
and rural life made the leaver more capable of adapting immediately by
applying literacy talents and other skills acquired in their basic
educations (King, 1976a). Yet, their vast numbers faced a scarcity of
opportunities. They were inevitably forced to compete with unemployed
adults and even with secondary school leavers in the job market. Paths
open to rural youth were further complicated. Generally, these youth
have less access to means of self-improvement in the occupational
sphere, face problems of low status in the community, and lack control
of the resources of production (Gill, 1977; 14). Nevertheless,
unlike the older, more conservative generations, rural youth have
displayed an adaptiveness and innovativeness that may help speed up the
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developmental processes, provided a concomitant educational and
training design exists (Bowman, 1975). In this light, it was the
pioneering efforts of the Kericho Conference of 1966 which sought to
analyze and plan for the involvement of Kenya's school leavers in
education, employment and rural development (Sheffield, 1967).
The traditional reaction of decision-makers to the prospect
of large numbers of unemployed and underemployed youth has been to
expand facilities for further training. One solution has been the
extension of formal education, which absorbs larger numbers for longer
periods. Another is the erection of vocational training establishments
of various types (Commonwealth Secretariat, 1970; 17). While the formal
school system defers the problem, the mere provision of skills training
does not in itself constitute any real solution. This is because the
formal training facilities have a capacity to take in a relatively
select and small number of youth. The larger mass remains.
The problem becomes one of dislocation and uncertainty about
one's future goals. As the majority of school leavers' have been unable
to find a ready source of livelihood apart from continuing in formal
schools, a problem of cultural and socio-political displacement has
resulted that could lead to unrest. Where resources and opportunities
are scarce, Evans (1977; 44) warns of the social costs of the growing
body of unemployed Kenyan secondary school leaves in whom "apathy,
passivity, alcoholism, drug addiction, and mental illness are likely
to prove frequent patterns of adaptation" to their frustration. One
response from the disaffected and alienated youth could be an explosive
political rebellion (Evans, 1977; 48). Primary school leavers emerge
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as transitional persons who undergo resocialization in two widely
different socio-cul tural spheres--the traditional from which they
originate and the modern to which they aspire. Such leavers are marginal
in the sense that they do not truly belong to either, yet their self-
concept and aspirations tend towards the modern ways of life, making
them likely candidates for migration to urban centers (McQueen, 1968).
This marginali ty produces a psychological state of uncertainty which
can translate otherwise non-political orientations into hostility
towards society and criminal behaviours.
McQueen (1969) found that youth'*' display national aspirations
and a positive outlook towards their identity and future. They are
"unencumbered by complicated institutional commitments", and sensitive
to questions of values and to possibilities for the future. In order
that the social heritage urge on the maintenance of this "promissory
futurism" in youth, and the creation of noble aspirations, society needs
to give meaning and orientation to the youth (McQueen, 1969; 444).
Thus, the problems of the school leaver do not "reside in" youth but are
connected with their social condition.
The analysis of relevant institutional patterns and socio-
political processes should be integral to the study of
youth problems, with responsibility devolving upon the
sociocultural order rather than upon the youth themselves
(McQueen, 1969; 459).
Other examples which perpetuate the socially uprooting nature
of the school leaver problem are found in rural-urban migration. Many
surveys in cities to determine the extent of unemployment of youth
point to common reasons for the migration of youth from their home areas
to cities: search for employment based on the assumption that greater
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opportunities lie in urban centers to increase one's status, etc.
(Gutkind, 1969; Inter-African Labor Institute, 1962; 35). One of these
opportunities is for further education. However, "the economic rewards
of educational attainment have been markedly reduced in the urban
employment market of late because "the glut of school leavers has
greatly reduced the marginal economic advantages of education, especially
for those with low levels of attainment" (Riddell, 1978; 254). The
social benefits appar brighter in that those social institutions
functioning positively in the socio-economic aspects of the migratory
process are the extended family, the tribal or ethnic system, and the
voluntary association network, while the two mechanisms that seem to
be dysfunctional in the present circumstances are the employment and
educational systems (Pettiss, 1971). Likewise, in Gutkind's study (1977)
of unemployed youth in Ibadan, the "energy of despair" is temporarily
dissipated by sympathetic -ethnic and kin alliances formed for purposes
of mutual aid and reciprocity. These supports somewhat relieve the
increasingly threatening posture youth were tending to take towards
government and the social order. On the other hand, Gugler (1976; 192)
warns of other social costs. Those who wish to "play the urban economy
game" face a situation in which "rural income is foregone, costs are
incurred in migration and severer hardship is experienced in urban
unemployment.
It is, therefore, crucial that the employment of school leavers
has surfaced as a major issue for planners. The federal Government
of Nigeria has commented that unemployment results from the inadequacy
of factors of production: unskilled or poorly skills labor is without
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work because the supply of other complementary factors of production
is inadequate, such as land, capital, technical, administrative or
entrepeneuri al skills (Inter-African Labor Institute, 1962; 36).
The “latent unemployment" of those representing the multitude of school
leavers on farms and in other small enterprises, whose labor contri-
bution is never fully used or developed, aggravates the other forms
of “open unemployment" of those who become jobless in the cities
(Callaway, 1963; 357).
That the problem of employment and general economic development
is really a problem of poverty has been noted in the objectives of the
International Labor Organization's World Employment Programme. According
to Blaug (1973; 2-3), the "ultimate object of policy is not just to
provide jobs but to provide more jobs of the sort that yield enough
income to sustain a reasonable standard of living". For the majority
of primary school leavers, one answer lies in the informal sectors
of the economy. These sectors require less skills and generate more
diversified forms of employment and on-the-job training, usually in
urban areas, than do other sectors of West African economies (Remy
and Weeks, 1973). Rural areas which constitute much of informal
sector activity are demographically able to absorb leavers more
readily. Yet, rural employment is basically limited to agriculture
from which many youth flee because of poor remuneration and lack of
advancement opportunities. The rural sectors, then, have demanded
attention from planners and policy makers who see the two-fold
activities of employment generation and skills training as necessary
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priorities (King, 1978; Gutkind & Wallerstein, 1976; Callaway, 1971).
In looking at the employment question more closely, statistical
findings regarding the distribution of youth presents evidence that
planning for future absorption into the work place and training fields
is urgently needed. Gill (1977; 13) concludes from the United Nations
1970 Census data, that 19% of the population of the developing regions
of the world are youth, defined as the age group from 15 to 24 years
of age. Their numbers will increase from 483 million to around 700
million by 1985. It is also estimated that from 70%-85% of these youth
grow up in rural areas. If educational programs and training are to
alleviate the worrisome plight of these youth, then an investigation
into the causes and characteristics of unemployment is needed.
INFORMAL LABOR SECTOR
In the literature concerning unemployment issues confronting
African youth, several themes are found. The first concerns the
seemingly overt response of an urban informal economy as a creator of
"modern" employment opportunities, considering the diminishing capacity
of the "traditional" sector to provide such opportunities.
The traditional sector is characterized primarily by the rural
economy of subsistence agriculture, small-scale traditional con-
struction, petty trade and barter, and family-size craft and cottage
industry. It is largely a non-monetary sector with low productivity
of labour; surplus labour takes the form of "disguised unemployment"
or the underutilization of talents. Wage levels are generally difficult
or impossible to measure. As mentioned above, this sector has obvious
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income-generation and structural limitations for which the modern
sector is having to compensate, for example, in meeting the needs of
job-seeking rural youth (Remy & Weeks, 1973; 297-298)
.
The modern sector is typified by capitalist enterprises and by
government activities in education, medium and large scale commerce,
manufacturing, construction, public utilities and transportation, as
well as plantation and commercial cash crop agriculture. Being
largely a market economy with wage earners, entrepreneurs, and
salaried government personnel, its development is principally in
urban centers and their peripheries. The modern sector can be divided
into the formal and informal sector, the latter generally providing
more significant opportunities for youth employment (Remy & Weeks,
1973; 298+).
The formal sector is encouraged, nurtured, subsidized (directly
and indirectly) and fostered by the State. It enjoys tariff and
quota protection, is aided by low-interest rates in the formal banking
system. It is large scale and earns high profits. In its organiza-
tional structure it offers hiring practices through specialized
functionaries, remuneration tied to time, wage employment leveraged
by unionization, hiring rules and conditions and promotion and
severance rules. The informal sector is largely ignored by government.
It has competitive small-scale enterprises and entry is relatively
easy. Its techniques of production must be adapted to local conditions
in the absence of state measures to alter relative factor prices.
Capital is dear, and labor is cheap (Remy & Weeks, 1973; 295-6).
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Sethuraman (1977) gives an account of the main findings of the
ILO's research studies on the employment potential of the informal
sector in selected African countries. Most newcomers to the labour
force seek work in the informal sector, either on their own account
or in poorly paid jobs. It provides 60-70% of all employment for
persons in urban areas, with enterprises typically located in or near
slum areas. A majority have no premises at all, carrying out their
business in tents, shacks or other temporary structures with little
access to water or electricity. On the other hand, there are positive
characteristics of the informal sector: its ability to use discarded
materials and recycle waste materials which promotes efficient use of
resources; its ability to innovate, to generate reasonable levels of
earnings and productivity per worker and to provide skill acquisition
(Sethuraman, 1977; 347-348). Generally, this sector has difficulty
obtaining credit and capital since banks are unsympathetic as loan
applicants usually cannot provide necessary collatoral. In Kenya,
the informal sector is in many cases "actively suppressed and dis-
couraged" and its sustained economic activity is drifting towards
illegality (Weeks, 1975; 89-90).
The International Labour Organization (1977a; 346) attributes
the existence of a sizeable informal sector, either traditional in
nature and serving low-income families, or developed as a service
'fringe' around modern sector activities and modes of life", as a
factor which has kept the youth urban unemployment problem from becoming
explosive. Sethuraman (1977; 346) admits that a vast majority of
workers are migrants, 40-45% have little, if any, primary schooling
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and usually have few skills when they enter. Whereas the urban
formal sector offers a protected wage employment as a wealthy zone,
It is slow to grow. 2 The urban informal economy, "having limited
and fortuitous access to the sources of wealth that generated the
wealthy zone" is the peripheral absorption of the less skilled and
young labour (Weeks, 1975; 90). For those migrants to the informal
sector in Nouakchott, for example, Nihan and Jourdain (1978; 714)
report that 88% of the entrepreneurs have income that equals that of
a skilled workman in the formal sector, and that 75.6% of the unskilled
labourers have wages that equal the same category of worker in the
formal sector.
Nihan and Jourdain (1978; 713) conclude that the informal sector
contributes to a rapid rise in employment in Nouakchott of 13.8% a year,
and that the average informal undertaking has increased its work force
by more than 50% since it was established. The capacity of
this informal sector to act then as a shock absorber to this "sub-
proletariat" of youth seeking employment speaks to its heterogeneous
strata of opportunities. Sandbrook comments:
Even a reduction in the real urban wage would be unlikely to
discourage the migration propensities of youths from the
stratum in question. Since the alternative to urban migra-
tion is low-paid rural work, they would continue to seek
higher educational credentials and a crack at the better
urban jobs (Sandbrook, 1977; 95).
Unlike in the African contexts, studies in other parts of the
world depict other characteristics of the informal sector. Mazumdar
(1976) characterizes the informal urban sector as having a wide
diversity of earnings including self-employment and having a dis-
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proportionately large number of workers outside the prime age group,
of females and of those with limited education. Based on research by
the World Bank in Brazil, Malaysia and Bombay, he comments that there
is no evidence to suggest that the informal sector plays a predominant
role as a point of entry into the labour market for fresh migrants
to the urban area (Mazumdar, 1976; 675). Females tend to predominate
in the lower income groups; the wide diversity of earnings among the
self-employed suggest that a substantial proportion of this group
"perform better than the wage-earners" (Mazumdar, 1976; 666).
Within this informal economic setting that exists more readily
in Third World economies than in developed ones, one can view the
definitions of unemployment more loosely and begin to see where
employment opportunities may lie for youth. Weeks (1971; 67-68), for
instance, warns against the mistake made by economists and social
scientists of narrowing the concept of unemployment to the inability
to find a wage job, which is more appropriate to developed industrial-
ized countries. Rather, "the possibilities for casual and self-
employment are extensive" and income derived from these pursuits is
approximately the same as that earned by peasants on the land, where
most of the population live. What use is it then, he asks, to call
those who toil (for inadequate incomes) "unemployed"? The unemployment
problem really reflects the presence of an alien sector, that of an
industry able to pay wages far in excess of the income of the popula-
tion as a whole. Take away this wage paying sector and poverty only
remains (Weeks, 1971; 68-69). Remy and Weeks (1973) feel that even
the distinction between what many have termed "modern" and "traditional"
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occupations further irritates the definitional issue. As occupations
and production techniques adapt to the times, for which we have
repeated examples of continuity of occupations from pre-colonial
to post-colonial times, virtually all crafts now practiced by African
artisans can be considered "modern" (Remy and Weeks, 1973; 298).
Remy (1975; 361) finds that the indigenous economy, characterized by
face-to-face interactions among buyers and sellers of goods and
services, by the high degree of product specialization, by transfers
in very small units and by the widespread use of short-term credit,
is responsive to the poverty of the urban population and to the sharp
seasonal and yearly fluctuations in income.
Sandbrook (1977) has summarized the situation for petty produc-
tion and craft economy as a haven for the unskilled, at least in
parts of East and West Africa. Self-employment opportunities are
conveniently sustained in many trades of the "petty" production sector.
The labor demands from this sector of the urban informal economy, in
turn, has attracted participation from the "sub-proletariat" of school
leavers. The informal sector's capacity to promote self-employment
options is highly significant for women's progress, as will be discussed
later, whereas traditionally the formal labor market has structurally
limited the nature of women's participation.
JOB. ASPIRATIONS
The second theme in the literature concerning the preparation
of youth for employment is a consideration of job preferences and
aspirations and their consequent implications for training. Given
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the migratory tendencies that empty potential labor from the rural
areas in pursuit of the lucrative attractions of the informal urban
economy, it appears that the informal sector responds more realistically
to the work aspirations and attitudes of youth than does the general
rural sector. The issue emerges as to how to improve employability by
answering diversified market demands and yet maintain a rise in the
standard of living in both rural and urban sectors. The extent to
which formal education has shaped these aspirations and how further
training might minimize the imbalance between skill attainment and
work opportunity become crucial for investigation.
The desire for acquired modernity, one possible outcome of the
formal educational system, has shaped the school leavers' aspirations
and job preferences, usually away from the mundane, depressed and
poverty-ridden realities of the traditional agricultural sector.
Several attitude and aspiration studies of school leavers suggest that
formal education indirectly encourages a divorce of interest away from
rural occupations in favor of "status" occupations and social mobility.
Does such a shift in interests actually aid in preparing youth
for skills demanded by the wider market place?
In the Ugandan study of school leavers sponsored by the East
African Institute of Social Research in Kampala, Kamoga (1963) and
S. Elkan (1960) give accounts of leavers' movements and job preferences.
Their sample found the highest percentage of boys and girls residing
at home doing "nothing" which was their reply when asked what work
they were doing. In fact, they were largely engaged in agricultural
domestic work. Their attitude towards manual work, like farming, was
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one of degradation (Kamoga, 1963). On the other hand, the study did
not find any economic pull tending to draw children out of school at
the end of 5 or 6 years towards the wider labor market since their
domestic labor was needed to help provide income for the family (S.
Elkan, 1960; 108-109). It appears, then, that their resigned dis-
pleasure with the rural existence, in spite of its security, was
tolerated at this time in view of the ambiguous lures and unclear
prospects available outside of the village.
The trend seems to be away from rural involvement. Pei 1
'
s
study (1966; 9) of Ghanaian male middle school leavers revealed the
largest discrepancy over job aspirations in the clerical job category:
over three times as many boys expected clerical jobs as wanted them,
suggesting that such jobs were more available than teaching positions,
the most preferred occupation. Significant data on Pei Vs later
follow-up study (1970) of these school leavers (including girls)
showed that six to eighteen months after leaving school, about 6%
of the girls and southern urban boys sampled became farmers, and that
girls were far more likely to go into trade than boys. Also 75%
of the rural school leavers from most regions in Ghana who were
working or in school had left the community in which they had attended
middle school, again indicative of the shift of interests from rural
development. Similarly, in an ILO attempt to settle male school
leavers in Farm Settlements of Nigeria's former Western Region, the
project found that two-thirds of the 394 unemployed leavers living in
the area covered by the project were unwilling to take up farming
because of their education (ILO, 1969; 32).
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Attitudes changed with training or exposure. Primary school
leavers entering a Youth Leadership Training Institute in Ghana were
willing to learn the basic techniques in modern agricultural farming,
but still expressed dislike for traditional farming (Amoa, 1974).
Attitudes changed only after exposure to group farming involving a
sense of trainee ownership. Likewise, McQueen (1963) found Nigerian
primary school leavers not adverse to working with their hands with
74% of a sample favoring factory work with occupations such as barber,
carpenter, blacksmith and traditional farmer being the least attractive.
Though not opposed to farming per se, 67.3% expressed a strong interest
in modern farming compared with only 23.4% for traditional farming.
Unlike other value findings, Koff's Kenyan study (1967) found
that his male school leaver sample attributed a high value to "farming"
occupations. However, four- fifths of the Primary Standard 7 pupils
interviewed actually favored job-hunting, farming and further education
or training in that order, suggesting that agricultural work would
only constitute an alternative to the more preferred better-paying
jobs.
Most of these cases prove disinterest in the development of the
traditional rural agriculture base. Purportedly, they also indicate
that the school leavers have a sense of pragmatism and fairly realistic
aspirations towards their employment prospects, and that they are
"willing to scale down their aspirations when it appears that they
cannot be realized" (McQueen, 1963; 7). Does this suggest the dys-
functional ity of basic education towards attitude and skill preparation
for labor market demands in a dual economy? If so, what then are the
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training implications for equalizing and liberalizing opportunities
in these sectors?
EMPLOYMENT-ORIENTED TRAINING
The third theme in the literature concerns the formal school
system which has been widely questioned by critics on its employment-
oriented goals both for the modern and rural sectors, as the Kericho
Conference initially pointed out (Sheffield, 1967). Williams (1976)
and others found that as formal educational background increased,
employment opportunities increased in the formal sector, thereby raising
requirements for entrance to the formal sector. Discrimination against
those who have less education results, and, subsequently, fewer
opportunities, for farmers, women and petty traders (Williams, 1976;
286-287). From an entrepreneurial
-growth aspect, Remy and Weeks
confirmed that even literacy was found not to affect the growth of
enterprises in Zaria (Remy and Weeks; 1973; 297). Emmerij (1972; 415)
feels that education is responsible for structural imbalances between
labor supply and demand, in the task of matching employment oppor-
tunities and expectations. He says changes in the educational system
will not change the number of job opportunities in the economy.
Similarly, Sethuraman (1977; 349) has cautioned that training in formal
institutions often can lead to changes in aspirations among trainees
and a tendency to prefer wage employment (often unattainable in the
formal sector) to self-employment. Riddell (1978) warns that the
dysfunctional ity of contemporary education is seen in the example
of the thousands of rural school pupils who are there
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because their parents and fellow villagers have invested
scarce. funds in education with the expectation of future
economic returns. Thus, as this 'betterment' path is be-
coming blocked, hundreds of thousands are literally being
trained to become urban-ward migrants (Riddell, 1978; 254).
Traditional educational solutions by the formal system have
still created a residue of unskilled literates. Massive non-i nnovative
movements of many governments in the industrializing world have
allocated large sums of their budgets to build more secondary schools
and vocational training institutions. While this has absorbed some
outwardly more talented youth, the concomitant development of the
economic spheres to eventually absorb this mob has not been realistically
planned. According to Callaway, (1963; 365), this conflict lies at
the center of all planning: "The more money that is spent on education
(and other social expenditure including health measures), the less
there is left to spend on promoting more employment for the school
leavers". While post-primary education creates a new class of the old
"sub-proletariat", it can only take between 10-15% of these. In
Nigeria, it was calculated that between 1964 and 1970, only 572,000
of the 2,705,000 primary school leavers would be able to continue
their formal education; the remaining 2,133,000 would come to the
employment market (Callaway, 1963; 33). Similarly, the Kenya Board
of Education estimated that in 1964, out of 103,400 primary school
leavers, 11.5% went on to secondary school, 3.5% took a course of
training, 19.5% found jobs, and 65.5% had no prospect of either finding
work or continuing their education (IL0, 1969; 33).
Even vocational schooling merely provides a substitute, though
again costly, for the secondary school. The "fallacy" of stressing
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formal vocational schooling has been forcefully put forward by Foster
(1965). He has advanced the thesis that
a great deal of training must be devloped outside the schoolsthrough the use of auxiliary institutions, with special voca-
tional institutes being created in particular cases where their
en
lu
a
y?
rS Can be closel y meshed with on-the-job training and
with the actual manpower requirements indicated by the marketfor skills (Foster, 1965; 161).
Blaug (1973; 22) also feels that it makes little sense to stress
vocational training that does not take account of immediate labor
market realities:
It is impossible to foresee accurately the requirements for
!Pec ifi
c
skills in an economy two to three years hence; for
that reason, vocational training on a full-time basis must
necessarily impart general skills, at which point it ceases
to be "vocational" (Blaug, 1973; 22).
The best that schools could do, he says, is to provide a broad
technical foundation for on-the-job acquisition of specific skills.
There have been several notable attempts to move toward more
non-formal planned skill training using local resources and a youth-
centered environment. The Village Polytechnic movement in Kenya, for
instance, has mixed craft and industrial skill training with farming
(Court, 1974). These endeavors, however, have incurred high costs
and suffered drawbacks leading to unreal i sable job expectations. W.
El kan (1973) proposes developing non-residential Youth Centres locally
built with self-help initiative to complement the number of primary
schools and to "top up" post-primary level literacy skills of
participants as well as to teach manual craft skills, initial costs
being mainly investments in tools and materials. Zambia, likewise,
made adjustments when faced with its large number of school leavers by
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allowing Grade 7 leavers to enter Teacher Training Colleges, by
offering them afternoon Form 1 and 2 classes, as well as opening up
the Zambia Youth Service to all unemployed youth on a restricted
basis 4 (Angi and Coombe, 1969).
The typical outcome of these formal plans have been short-term
diets of innovation. What should have emerged are meatier in-
vestigations and planning efforts by government to identify the most
conducive factors in rural and urban settings for helping youth to
develop careers, and organizational tactics to set schemes into motion.
Perhaps one approach to career planning is Naik's suggestion (1972)
of coordinated effort (by Government and the private sector) to set
up an educational program for out-of-school youth which would precede
actual full-time employment and ease the youth into careers where
labor demand exists. Such a strategy would involve ages 14 to 21
in a mixed program of general continuing education (functional literacy
included), with a vocational focus stressing family life education,
recreational and cultural pursuits and participation in programs of
social service or national development (Naik, 1972; 29). This part-
time schedule would include a mix of methods: correspondence education,
the use of mass media, intensive short-term instruction arranged in
residential camps and sponsored by a wide range of employment-oriented
sources.
New perspectives regarding training opportunities which are
empl oyment-related are found in the well discussed and "traditional",
yet adaptive, local, formal arrangement of the apprenticeship system.
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In West Africa, this centuries-old system offers skill acquisition
opportunities to young men and women which build upon the essential
literacy and numerative skills learned in school. It can even be
viewed as a wider extension of the primary learning environment with
the capacity to adapt and innovate in local technologies as well as to
apply the work ethic 5 acquired by youth through family labor to specific
requests for products and services. Sectoral ly, the apprenticeships
are private and mostly urban, responding to immediate service and
production needs of the community. Financially, the system operates
as an on-the-job training. According to Callaway (1972; 181), it "is
general to any explanation of the emergence and growth of Nigeria's
private enterprise economy." Educationally, it is one form of
indigenous learning that cuts across religious and ethnic lines and
applies strictly to the demands for marketable skills, often in the
unprotected 7 informal labor sector (King, 1976a; 4). If one looks at
the wage continuum for employment in the areas of 1) the modern wage
sector (mostly sponsored by government); 2) the casual employment of
part-time or odd- job work; and 3) self-employment, informal apprentice-
ship training most commonly prepares skills for the latter two sectors
and is particularly popular in leading to self-employment.
Unlike Nigeria, where the apprenticeship system has a much older
and natural tradition, Kenya's experience has only recently witnessed
the emergence of an African apprentice class. There, other forms of
non-formal apprenticing and skill acquisition are industry-based,
more structured and train for specific product outcomes. King (1976a;
4) views skill acquisition in the context of the "technological
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continuum" or hierarchy as a transition between the hand-skill sector,
the small precision workshops and larger local factories". King
cautions that training at lower levels does not always allow for
mobility to higher levels due to the nature of the products intended
in each sector and that the horizontal spread of low level skills
rather than their vertical integration has become too commonplace (King,
1976a; 15).
While the African apprenticeship systems have been surveyed and
documented by Callaway, King, Pi el and most recently McLaughlin (1979),
several major points about the system's training capaci t.y can be made
as it relates to prospective Nigerian school leavers. First, the
apprenticeship contract usually 1) demands fees from trainees (which
are lower than those for formal vocational training); 2) provides
instruction and supervision from the trainer-proprietor of the
training workshop over a duration of months or years; and 3) grants a
'diploma' at the end of the training. Because of the nature and
operation of the extended family network, an unsettled youth can usually
find a relative to apprentice under and thereby avoid firm contracts.
Secondly, besides transfering technical knowledge only, other basic
attributes are acquired: "loyalty to master and craft, concentration
of mind, personal discipline, struggle for achievement" and other
entrepreneurial skills (Callaway, 1972; 186). These constitute
"experiential" learnings from which both sides of the apprenticeship
relationship benefit. Thirdly, facilities for training are usually
available at the expense of the workshop owner who derives part of
his income from the labor and service expended by the trainees working
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"on-the-job". The owner can usually take up to 6 or 7 trainees on
an average.
How could the system reach or absorb a wider clientele of school
leavers? What other labor market-based training schemes could operate
to prepare a youthful work force in skills responsive to market demands
and diversity? These are some research questions that remain if the
unemployment rate of school leavers is to be addressed.
SUMMARY
The common patterns of the school leaver problem seem to show
two concurrent trends affecting the youth: alienation from familiar
sources of stability and resultant struggles to procure steady income-
generating activities and gainful employment. While these issues
tend to stem more from socio-economic and political processes in the
society, the structures sought for refuge by the migrating youth tend
to be the kin and ethnic social structures and voluntary associations.
Levels of educational achievement dysfunctional ly relate to employment
acquisition.
In their responses to what appear to be causes and processes
of unemployment, the school leaver seeks entry points to their means
of living. These patterns of entry into employment give consideration
to the following:
1. The informal "modern" labor sector acts as a shock absorber
for youth with a minimum of skills faced with scarce resources as well
as opportunities for advancement. This sector is also characterized by
its adaptability and readiness to exploit available resources. The
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management of this exploitation ranges from a cooperative venture
enticing the sympathies of the employer to a more individualized effort
leading to self-employment;
2. In formulating job preferences, the leaver tries to be pragmatic
in choice, yet aspire to involvements away from the rural life once
other alternatives are found. In any event, the migratory process begins
to the urban centers where opportunities exist, in the informal labor
market; and
3. Training opportunities as well as job opportunities are provided
through the informal sectors, especially through job-oriented training.
While formal vocational training schemes cannot always successfully
meet specific annual market demands, job-related training can help
career-planning needs while training for direct entry into the labor mar-
ket. Also, the traditional horizontal spread of low level skills can
give way to the vertical development of skills as training relates more
and more to specific job demands thereby maintaining job continuity but
not always skill growth. The apprenticeship systems serve as one example.
Analysts would recommend serious out-of-school training schemes
aimed at the rural and urban informal labor markets as well as a re-
allocation of resources to create the much needed jobs. If "parity
of access" to employment and skill training is to be achieved, then
equal opportunity as a national value must be actively enforced for
all youth. This condition applies even more dramatically to young
girls and women.
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Authors of the above studies, which are mainly male-oriented,
apologize for their omission of female job seekers on the grounds that
young women do not constitute an "immediate threat" to the growing
unemployment problem
.
8
Some include females in their survey samples
but omit them in analyses for such plausible reasons as the methods
required and the social conditions operating for proper analyses are
quite different for females than for males . 9
If planners base their decisions on the evidence which researchers
and survey analysts present them, then a significant number of female
school leavers will literally be relegated to a position of secondary
priority. This would be a prime error in government attitude and
will, if equity is important in the "basic educational package" for
the education and training of females. Governments have now, largely
through international pressure, taken active steps to discover the
minimum learning needs and employment- re la ted goals of their young
women. The next section will investigate the position of women's
access to employment and how education and training has influenced
employment acquisition. Specific attention will be given to the women
in Nigeria.
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B. WOMEN AND EMPLOYMENT
Both young men and young women have two forms of institutional
training in life: from school and from culture. Upon leaving school
to meet other social responsibilities, the "training by culture"
unlike schooling, continues for a lifetime. The socialization of
childhood is transformed into socialization into adulthood. While
the school teaches general skills and knowledge, one’s socialization
in a culture teaches specific, sexually differentiated social skills
which perpetuate "roles" and "occupations" to further the ends of
society. Within her biological framework as a procreator, the woman's
contribution to the economic unit of the household is expected and
acknowledged. The extent to which she has been able to enter society's
nexus and translate "mere work" to economic power and independence
can be seen as a function of the types of training she has received.
This present thesis will concern itself with this point.
The definition of "women's employment" or "women's work" is
complex because the nature and content of her contributions to kin and
society are interwoven with modes of production, both social and
economic. However, some meanings of "women's work" will be investiga-
ted along with ways of viewing the woman as a "laborer" within the
constructs of land, family and society at large. First, some socio-
logical perspectives of the woman as farmer, domestic and casual
laborer will help establish a framework for later discussion.
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WOMAN AS FARMER
Mbilinyi (1979a) has described the restricting conditions of
the African woman peasant in her engagement with the forces of
production, her primary role being with basic food subsistence. The
ability of peasant producers to reproduce themselves, i.e. to expand
their labor, with the means of production directly under their control
decreases as the process of primitive accumulation evolves.
Alternatively, many peasants depend on commodity production for their
reproduction, that is, in order to obtain cash to exchange for basic
subsistence and producer goods. With respect to the sexual division
of labor in peasant economies, Mbilinyi warns that the
process of primitive accumulation and proletarianization
shifts the reproduction of the producer from reliance on
kinship structures of various kinds to dependence on
capital and the state (Mbilinyi, 1979a; 6).
Class struggle beings with ideological considerations found in the
sexual division of labor and extends to an analysis of fundamental
relationships between capital and labor. Questions of land ownership
and control over surplus appropriation of goods become relevant where
sex differences have been emphasized.
What impact, then, does labor contribution have? Boserup (1970;
77-79) confirms that African women are less involved in the production
of cash crops and more in the production of food crops. As the
migration of young males away from cash-crop farming takes place, the
women receive this added burden of work. Mbilinyi would view this as
a capitalistic constraint compounded by the fact that the women,
lacking ownership of plantations, and in spite of their toil, would
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not have direct access to the export earnings of the cash crop. A
deterioration of the farming system also results. In terms of rural
development and education, the question of the WOTan's labor contri-
bution to the peasantry appears crucial. If she cannot grasp the
capitalist controls on production, then her contributions are
defeatist and oppressed.
As farm laborers, African women face tremendous changes in their
economic relationships with male farmers, given that technologies for
and methods of farming are basically in the hands of the men.
Boserup (1970; 34) concludes that women's fa™ work diminishes when
growing population density induces families to change from shifting to
plough cultivation, while the men's burden of work usually increases.
While this shift may give women more time to indulge in trading
outside the home compound, for instance, women's hold on access to
tools and earnings may be diminished. On the other hand, as population
density, combined with a shortage of capital, increases, there is a
shift of emphasis from capital-intensive agricultural techniques to
labor-intensive methods, thus making demands for female labor higher.
Agricultural modernization thus provides added opportunities for the
employment of women (Boserup, 1970; 80).
Mickelwait's survey (1976; xiii) of specific agricultural systems
and projects in seven countries found that rural women "take part
equally with men in basic agricultural production" despite the fact
that external development projects designed to transfer technology
to rural people seldom incorporate women as participants. In any
event, women tend to predominate, both for decision-making and
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participation, in male-dominated work by joining agricultural
cooperatives, obtaining credit and selling cash crops. The converse
is true in northern Nigeria, where women's input into farming
systems is negligible except among select ethnic groups who are
primarily Christian. Hill's (1972) investigation of the Hausa will be
discussed later in this chapter.
WOMEN AS DOMESTIC LABORER
Viewing the woman as a domestic laborer, Bujra (1979; 20) feels
that attention should be diverted towards understanding the articulation
of domestic labor in the household unit with differing modes of
production. Any mode of production entails the reproduction of labor
power, that is, the renewal of the capacity or energy to labor
expended in production. Bujra comments that domestic labor as a
socially reproductive activity can be examined in three senses:
1) it involves the day to day re-creation of labor power, such as
cooking, servicing domestic areas and provision of sexual services;
2) it entails reproduction (biological), the re-creation of the next
generation of labor power and 3) in the socialization of children,
it is related to socio-ideological reproduction and re-creation of
norms. In most cases, African women are rarely just domestic laborers
but combine their reproductive roles with other productive or
remunerative activities.
This is pointed out by Fapohunda (1978) who challenges the
New Home Economics theory which attempts to explain women's labor
behavior in terms of a Western monogamous family unit. Domestic roles
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concerning the rights and obligations of a family and the division
of labor extend beyond the definition of the nuclear family to other
kinship groups within the extended family. Since the Nigerian
polygamous family is “open", working mothers have a fluid social
existence and find support for family decisions and duties from
other members, unlike in the more "closed" decision-making processes
of monogamous nuclear family units. The suitability of women's labor
in urban markets of Nigeria, Fapohunda concludes, is determined
largely by the openness of family decision-making processes and the
degree to which the family can divide its time between market pro-
duction, home production and leisure. In this respect, polygamy
encourages labor diversity.
On a more economic plane, the system of polygamy entails
interesting prescriptions of labor between the wives and children of
the household. E. Simmons' (1976) study in northern Nigeria showed
that while household tasks are shared with other wives in the unit,
each wife needs to maintain her own sub-unit, thus requiring individual
money-earning activities. Where the Muslim practice of "purdah" or
seclusion of wives operates, children often become outside buyers
and sellers for their mothers. If one wife must travel distances for
her business
,
other wives care for her children, who may also
participate in outside trading exchanges with the household. Secluded
women "manufacture" food items for sale and receive petty cash.
Boserup (1970; 38) points out that a man with more than one wife can
cultivate more land and avoid having to hire outside labor. However,
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this economic convenience is changed when wives are in traditional
periods of seclusion, making expenditure on hired labor necessary.
The woman's traditional domestic input thus has obvious economic
value. However, the fundamental nature of the woman's "role" in the
household is being challenged by modernization though the influences
of urbanization and migration from "home" rural communities. While
sons tend to become participants in this trend, daughters are
increasingly persuaded to negotiate economic ties on the outside
although they still prefer the security of the traditional institution
of marriage and economic bounds of household labor and crafts (Barkow,
1972).
WOMAN AS CASUAL LABORER
For the female primary school leaver as potential laborer, her
non-agricul tural activities outside the household become part of
"labor force participation". These activities extend into the spheres
of casual labor, petty trade, semi-skilled and skilled trades. She
is "countable" in the pool of "employables". More philosophically,
her "resistance to change", "apathy" or "indifference" to what many
consider a continuing social revolution for autonomy and self-
determination will largely determine the degrees to which she feels
that she can participate in local and national development, according
to Pa la (1977; 11).
Pala sees a need to investigate the "differential impact of
the socio-economic conditions on men and women rather than [on] how
African women lost their development opportunity" during post-colonial
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and neo-colonial periods. She is familiar with a world in which goods
and services are given in exchange for remuneration; formerly her
experience as a hawker for her mother meant petty remuneration and
learning the trading game. Now she is lured to the towns, where man
seek sexual conquests and friendships, for pay. Depending upon her
marital situation, these "occupations", unidentified in surveys or
considered illegitimate by society, have significant economic
consequences for her maintenance. A style of emancipation evolves as
the young woman takes up remunerative work outside the home. The next
part will look at what kinds of work African women do in order to give
better definition to the ambiguous employment issues that are emerging.
DEFINITION DIFFICULTIES
Given the growing private labor sector and women's increasing
entry into non-agri cul tural fields, several features become apparent
when one attempts to delineate the nature of women's work, in the
modern sense. Much of the literature uses the term, "labour force
participation", which emphasizes quantification by obtaining statistics
convenient for demographic analyses or rates of participation.
Statisticians' "occupational categories" usually include the standard
known types of occupations, the result of current job market demand-
response patterns and certain educational levels. One demographer,
Lucas (1975), for example, cites the problems of several Lagos
censuses in which married women respondents declared their occupation
as 'housewife' (connoting no occupation), whereas they engaged in
multiple forms of economic activity through trading outside the home.
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These usages do not help explain the types of economic
activities, both hidden and open, which maintain the welfare of
individual, family and social group. Mouly (1972) sees the concept of
employment or gaini ng a livelihood in exchange for participation in
production as activity at these several levels. In the less
individualistic societies of developing countries considerable economic
activity takes place at the group level, the family constituting the
formal unit for the collective advantage. A healthy approach, he
says, is to treat as assets those contributions to the family income
made by low-productivity jobs held by members of the group, rather
than classify them as "underemployed" (Mouly, 1972; 160).
Activities "for women only" have consistently appeared among
notions of jobs appropriate to women. For instance, in the private
sector "traditional" crafts development has been assigned to women
and the "modern" crafts to men. Some explanations cite the colonial
system as responsible. Technical trade and administrative jobs and
skills were reserved for men; women were generally excluded from this
development. Kol 1 (1969) has ambitiously surveyed "women's crafts" of
southern Nigeria, reputed for their longevity and cultural continuity.
Here the "traditional" women's crafts were primarily foodstuff
preparation, pottery, soap making, dyeing, spinning, petty trading
and tailoring, whereas the men's crafts, all from the more recent
mechanized era, were auto-mechanics, welding, radio and appliance
repair, tinsmithing, printing, and photography. Such differentiation
tends to suggest that women have not, and therefore cannot, enter the
modern sector of the craft economy, and are, consequently relegated
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to merely continue in activities “for women only".
Callaway (1965; 32) admits that, while traditional crafts and
the small industries are declining in the face of industrialization
in Nigeria, at least "healthy small industries in a democracy help to
decentralize the industrial structure and to distribute more widely
both ownership and economic power". In a modern sense, then, female
industries have enabled workers to acquire other levels of economic
skills as entrepreneurs and marketers in their own right. As managers
and financiers, craftswomen "push" their products onto open private
markets and compete according to the rules of the modern sector, giving
their wares a "modern" significance.
Women workers have been relegated to second class jobs in the
private sector as a result of the dualistic labor force brought about
by industrialization and urbanization in the market place. As Standing
(1976; 293-294) has analyzed, primary and secondary jobs emerge, the
former being reserved for males since they have acquired the
education and training. "Sexual dualism" occurs in which women become
peripheral, intermittent members of the labor force and take up second-
ary jobs. Later we will see that women workers in such jobs tend
to be viewed by employers as having low productivity and less commitment
to work than men. Opportunities for vertical mobility, perhaps into
male-dominated jobs, is also lessened.
Women's work definition is further complicated by the structural
limitations placed on women's indigenous economic activities within
both the state-supported and private indigenous economies. Remy's
study (1975; 359-362) in northern Nigeria reveals that women's home
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industries are undermined by competition from manufactured products
and that men able to accumulate capital from wage employment invest
it in trade of modern craft production. Access to economic opportun-
ity is further constrained by the prevailing belief that a woman's
economic activities should be confined to the domestic sphere. It will
be seen later, how women's access to work outside the home is more
influenced by attitudes, commitments and other social leverages than by
mere opportunity.
Unless these definitional difficulties about what constitutes
women's employment are resolved, the statistics that have been collected
to explain women's work participation rates will fail to give accurate
descriptions. Women's productive contributions to labor force behavior
in Third World economies will be undervalued and misrepresented
(International Center for Research on Women, April, 1980c). In this
light, the International Center for Research on Women has recommended
measurement strategies for assessing women's work in both the household
and the market place.
Work participation for women has been shown to depress
fertility-levels, as work offers women an alternative career which
makes delayed marriage attractive. However, fertility does contribute
obstacles to the work place. Youssef (1974; 1-2) has studied the
structural factors that influence women to join the labor force in
Latin American and Middle East Muslim countries. Two problems
surface: 1) high fertility is proving to be a major obstacle in
raising per capita income and 2) education advising birth control
methods does not guarantee widespread application, nor ensure female
endorsement of family limitation.
OCCUPATIONS
What appear to be the main occupations in the informal labor
sector which hold employment opportunities for young women, with
particular reference to Nigeria?
Agricultural Industry
As Boserup (1970; 76) has pointed out, African women engaged i
agricultural work are not wage-earners, since the bulk of such
remunerative work is done by men fanning cash crops. This contrasts
to the predominant plantation labor patterns in some Asian countries
where women wage laborers account for no less than 16-22 percent of
the whole agricultural labor force.
Farming for African women by-passes ownership and is largely
restricted to non-wage earning family activities, such as harvesting.
At certain times of the year, farm labor in southern Nigeria often
falls heaviest upon the women, as during the harvesting of palm nuts
or yams. Leith-Ross (1965; 273) noted in her visits in 1934 that
Owerri women are quite anxious about the progress of their husband's
farm, on which they seasonally toil. Yet, an "unvoiced and probably
unconscious nostalgia" for the greater ease of town life is ever-
present as an escape from hard farm work.
While women may not own land, some profitable crops are
exclusively "owned" by women, such as yams among the Tiv (Bohannan
and Bohannan, 1968; 132-133); its owners can exercise social control
over husbands and junior wives if need be. The food processing of
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other crops, such as the brewing and sale of millet beer, is the
exclusive domain of the women, though the millet actually belongs to
the men. Although a sexual division of agricultural labor exists
among the Tiv, the Bohannans' findings show that women perform a
greater variety of tasks than men and are busy the year round, mainly
in weeding and harvesting (1968; 67).
Food-processing in northern Nigeria is an active and lucrative
self-employment source for women. Three groups of raw materials are
used: grains, cow-peas and groundnuts. In her studies of rural food
processing in three villages in Zaria Province, E. Simmons states it
is rare to find a rural woman who has never set up production in some
foodprocessing enterprise. Of the 465 women she interviewed, 90%
reported that they were engaged in at least one food-processing
activity (1975; 156). Because this type of self-employment guarantees
an easy entry as well as exit from economic activities, the northern
Nigerian women often combine their processing work with other forms
of employment, such as trading, crafts and indigenous medical activity.
Even the raising of small livestock, while providing some income, is
not considered to be an occupation but simply "good banking procedure".
Animals are "stores of value, bearing interest in the form of offspring
and available for liquidation when cash is required" (1975; 158).
Nevertheless, according to the Nigerian census reports of 1963,
23% of Nigerian women were involved in agricultural work . This low
figure can be explained by the low participation rate in farming by
Muslim women in seclusion in northern Nigeria who do not leave their
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domestic compounds but rather transfer responsibility for field labor
to their siblings or to hired labor (Simmons, 1976). If women owned
farms at all, according to Hill (1972; 335), they were essentially
very small (1-3 acres), some being inherited, others given by their
husbands. For this reason, in his economic survey of three villages
in Zaria Province, Norman (1969; 11) valued the agricultural labor of
women between the ages of 15 and 64 at between 0.1% and 0.7% when
constructing his labor unit index.
It is therefore not surprising to learn that the International
Labor Conference Forty-Ninth Session (Report V, 1964; 35) discussed
the need to widen the framework of employment opportunities for girls
and women, particularly in the non-agricultural sector of the economy.
We will now examine this sector to discover past, present and future
possibilities for women's economic activities.
Trade and Commerce
The popularity of trading in West Africa among women has been
largely aided by the fact that men despise entering occupations
dominated by women (Boserup, 1970; 92). Examples of women traders in
the labor force include 80% of the women in Ghana, 46% in the former
Eastern Region of Nigeria, and 60% in Dakar, Senegal, as a city alone
(1970; 88-89). Generally, women act more as own-account traders than
employees (1970; 95-96). The types of products usually traded include
consumable items (food and non-food perishables), utensils, textiles,
and crafts for domestic use. Women trades are also contractors,
wholesalers and owners of large shops. House trade is very common
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among the Hausa Muslim women in northern Nigeria. Hill's account
(1972) of women in Batagarawa and E. Simmons' studies (1976) in Zaria
showed that a high percentage of women process and sell high-demand
raw foodstuffs, such as groundnut oil, cakes, flours, etc. Retail
trade is highly competitive between households; wives of poorer farmers
are just as apt to participate in housetrade as those of richer
farmers (E. Simmons, 1976; 268-269). As we have seen above, trade is an
income-generating occupation for polygamous households as well as for
wives in seclusion.
In the market, trading gives women the chance to meet, chat,
socialize and learn of any competitive trends, activities which do not
accompany the hard toil of farming. In both Lagos and Accra, Little
(1972; 281) calculated that there were approximately 15 times more
women in petty trade than in dressmaking. Leith-Ross (1965; 345)
confirmed that these two main occupations in 1934--dressmaking and
petty trade--were the main money-makers.
Female primary school leavers actively participate in trade and
commercial activities as managing assistants for their relatives and
as petty hawkers. Young literate girls, who are usually not immediately
and financially capable of entering the competitive petty trade
business, are often recruited as shop assistants. One Dakar study
confirmed this: of the 200 market women interviewed, none were below
the age of 19 years (Boserup, 1970; 95). In Lucas's study (1974; 38),
8.8% of the 15-19 year age group were engaged in the "trade" category
12
in Lagos compared to 62.7% in the 35-39 year age group . Schi Idkrout'
s
illuminating study (1979) with girl hawkers in Kano city has revealed
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that the universal primary education is now challenging the economic
network of Muslim women by removing the children who are their agents
in trade, from the home for part of the day. This considerably curbs
the trading ties between women in purdah who depend on their children
to trade with the outside. UPE, as a substitution for trading,
becomes, in effect, an alternative means of raising a dowry. This
means that suitors desiring to marry an educated school girl will have
to give her more expensive gifts. Thus the need to trade and make or
save money for dowry changes in its urgency as well as content. The
mothers, though saved from incurring financial costs for dowry, still
loose a valuable labor source.
If these various threats and restrictions to women's participa-
tion in the private sector are to be overcome, better plans and
strategies to protect women are needed. Alarmed by the encroaching
modernization of the commercial sector as a threat to women's
activities, the Economic Commission for Africa's Rabat Conference
suggested that:
governments should safeguard the position of women trades
and market-women in the commercial sector, provide for
their training and apply appropriate commercial policies
which would prevent their being squeezed out by big
commercial undertakings (UNECA, 1972; 14).
Acknowledging the flourishing history of trade and commerce in Nigeria,
educational development might well heed these suggestions.
Domestic Service
As noted earlier, young women and girls in Africa do not usually
take paid jobs as domestic help in non-family homes, a practice more
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familiar in Latin America (Youssef, 1974). This is due largely to
the operation of the extended family in African societies. Boserup
(1970; 103) attributes the popularity of paid housework in Latin
America as a "characteristic feature of countries at an intennedi ate
stage of economic development". While this may be true, rapid urbaniza-
tion and industrialization in African countries and accompanying
migration patterns are causing households to expand in number, with
relatives seeking financial support or schooling in return for per-
forming domestic duties. An exception to this is seen among migrant
Hausa wives in seclusion, who must employ local Yoruba girls to carry
out household chores, such as fetching water (Cohen, 1969; 65). Such
'child fostering 1 is a common practice among the Hausa.
Prostitution
Perhaps the main alternative to marriage for the young literate
women is the lucrative and glamourous income-generating activities
of prostitution. While difficult to identify in labor force participa-
tion surveys, these activities operate as illicit but tolerated
"commerce" in towns, and ultimately are known to benefit the women
economically in various ways. Little (1973; 93) has found that some
women combine prostitution and commerce, particularly those who must
travel on business journeys. Women receive pecuniary rewards for
impersonal encounters that take place in bars and private areas near
market places. Other relationships become more personal. A young
woman, whether she is employed in an office, unemployed or at school,
will make and maintain a friendship in return for monetary support
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from her lover. Sometimes, job promotions or additional payments for
school fees result. Sex often provides the primary basis for mutually
convenient arrangements between individual women and men. When they
come to the towns, young women may live with older experienced women
since "a younger and less experienced woman or girl may require not
only economic opportunities but physical protection" (Little, 1973; 80).
Sexual services and domesticity have different relationships
among the Hausa Muslim women. According to Barkow (1971) and Smith's
narration (1954) of the Baba of Karo's activities, the Hausa divorce
quite frequently, leaving the woman without a spouse for several
periods during her lifetime. Whether divorced or widowed, the single
woman no longer in the seclusion state becomes a karuwa
, free to have
personal and sexual relationships with men, whether they become
husbands or not. This is known as the institution of "courtesanship"
,
which operates in such a way that the woman courtesan, or karuwa,
demands that each new male patron court her for some period, before
she permits any physical intimacy. This is quite different from the
akwat0 who unceremoniously sell their favors at a fixed price and in
an indiscriminate fashion. Often, karuwai hawk craft products for
secluded married women as well as their own crafts, meet with boy
friends and receive toshi or gifts of cash from them. A karuwa is
generally perceived as a loose woman and less respected, but her
practice of courtesanship is considered legitimate and secretly admired
by men who desire an exciting prospective wife. As a temporary liveli-
hood for young women, Barkow sums up courtesanship:
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The recruitment of women for migrant communities helps to
maintain stability. Cohen's study (1969; 51) of a Hausa migrant
group in Sabo, Ibadan city, concludes that "one of the most fundamental
demographic processes in the building up of the Hausa network of
communities has been the recruitment of women". Of the 164 married
Hausa women brought from northern Nigeria to join their husbands, 22
were known to have solicited as prostitutes in the past (1969; 57).
This number, Cohen feels, is underestimated.
It seems evident then that a young woman who no longer lives
in the confines of a spouses' support 13 can become economically well-
endowed, depending upon the wealth of her male patrons, through various
forms or prostitution. However, Sanjek (1976) affirms that there
are other significant outcomes to women's market place activities.
He criticises Little (1973) for not impressing the point further that
trading also instills achievement drives and perseverence for these
capital-poor traders to survive. Also, Sanjek believes that Little
has left out other important dimensions of women's trading activity,
such as the training of young girls in trade and the social life of
the market place. Forms of prostitution that may result should be
considered an exception among the few, at least, in a West African
setting.
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Small-Scale Industries and Crafts
Women in rural areas have traditionally had direct access to
various kinds of cottage establishments, artisan workshops and small
factories. Small enterprises can exploit small, scattered raw
material resources, whereas large-scale industry must necessarily be
located in urban centers in order to have access to markets, power
facilities and costly infrastructure. Persons employed in small-scale
industries have acquired skills and know-how as assets and "become
accustomed to the kind of interpersonal relationships and hierarchies
of authority and responsibility which are indispensable features of
industrial life" (ILO, 1969; 96). The ILO policy on employment feels
that the small-scale industries, being more informal and flexible,
provide an easier transition from an individualistic peasant life to
a factory life where discipline and regularity are necessary. Since
industrialization policy has had a disparate effect on women's
participation in industry, the ILO has recommended
a) allocating better investment funds to small and large
firms in order to reduce competition;
b) building up capital-intensive investment where very
pronounced economics of scale are obtainable; and
c) making credit funds available to lighter industry
for their expansion (1969; 81).
This would strengthen incentives for women's input rather than dampen
innovation in their already struggling enterprises. Also, since small
enterprises use labor intensive techniques, the amount of capital needed
to equip each worker is relatively small. This means that in the
short run more persons can be employed out of a given investment fund.
In this respect, women who usually do not have access to capital can
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find more employment opportunities in such industries.
On the other hand, Arizpe (1977; 29) and others have pointed
out that industrial growth tends to intensify sectorial sex inequality
and that as mechanization advances, diversified employment opportunities
tend to go predomi nately to men. She cites the case of Brazil, where
during the period of industrial expansion, women in the labor force
declined from 45.6% in 1900 to 21% by 1970. In Nigeria, Awosika (1976;
12) cites one Ibadan study on the introduction of corn mills and pepper
grinders--activi ti es which used to be performed by women before
further mechanization which involved only 10% of the women as owners.
Modern forms of palm oil processing also involve fewer women than
before mechanization. In the context of rural agricultural technolog-
ies and agri-business growth, Jedlicka (1975) has provided thoughtful
suggestions on ways to introduce specific new "female" technologies
which would not conflict with the idea of "male" technologies, since
they would never have been operated or maintained by men. This
separate but equal "non-sexist" approach to technology transfer should,
he says, be a prime consideration to planners.
These facts indicate that educators and trainers should
seriously shift priority considerations for the school leaver to the
recognition of industry as a source of training and subsequent
employment.
In this vein, the crafts industry holds great promise. Crafts
work undertaken by women can develop both inside their domestic
compounds, as is the case with the Ibadan- based adi re cloth makers cited
by Callaway (1965). Establishments catering to wider consumer interest.
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such as seamstressing, may take on girl apprentices to help the
business, particularly for holiday fashion periods. Some can even
develop into "sewing institutes" or informal schools for training.
Thus, Callaway comments that craft industries in Ibadan have provided
about seven times as much employment as the large industries in the
city:
They also supply goods and services of a wide variety to
people in the city and beyond; they draw out latent reserves
of scarce resources, especially of enterpreneurship and
capital; and they provide a training ground to improve
skills of the new and increasing numbers of artisans
(Callaway, 1965; 40). i
Also, like Callaway, Dhamija (1975; 465) strongly recommends the handi-
craft industry to development planners since it is compatible with
women s essential role as home-makers. The advantages offered are:
the creation of remunerative employment in rural areas, use of
traditional skills and local raw materi als, low investment, relative
ease of marketing and flexibility of production. Besides tending to
flood the market with an oversupply of a skill, like seamstressing,
crafts training, if diversified in product outcomes, remains a viable
job-oriented possibility for the Nigerian young woman.
FACTORS INFLUENCING WOMEN'S ACQUISITION OF EMPLOYMENT
Besides the above economic factors, other broader conditions, which
educational planning should consider, have an impact on women's entry
into employment. These situational factors can be viewed as
1) attitudinal, 2) legislative, 3) marital, 4) social, 5) religious,
and 6) educational. It is often postulated that education correlates
positively with employment acquisition. If education and training is
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minimal, it is worth investigating other influences which aid or
constrain the job-acquisition process. The influences of education
will, therefore, be left for investigation in the latter section of
this chapter.
Attitudinal Constraints
Several studies discuss aspects of women's attitudes towards
working, the perspectives of society and employer attitudes. In her
study of single women in Kampala, Uganda, Mandeville (1979) reveals
that few single women appeared to regard work as interesting or
desirable in itself. They preferred financial support from their
lovers and worked merely to supplement that income. The study also
concluded that women free to work, do so. Bujra (1979; 43) feels that
many employed women are merely casual workers because the level of
unionization is low. "Low wages, lack of skills, and women's domestic
responsibilities do not make for a committed female work force". A
German study revealed that highly committed, educated German women
report personal motives for work compatible with their life-planning
and that they also enjoy housekeeping. Women with less education,
however, find their own employment to be a burden and take up a negative
attitude towards the vocational education of girls. They perceive a
girl's occupation as performing only a "bridging function" between
school and marriage (Fuchs, 1971; 497). Boserup (1970; 116) talks of
the "fear that women might be exposed to a demoralizing influence in
factory surroundings". For many women, particularly own-account
workers, work in home industries provides more security and less
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resistance from outside critics.
Youssef (1974) has discussed how work has been linked with sexual mis-
conduct, particularly in certain Middle Eastern societies which
traditionally enjoy the seclusion of women from the public eye. There
is strong resistance to the employment of the unmarried girl:
The position of the single woman in the social structure is,
in fact, most precarious since any suspicion of mistrust of
her moral conduct can stigmatize her and her family for life
(Youssef, 1974; 106).
Also, since control over women is legitimized in terms of family honor,
the sanctions invoked against women working can be impenetrably
prohibitive (1974; 101). Trading in an Ugandan city is closely
associated with sexual looseness and prostitution by both men and
women and is "inconsistent with female respectability and modern
aspirations" (Mandeville, 1979; 48). Di Domenico and Lacey-Mojuetan
(1977; 66) found that among the Hausa-Fulani of Northern Nigeria the
status of "housewife" tends to be regarded higher than that of a
"working woman", whereas the opposite holds true for Yoruba women.
The attitudes of the male employer towards employing women
often provide constraints to job-seeking women. Bartsch (1974; 161)
discusses how many employers in Muslim Iran, viewed female employees
as a liability, and tended to lay off women working in factories after
a few months in order to avoid paying social insurance charges. Also,
Standing reiterates that women are increasingly channeled into
secondary jobs because lack of training and on-the-job experience keeps
their productivity low. "Statistical" discrimination results:
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Employers come to regard them as having low productivity anda !ower degree of labor force commitment than men A scr eningof workers on the basis of sex results.
. . forcing largenumbers of women into low-status, secondary jobs and inducesatus frustration among the educated (Standing, 1976; 294)!
Legislative constraints
Some countries have legal restrictions on women working in
certain occupations. Lucas (1975; 64) mentions that one major reason
for the very low participation of women in factory work in northern
Nigeria is that the Nigerian Labor Code (Cap 91) prohibits women work-
ing in mines or being employed in night work in industry or agriculture
(positions of management being exempted). A woman can only undertake
a contract of employment which does not involve departure from her
usual place of residence (unless she is employed in the same neighbor-
hood or undertaking as her adult male relatives, or as a domestic
servant). With small companies, he continues, the provisions of the
Labor Code are probably "difficult to enforce and lave little effect,
so that the prejudices of the employers may be more important than
legal constraints (Lucas, 1975; 71). On the other hand, Lucas found
that many tax laws were favorable to working and self-employed women.
Customary codes of law restrict those divorced Hausa Muslim
women who, as discussed earlier, choose to trade rather than stay
secluded. This period between marriages "allows them minimal
participation in economic and social life and regards them legally
and politically as minors" (Di Domenico and Lacey-Mojuetan, 1977; 67).
Marital and Fertility Patterns and Age
Several studies have shown that female employment status bears
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little relationship to fertility. The Changing African Family project
of Umbadan, Nigeria, in 1973 sampled 6,608 Yoruba women between 15-
5 9 years
’
4 “ 5% havin9 more than primary education. The project found
that levels of fertility among professionals was as high as (or even
higher than) the levels recorded for those in home-related and unskilled
occupations (Arowolo, 1978). Also, the study concluded that the
pattern of variation in fertility by occupation can hardly be
attributed to educational factors. Another Nigerian study by Standing
and Sheehan (1978) showed no significance for fertility on the female
labor-force activity rate; women above 24 years of age had a higher
propensity to work, suggesting that once child bearing subsided,
women were free to enter the labor market again. This was further
borne out by Fapohunda's survey in which the mean age of Lagos women
workers studied was 26.4 years, 19% who came from polygamous house-
holds (underestimation). Later labor market entry is supported by
Ottong's fertility study (1978; 793) in Southern Zaria which showed
that 68.4% of the females married between ages 14 and 18, indicating
early high fertility activity merely postpones entry to labor market.
Regarding age factors, Frejka (1969) found two age patterns of
participation taken mainly from European and Asian examples: 1) "one-
peak" distribution occuring around ages 20-24 with a gradual falling
off of participation; 2) "two-peak" distribution between ages 20-24
and from age 40 onwards. Lucas (1973) found that Lagos women's
participation rates conform to none of these patterns, nor do Frejka'
s
patterns seem to conform to other West African rates.
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Polygamy and seclusion, as earlier discussed, make demands on
women to become financially independent, since the wives and children
constitute sub-units in a household. As the wife ages, and her
child-bearing diminishes, she becomes freer to work and trade, unlike
the more secluded younger wives.
A young Hausa girl freshly literate from primary school will
most inevitably become the wife of a man of prestige or wealth.
Islamic men have greater influence and prestige if they seclude their
wives (Cohen, 1969; 59-60). Such men want schooled wives for developing
a good household. In the face of modernization and universal primary
education, the degree to which seclusion becomes enforced on the young
literate girl may become a matter of social contention as employment
realities open up newer opportunities and freedom to women.
Social Mobility: Migration and Women's Associations
Little's (1973; 20) provocative study of African women migrants
in towns contains a central theme of interest to this present study:
the determination and "empiricism" with which women, young and old,
can cope with foreign, unfamiliar settings. This is perhaps because
the woman is rarely isolated; she usually moves with her husband or,
if unmarried, with her parents or other relatives whose household she
serves. Motives for moving to urban centers include desires to find
husbands, to become economically independent, to improve one's status
and for adventure. While young men tend to rationalize their
ambitions in terms of 'progress', in spite of hopes transforming into
what Gutkind terms the "energy of despair", women seek "freedom" from
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perceived social inferiority. As a result, in some areas of West Africa
the female propensity for rural-urban migration may be rising faster
than the male as a response to opportunities for employment, education
and/or marriage in the cities.
Sudarkasa (1977; 183) has found that these women, often against
their expectations, are forced to turn to trading on their own-account
when clerical, industrial or technical jobs sought are not available.
In fact, female migrants have contributed to change and innovation
mainly in the West African market place and have been "style setters and
social interpreters" for rural women. Sudarkasa’s impression was that
"young female migrants, brought up in the cities, along with the young
female school leavers migrating from the rural areas, are equalizing
the sex ratio among single migrants under the age of twenty-five" (1977;
195). If they return to their villages, they normally bring back with
them a skill by which they can earn a living. Also, in conjugal behavior
joint decision-making activities grow between the woman and her husband
as well as cooperation in the use of conjugal resources, if both have
migrated. Increased interdependence between spouses results as they cope
with a new social environment (1977; 188). If migration indeed helps
develop entrepreneurial and self-sufficiency skills, then educators and
planners might well note the implications of urban education for young
women.
As young women take up residence in urban centers, they
consolidate their desires for social mobility as well as for mobility
through the formation of associations. These voluntary associations
guarantee benefits of solidarity and cooperation in an otherwise alien
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world. In preliminary job-hunting, for instance, Mandeville ( 1979 ;
48) found that the women she studied are basically shy and ignorant
of procedures, i.e. in filling out job applications, reading and
responding to advertisements, etc. The intervention of an intermediary,
such as a friend or kin of equal status, who has contacts with
influential persons, was a necessity.
Intermediaries lead to associations based on financial needs,
yet serving other interests, such as ethnic unions, social aspirations,
and religious interests. Women have become predominant in West
African trade and commerce due to their initiatives in establishing
trade associations for regulating practices and providing credit, as
Little (1965) and Meillassoux (1968) have shown. Market egbes^ in
Lagos buy in bulk and distribute the produce at cheaper rates at the
same time ensuring that women marketers selling the same product do
not undercut each other in profit competition (Little, 1965; 126-127).
Many trade unions provide social services as well as the production of
goods for themselves, a good example being the large Egba Women's
Union of Abeokuta, southern Nigeria. Politically active as well, this
association contributed to the flight of the Alake of Abeokuta in
1948 when government plans did not meet their demands (Little, 1965;
118).
Little (1972; 285) discusses how voluntary associations promote
social mobility and reference group identification for the 'new girl'
in town who finds herself in sexual as well as social competition with
other women. A society in Abidjan and Accra which organizes prostitutes
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sets a regular tariff and no "Tutu" is allowed to charge a customer
less than the price fixed by the society's president. Socially
ambitious women join dancing clubs in order to learn and display
social skills. Business and professional clubs confer a growing
status on members of elite groups. Little concludes that such
voluntary associations have largely been able to offset women's
educational drawbacks and stimulate social ambitions (1977; 288).
On the other hand, Meillassoux found that such associations in
Bamako, though useful as entry aids, are actually short-lived and do
not cover the entire or even fundamental social needs of the members.
Belonging to one is not as vital as belonging to the family or to an
emerging socio-economic class. Members must not be misled:
wo
T
1d tl
l? t they try to reconstruct within these
u
fictitious escape from the dominant social
environment which, since it works and perpetuates itself, isthe only one that is really binding (Meillassoux, 1968; 146).
Customarily, women of northern Nigeria must often make financial
contributions or gift exchanges to secure their social acceptance in
a community. Remy (1975) found that a rural Moslem woman who moves
to the city after marriage, and who lacks a household base for
participation in the urban economy, must rely on associations to help
her business and access to customers. However, her ability to make
financial contributions to stay in the association depended upon her
husband's ability to finance her trade initially (1975; 369). Gift
exchanges were important, also, in maintaining a young woman's associa-
tion with villagers, girl friends and extended family.
Therefore, types of solidarity relationships are needed to build
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ties of security and collective patronage which benefit the women
both economically and socially. An example among Hausa women is the
institution of Jean,war rana, whereby older women '•adopt" younger women
as their junior sister who, in turn, performs small services and are
given non-reciprocated gifts (Jackson, 1978; 28). Another important
Hausa institution is the practice of biki., reciprocal gift-giving
between bond-friends. Only conducted between equals, this is a "non-
usurous device facilitating borrowing from trusted partners at moments
of crisis of celebration" (Hill, 1972; 150-151).
The psychology of such solidarity in associations of common
economic cause has carried over to unexpected but justifiable rebellions
against attempted sabotage on women peasant labor. Jackson (1978)
explains how a group of older Hausa women performed a strike against
wage discrimination in a Kano agricultural project. Jackson further
elaborates how the stereotypical perception of Hausa women as being
totally submissive, obedient, lacking in power and oppressed by Islamic
ideology, which specifically devalues women, is challenged by the
forthright display of solidarity of these women. Goulet (1979) would
confirm these as outbursts of displayed self-reliance. That communities
need to use "leverage points" to overcome constraints and reach specific
objectives while fostering larger social transformation around them is
a philosophy of development which women should adopt. However, its
pedagogy must be very patient, as the development is very gradual
(1979; 565-566).
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Religion and Cultism
Onwuejeognu (1971; 281) states that Hausa women on becoming
Muslim lost their pre-Islamic political, legal, and economic freedom.
As a result, religion influenced what work would be practised by women,
the comparative value of certain types of work being less important.
Barkow (1972), comparing two Hausa villages, one Muslim and one non-
Muslim, explains Islam's effect on women:
^lamizatlon provided Hausa women with an opportunity to fore-
sake laboring in the fields and to develop craft skills. Men
encouraged or at least accepted wife seclusion because it
(Barkow
6d
1972'
V
327)
] PreStige and was associ ated with Piety
Cross-sex solidarity seemed to lessen and female solidarity increase
while a cash economy and labor specialization was stimulated (1972;
328).
The relationship of the Bori cult, reputably practiced by many
Hausa women, to economic activity has been noted. Bori is a spirit
possession which is believed to regulate natural forces as well as
man-dominated activities and is a way for women to temporarily subdue
and humiliate their men folk (Onwuejeogwu, 1971; 290). In present day
terms, the transformation of Bori ritual to secular activity is
"almost complete"; women of the cult are not only political activists
but perpetuate new patterns of prostitution (1971; 292).
The influence of Christianity in northern Nigeria saw Christian
missionaries trying to penetrate strong Muslim kingdoms in the early
1800' s. Its effect on the movements of women into work and educational
domains will be described in more detail in Chapter III.
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Employment strategies for the private sector should recognize
these wide ranges of factors. The International Center for Research
on Women in Washington, D.C. suggests that national and regional levels
of programs for women should determine market projections, the sex-
segregated nature of the labor market, integrated planning feasibility
with related sectors, and the capacities of labor intensive industries
to absorb female labor. Planning the access of women to such employment
programs demands policies for training, credit availability and skill
marketability (International Center for Research on Women, 1980b).
Until these measures are fulfilled, the other socio-cul tural factors
discussed above will merely fortify the on-going restraints in
restricting women from joi ning progressive employment trends.
SUMMARY
This section has attempted to survey the nature of and influences
on the world of work to which the young literate woman will be making
a commitment. Women's work, generally, should be distinguished from
concepts of employment since the woman's often non-specialized duties
in the domestic and casual labor spheres are extensive. The employ-
ment of women may be thought to follow specialized training. In terms
of influences, the woman's commitment to work and labor force participa-
tion are often subdued or diminished by several factors: 1) her lack
of access to means and ownership of production from the land, 2) the
structural limitations and sexual dualism of the job market, and
3) accompanying attitudes towards women working. The formation of
solidarity groups, on the other hand, has aided the woman's entry and
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posmve contributions to the labor force. This seems to coincide, as
we saw earlier, with the roles played by kin, ethnic and voluntary
associations as immediate shelters for the migrant school leaver.
It would appear also that in view of women's restricted access
to means of production from the land and their subsequent migration
into informal labor market activities, the latter holds greater promise
for economic growth and job opportunity. Pragmatic approaches to work
emerge when the woman, faced with fertility issues and the limitations
of her own unskilled state, realizes that she must contribute to the
economy of her household. Here, the informal sector provides an easy
entry. Her work preferences, however, are most usually pre-conditioned,
influenced not so much by her level of skills as by the job opportunity
structures into which she, as a woman, must fit.
It will next be seen how education and training of young women
further enhances or constrains their chances of entry, and what
strategies have been proposed to correct job-skill acquisition
imbalances.
c. EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR
WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
A utilitarian relationship exists between education and employ-
ment in the arena of supply and demand as education effects labor
market opportunities. Education whets demands for better wage
employment; the labor market breeds competitive consumption among the
trained. In this context, three propositions can help clarify the
characteristi cs of this relationship.
First, education creates demands for wage-paid employment.
While numerous studies have shown that school leavers desire education
because it leads to prestigious and "white collar" jobs and a more
secure and steady form of remuneration, e .g. wages, few opportunities
in this sector are actually available. Education "makes visible the
under-use of potential productivity energy" (Hunter, 1967; 36). The
wage-paying formal sector is largely dependent on the trained manpower
planned for that section. The informal sector grows out of market
demands and exchanges rather than formally trained know-how. According
to Foster (1965; 150-151), while "schools (i rrespecti ve of what they
teach) have been shrewdly used as the gateway into the 'emergent'
sector of the economy", they are not responsible for what is actually
the slow expansion of occupational opportunities in the employment
exchange sector. In this respect, for youth the trade-off between
accepting formal training (opportunities being few) or entering the
self-employment informal sector (opportunities being greater) reflects
the futility of receiving further formal education for work in the
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informal sector. Blaug (1973; 55) points out that schools do not make
entrepreneurs. People are self-employed in the unorganized sector
because of inadequate opportunities for wage employment in the infernal
sectors, not because the educational system has a built-in achievement
drive. Therefore, the tasks of creating self-™P loyment opportunities
would lie in more nonformal training methods.
The Fifth African Regional Conference of the International Labor
Organization (1977a) also make it quite clear that most formal voca-
tional training prepared people for dependency on the wage employment
in the modern sector rather than for autonomy. As it relates to the
informal sector,
:
* ' m“ ch formal vocational training virtually disqualifiedits graduates from informal sector employment by its assump-tions concerning the use of modern technologies, the existence
of workshop standards and practices, the availability of further
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and guidance, and the premium it places on
knowledge. Furthermore, given the cost and limited
aval ability of formal vocational training, it is unlikely to
1977a- 69^
^ rapid ex P ansion of a country's skills base (ILO,
The Kericho Conference in Kenya saw this discrepancy as a
problem of creating skills for rural employment, specifically in the
private farming sector. It proposed a mix of revised primary level
curricula towards agricultural production and continuing education
for school leavers for specific community skills (Hunter, 1967). In
this way, training responds to market demands rather than visa versa.
If disdain for farming existed, one reason could be due to the
inadequacies of the job market to place skills learned, rather than
with the academic training received.
A second proposition asserts that demands for education have
-direct impact on consumption aspirations. Deve,oP 1 „ g countries
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directed to job market changes. In the Arab contexts, there exist
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Edwards and Todaro (1973) see inequalities in tempering demands
for education which are continuing to outrun the opportunities for
productive employment. The d^and for education is essentially
Mvatelj, determined; the supply of educational opportunities is almos
univerally a government responsibility and, to that end, an important
political variable. Where opportunities for education exceed
opportunities for employment, some sort of rationing is needed. They
warn that "the practicalities of rationing imply the ascendancy of
favoritism and political ferment" (1973; 108). Governments have
minimized rationing in education, a more politically expedient move,
and instead rationed jobs. They feel that "greater weight should be
given to prospective employment opportunities in planning the rate of
educational expansion" (1973; 108) and a more critical look be given
at factors influencing the private demand for education. Also, if
primary schooling is terminal, the higher demand for education and
response to it by higher "certification" for labor force participation
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would eventually squeeze out the less educated from the labor market.
A third proposition states that there is a favorable assumption
that the probability of women entering the labor force increases with
the number of years of schooling. This is exemplified in such
impressive statistics as the 1960 census of the United Arab Republic
which cites that 4.4% of the women in the labor force are illiterate,
28% are with certificates of intermediate education and 75% are with
certificates of higher education (HO. 1969; 69). Such increased
education has vast absorptive potential in the wake of fastly urbanizing
count ri es.
Standing and Sheehan (1978) believe this is true for Nigeria:
To the extent that it reflected a shift in preferences and
a relaxation of psychological, cultural and other social
barriers to economic activity, increasing levels of female
education represent a major means by which high rates of
female labor force participation would be maintained in the
course of the urbanization of Nigeria (1978; 136).
However, Standing (1976; 287) challenges this presumably
positive correlation between the impact of education and female labor
force participation that has usually been postulated. Firstly, he
disputes the "opportuni ty cost" argument which asserts that education
provides incentives to seek employment by saying that there are other
factors tending to reduce the probability of participation in the labor
force, such as the husband's high income earnings and diminished
incentives for the woman to work. Secondly, increased education can
lead to "status frustration" whereby many women who feel entitled to
a certain level of income withdraw from the labor force rather than
accept 1 ower-paying, low-status jobs. In countries which witness a
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high degree of women's activities and opportunities in the informal
sectors, stereotypi cal ly regarded as low-status, reluctance of
educated women to enter this sector could be considerable.
PRESENT EDUCATIONAL PROVISIONS: THE LAG
Viewing the demand-supply inequalities referred to by Edwards
and Todaro, the recognized educational provisions for women still trail
those for men. This limited attendance in formal education has
affected growth, according to UNECA:
The effects of fewer educational and training opportunitiesfor girls and women are reflected in the lower rate of growth
(UNECA
r
°1976
S
8)
d leSS development 1 n Af rican countries
Whereas in Latin America schools there is little difference in the sex
proportions in ages of boys and girls of 15-19 years, there is still
a traditional reluctance in Middle Eastern Arab countries to educate
girls. Youssef's study found that one-quarter of all students attend-
ing secondary or vocational schools were females (Youssef, 1974 ; 51 )
.
In Ghana, which fairly represents other African countries in the 15-19
year age group, there is 1 girl to 3 boys in schools (Boserup, 1970;
123).
What are some reasons for this limited pursuit of education
by women? Boserup sees a two- fold handicap in training of girls for
the modern sectors. One is family education which still suppresses
a girl's self-confidence and individuality to seek her own goals in
life (1970; 220). Likewise, the Women's Program Unit of UNECA (1973b)
has repeated the undesirous trends infringing upon women's and girl's
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education citing examples that parents and governments, faced with
limited economic resources, continue to give preference to boys.
Parental attitudes continue to thwart daughters' educational advance-
ment because it counters their economic value as workers in the
household. Maleche (1961) found that parents viewed education as a
poor investment for girls, making them discontented and immoral and
distracting them from home duties. With the widespread fear among
Hausa men that educated girls would cease to submit to traditional
household roles and to polygomous marriages, Yeld (1961; 171) comments
how they reach a compromise by selecting ex-primary school girls as
wives and impose strict seclusion on them.
For these reasons, Paolucci et al (1976) have suggested that a
more credible and positive approach to educating girls might be to look
at the "family ecological framework" for identifying the skills needed
to facilitate families' social and economic functioning. Because
the foundations for learning are first established within the family
system which prepares members for productive functioning, increased
attention, they feel, needs to be paid to supporting, supplementing
and complementing education within the family system. There is no
doubt that attitudes towards girls' education would then be redirected
within this framework.
A second "handicap" which Boserup sees is the still inferior
condition of training facilities and content taught in schools attended
by girls. Subjects offered, such as cooking, sewing, the traditional
female preoccupations, assign women to the subsistence production
levels, too general to promote cause for further training. On the
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hand, men and boys become specialized producers of agricultural and
non-agri cultural goods; they obtain chances for further training in
specializations. Likewise, training programs in community development
and rural extension, as well as teacher preparation courses, aim at
womencraft solely without exposure to the new technologies and other
diversified income-generating activities. Boserup confirms, too, that
women are very rarely trained as skilled industrial workers in develop-
ing countries. Where such training might exist, mainly in Latin
America, "it is frequently in trades with limited prospects for
employment" (1970; 141). This echoes the "sexual dualism" in the
labor market and confinement to secondary jobs about which Standing
cautioned.
Pos t-primary formal vocational training for girls mainly empha-
sizes the three basic occupations: teaching, nursing and clerical,
considered to be the "feminized" occupations. These three employment
areas also are found principally in the formal wage sector and require
considerable formal schooling and proper qualifications for entry.
Because the clerical and administrative professions were reserved for
boys during the colonial entrenchment in Africa, they have only
recently been opened to women's entry. Significantly, the inter-agency
mission on Kenya reported that, while recognizing the important
possibilities in the industrial sector for women's training and
participation, it felt that
In the service sector, new opportunities are opening up
fairly rapidly in the health and education fields, and girls
will need to be encouraged and educationally and vocationally
prepared to take advantage of them (ILO, 1972; 298).
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Standing (1976; 296, feels that this again suggests a bias that women
should be prepared to do so-called women's jobs.
The Women's Programme Unit of UNECA (1973a; 9) cites examples of
present trends in some African countries to expand vocational training
for females. While these programs 15 provide training in womencraft,
they have an added emphasis on skills which will develop propensities
for self-employment and wage employment as well as factory work. Some
programs for girl school-leavers aim towards self-sufficiency, such
as at Tanzania's Young Women's Christian Association; others combine
literacy with training in occupational skills.
In her discussion of formal and non-formal training programs
for women, Derryck (1979; 139-140) has explicitly stressed this need to
include literacy training with job skills, particularly for ages 14-25
years. "Literacy increases income" in this critical target for inter-
vention. It also prepares young women to function in the modern world
of increased communication through the written word.
In Francophone West Africa, rural education centers instruct
women in homecraft skills. The
' animatrices 1
,
primary school leavers
who are instructors at these centers leave their 1-3 years of vocational
training with leadership and domestic science skills. Mitchnik (1977;
13) reports that 800 rural education centers in Upper Volta have
30,000 students of whom just 3,000 are girls.
VOCATIONAL DRAWBACKS
A major drawback, characteristic of progress in women's
education, is the vocationalization of curricula establishing young
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women in certain occupations which are societal* deemed as appropriate
"womencraft". These subjects, as mentioned earlier, keep literate
women at subsistence activities, promoting the "traditional" crafts
and trades and family life skills, for which there is little basis for
further general skill training. Unesco (1975) tried to counteract
this seemingly static educational problem by establishing pilot projects
that would 1) provide material aid, information education and
mechanization skills in rural life subjects to women, and 2) provide
both a functional literacy and vocational training program. In Upper
Volta, for instance, a secondary technical-vocational education program
leading to pedagogical qualifications in family and agricultural studies
trains girls for positions as instructors for rural development. While
seeking to change community and employer attitudes towards hiring
girls and women after the training, the results of the project in Upper
Volta were discouraging. It was found that, outside of teaching and
the civil service, the domestic science training program did not lead
to employment, vocational education received by most girls was
inappropriate, and employers were unwilling to hire them even if they
had received suitable training (1975; 30). An additional problem
resulted when girls, fresh but of primary school and trained from one
to six months to become 'animatri ces
' ,
are engaged to teach older
women. They lack status and authority to assume informal leadership
and sometimes fear ridicule from others (Mitchnik, 1977; 14).
Connected with this, a second drawback, particularly expressed
by Higgs and Mbithi (1977) in their study for the Food and Agricultural
Organization, is the relative isolation of many women's programs from
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the mainstream of the educational outreach system.
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In the agricultural education fields, sex discrimination exists; very
few women are encouraged to attend courses or schools where modern
agricultural methods are taught. Rural extension workers still teach
home management science to women's groups while men receive instruction
farm management and technology. An example of this trend is the
woman's programs in CADU, an Ethiopian agricultural project sponsored
jointly by the Ethiopean government and UNESCO. The program has a
strong work-oriented functional literacy component concentrating on
1) cleanliness in the compound, 2 ) cleanliness in the home, 3) care of
food, 4) personal hygiene, and 5) basic nutrition and feeding of young
children (Niehoff and Wilder, 1974; 255). To counteract the segregation
of the sexes in formalized training, the Sudan which necessarily
segregates men and women for religious reasons, is now considering co-
educational training. Both sexes would attend classes in nutrition,
for instance, and meet to discuss community problems, thereby establish-
ing dialogue within their families about family and community develop-
ment (Higgs and Mbithi; 1977; 27).
In a sense, these curricular realities offer little disparity
between women's expectations, which are implanted early in life, and
job market opportunities. What becomes disparate is that the job
market reveals an oversupply of certain skills and a diminished income
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level. These are the factors which change women's expectations and
make them desire the better paying, more prestigious
"white collar"
jobs usually beyond their reach. Considering the utility question
cational training s relevance to the informal sector, Blaug (1973;
53) sums up that "we must abandon any notion that vocational nation
can prepare students for a specific occupation". He warns against
tieing the work experience programs of vocational schools to detailed
manpower forecasts because, when students enter the labor market, they
may make little specific use of skills acquired in training.
Besides curricular limitations, a third constraint in the current
provisions of women's education, if employment-oriented, is one of the
values placed on training, work and the resulting issue of job aspira-
tions. Are women being trained to have a sense of self-reliance and
developmental" goals towards themselves and society at large, as
Goulet and others would propound? Or is training sought for making
some money specifically for the subsistent upkeep of women's households?
Blaug (1973; 53) comments that the vocational function of
education resides more in the value of training and not in the domain
of cognitive knowledge. The experience of the Village Polytechnic
Movements in Kenya have shown that skill acquisition training alone is
not sufficient for future entrepreneurs who will be setting up their
own businesses.
The training should aim at the provision of skills and values
which, in addition to fitting people for recognized money-
earning roles, motivates trainees to seek out new latent
opportunities but also to perform tasks of community and family
improvement which may not have any immediate monetary returns
(Court, 1974; 297).
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The value of training needs to be seen in the women's social and
customary context. Only when prestigious and reputable northern
Nigerian Muslim women become trained as teachers of girls in the early
1950's was the teaching profession considered respectable and accept-
able as an occupation for Muslim girls outside their homes (Veld, 1961).
Teaching was then viewed as consistent with purdah status, its noble
service legitimized by elite women. The health professions, however,
were slower to receive acceptance, since they branded closer associa-
tions with men and visitations to neighborhood compounds. In some
Muslim societies (like northern Nigeria), parents have recently shown
an eagerness to educate daughters at the primary school level so they
will be more eligible to become wives of rich and reputable men.
However, further training was considered to jeopardize daughters’ chances
of marrying. If progress is to be had, training should be viewed as
compatible with, and not in substitution for, family craft.
As mentioned earlier, schooling builds up hopes and long-term
personal as well as economic aspirations. A revealing study by Koff
(1967; 399) of Kenyan primary school pupils showed that of four reasons
for gaining an education— 1) mobility (to get a job, status, prestige),
2) citizenship, 3) knowledge, 4) assistance— "mobi 1 ity" was given the
highest rating: 82% in rural areas, 91% in urban. The two most
preferred jobs were clerk/secretary and primary school teacher
("engineer" came second for the urban pupils). Post-primary alternatives
perceived were 1) job-hunting, 2) farming, 3) education or training.
Responses were not distinguished as to sex, but it can be assumed that
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girls did not differ significantly from boys in their responses.
In another study by Anderson (1967; 418) of Kenyan final
-year
primary school pupils (approximately one third were girls), the girls
indicated employment preferences in favor of private or unaided
secondary school training, suggesting that unless they entered the
"better" government schools, they expected to leave school altogether.
Generally, to the boys, employment was the last choice, with preference
given to secondary schooling.
Surprisingly, Olayinka's study (1973) of 96 boys and 77 girls
in Lagos secondary schools found that the two most preferred occupations
Of the girls were medicine and nursing because they were "humanitarian"
fields. This indicates evidence of a status goal, but not necessarily
the monetary drives (at least it was not evident in the design of that
study) and preferences expressed by primary school leavers.
A working assumption results from these analyses; that girls
tend to £erceiye correctly areas of employment for themselves because
such occupations are characterized by the absence of prejudice and by
sex differentiation. To deviate from traditionally known female jobs
would be ludicrous as well as futile. While these young women feel
safe and "fit into" female-specific occupations, they unknowingly
reinforce market discrimination and limit their options for diversify-
ing skills and job opportunities. If education and specialized
training for women are to have any impact on the economic and social
growth of the nation, then planners need to consider strategies that
would, on the one hand, study realistic perceptions, aspirations and
job market needs, and, on the other hand, design from this information
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useful programs for women.
SOME TRAINING OBJECTIVES AND PRINCIPLES
As mentioned earlier, training interventions alone are not
sufficient to change the job market realities which have limited women's
access to employment. Job market strategies making structural changes
which open access to women are needed also. However, it should be
recognized that education enhances employment opportunities, raises
income aspirations, increases the opportunity cost of inactivity and
weakens the restrictive power of cultural traditions limiting women's
non-domestic activities (Standing, 1976; 295-296). The ILO Employment
Policy for Africa stresses this fact:
Education and training policy is the main means of bringing
about a qualitative improvement in labour supply and its
adaptation to demand, and accordingly deserves priority as aninstrument of employment policy (ILO, 1969; 68).
If the informal sector is to assist prospective employers as
trainers, Sethuraman (1977; 350) suggests a general review of conven-
tional methods of training and some remedies: more on-the-job training,
the abolition of tuition fees, training in managerial as well as
technical skills, and a proper system of certification. Any training
strategy for the informal sector, he says, must take into account the
following: 1) that many people need new skills rather than improvement
of their present ones; 2) parts of the informal sector will disappear
over a period of time, while others may require total transformation;
3) whether government or the entrepreneurs of the sector should decide
on the kind of training to be given, remembering the aspirations Of
employees; and 4) data on present skill composition and utilization and
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future skill requirements needs to be available for manpower planning
purposes. Also, the ILO (1977a; 70) confims that training for the
informal sector skills should offer entry possibilities eventually to
the modern formal sector, if the inadequacies of the informal sector's
skills in management, finance, marketing and technology can be
overcome.
What then are some objectives and principles of a strategy that
could be put forward for designing and implementing training programs
for women who wish to enter the private labor sector?
1. As regards the skills acquisition, UNECA (1973b) feels women
should receive more training in 1) literacy, 2) agriculture, 3) trade
and commerce, 4) small-scale industries, and 5) participation in
community activities. In this respect. King (1978) advocates directions
for school leavers towards acquiring not only basic school education
but informal or on-tthe-job skills. These would serve as entry require-
ments for the expansion of production skills, principally through self-
employment and community awareness.
Much of the literature has focused on these principles for
training in areas considered important by UNECA:
a) Functional literacy should be work-oriented with a
view to upgrading and applying the literacy skills
learned in school. Retention of cognitive skills
tend to diminish after several years out of school,
as J. Simmons (1976) has found;
b) In terms of reaching women with agricultural skills,
"greater attention must be given to the training of
women as extension workers in large numbers in all
skills of agriculture, so that the majority of women
in the rural areas can be reached" (UNECA, 1973b;
13).
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2. The ILO has called for a clear distinction "between home
economics training for the home and family and vocational training
for gainful economic activity (UNECA, 1973b; 8). Nevertheless, these
can be mixed, as Naik (1972) has recommended, stressing a vocational
core of skills learned with cultural interests, family life skills anc
participation in social service programs. International Center warns
of the often confused distinction between training women for 'women-
craft productions which are low- income and without wide market-
ability, and the management cum technical or "applied" trades which
offer decision-making responsibilities, wage promotions and credit
advance (International Center for Research on Women, 1980b).
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Such short-term, time-paced arrangements would contribute conveniently
to easing the limited time factor many women with family responsibi-
lities face.
4. Need to integrate women's training into the mainstream of
economic life and development goals. This often requires co-educational
emphasis of integrating both women and men into programs. Coombs et
al (1973; 91) suggest "reorienting and broadening existing male and
coeducational programs to provide greater access and relevant training
girls rather than creating brand-new 'girls' programs (though
these may be needed in due course)". This is confirmed also by
Mickelwait et al (1976) who found that
n general
,
the integration of women into the ruraleconomy win proceed more quickly if that integration takese - thln th(
:
context of a development project ratherthan by means of women-only projects (Mickelwait, 1976; xiv).
Mbi 1 inyi 0979a; 27) suggests uniting cental and manual work "through
a process of combining production with training, scientific experi-
mentation and problem-solving".
"Technologizing" womencraft, using
local materials so that they can compete with manufactured goods could
offer innovative ways to "break into" the technological world. Jedlicka
(1975) suggestion to create "female technologies" discussed earlier is
relevant here.
5. Education or training interventions might use women's association;
and solidarity groups to strengthen learning programs for leadership,
etc. For instance, Trinidad planned girl's rural training camps, which
were designed to provide residential pre-vocational training in rural
industry (United Nations Commission on the Status of Women, 1970; 78).
Michelwait et al (1976; xiv) caution that in some regions and for some
purposes, a separate organization could weaken a growing movement, e. g.
the small farmers association. If backed by urban elite of women, for
instance, a new association might be able to successfully overcome
societal restriction and enlarge the association's function.
6. Any training effort must be aimed at raising income levels
of women. Increased economic benefits also tend to heighten women's
self-esteem which, in turn, develops solidarity and willingness to
innovate and diversify their activities (Clark, 1979; 34-35). The
economic entrepreneurship of women needs further attention and
enhancement. The ability to build up credit and knowledge about how
to gradually finance activities or commercialize home production (such
as food processing, clothing products, etc.) will prepare young women
early with confidence-producing strategies for their later activities
(International Center for Research on Women, April 1980b; 20).
SUMMARY
This section has attempted to trace some common patterns
emerging out of the opportunity linkages between education or training
and employment for women. UNESCO's timely call for equal opportunity
sums up the basic problem introduced in this Chapter:
The provision of equal opportunities for girls and women
within technical and vocational education.
. . is of coursethe most obvious initial step towards equal employment
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Education induces desires for labor force participation and also raises
expectations that the supply of trained manpower will meet demands
for it. Yet, the demand-supply inequalities which exist for young
women defy these expectations. Educational facilities are found
inadequate, while cultural constraints lock women into "female"
vocations prescribed by an unbending society. Few curricular outlets
exist for developing management and decision-making goals as well as
technical skills in occupations. The val ue of training is perceived
as frail.
Several strategic issues are presented to help explain how
educational opportunity will effect employment acquisition. Much has
yet to be learned about such linkages in the lives of the semi-skilled
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but basically literate young woman. Standing
( 1976 ) feels that
empirical research has so far not adequately demonstrated any
consistent association between education and female labor force
Participation. However, he asserts that the
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The present thesis is one attempt to examine aspects of the employment-
training mysteries affecting young women in northern Nigeria.
One outcome from this chapter's literature review are these
strategy questions:
t a) should ^omen's technology and skills be improved in thetraditional female occupations (teacher, domestic andcommumty scientist, midwife and fan, worker)! givingfemaies some exclusivity so that they have upward mobilityand promotion (vertical development)?
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The next chapter will try to examine the women's experiences in
acquiring jobs and further training after leaving primary school. It
will also hope to shed some light on the questions above.
CHAPTER TWO--NOTES
nation-building in Nigeria.
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aay, this form of training is a contractual inter-ethnic
master-apprentice arrangement arising out of the wider needs of
urbanization.
Unprotected" usually means that a sector's production capacity
is not protected" by Government regulations, tariffs or quotas
which are enjoyed by capital-intensive producers who receive
investment credits and other fiscal favors from Government,
making markets less competitive. As a result, according to
Weeks (1975; 89), "the competitive advantages bestowed by the
State leave little scope for competition from indigenous
entrepreneurs using techniques appropriate to the unregulated
factor market".
In Callaway's survey (1972) of apprenticeships in Ibadan in
1963-1964, 14 were girl apprentices to women seamstresses out of
250 apprentices interviewed. McQueen's study (1963) interviewed
876 employed and unemployed male leavers from primary and
secondary schools in southern Nigerian Regions and no females.
Peil's study (1970a) reached female apprentices mainly because
tailoring (which most girls seem to choose) was one of the five
types of apprenticeships chosen for study. King (1977)
generalizes about the system as it may befit any apprenticeship
discipline or other nonformal skill training strategies in
Kenya.
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In Aryee's data (1976; 6) on 330 male and female heads of
nterpri ses in Kumasi, Ghana, women were left out of the analysiscause their market behaviour is markedly different" from thatof men. "Their active participation in the laboul ?orce is
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. So data processing was done for the298 male masters only, leaving 32 women or roughly 10% of thesample out of the analysis.
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^1\ and fhers explain that a Hausa «™an passes throughstages of full seclusion as a wife of child-bearing age, or ofpartial seclusion which can take place during the observed
three-month period after a divorce and before remarriage. Partial
seclusion also takes place during marriage, depending on the
°S
the husbanb ‘ lt is usually in times of full seclusionthat the Hausa woman has time to devote to the making of crafts
and their subsequent sale.
11.
From "Occupational Distribution of the General, Urban and Rural
Population of Nigeria" Table 1 of the 1963 national census reportUassTfi cations given were "Farmers, Fishermen, Hunters, Loggers,
12.
Frejka (1971; 1563) mentions that female participation rates which
are classified only by age are not very informative due to the
fact that a number of mutually compensating factors influence this
distribution, such as marital status, fertility behavior, place
of residence, etc.
13. Even in the married state of seclusion, a wife does still conduct
remunerative activities. Nor does she rely on her husband's
financial support in the polygamous household unless she receives
capital for the expansion of a trade or business. However, while
married, she does not engage in prostitution.
14. An egbe is a distributor and seller of goods, usually at retail
prices.
15.a)The Mancell's Girls Vocational Institute, Kumasi, Ghana
b) National Women's Vocational Training Centre, Accra, Ghana
c) St. Brigid's Social Centre, Ibadan, Nigeria
d) Youth Training Brigades, Botswana.
chapter III
WOMEN'S ACQUISITION OF EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
IN BAUCHI STATE
EDUCATION HISTORY OF NORTHERN NIGERIA
While Christian missionary activities were establishing schools
in Southern Nigeria in the early 1900's, their expansion in Northern
Nigeria was restrained. The British authorities in that Region had
promised the Muslim Emirs that Christian missions would not be allowed
to interfere with the predominately Islamic societies of the Fulani-
Hausa Emirates of the North. Therefore, only a few Government schools
were established before 1920 to complement the wide-spread system of
Koranic Schools. After its visit to Nigeria, the Phelps-Stokes Commission
discovered that education in the North was looked upon with some un-
easiness and suspicion by the local people as a process having a dis-
integrating and demoralizing effect upon the characters of the pupils
subjected to it. Also, that it is regarded exclusively as a handmaiden
to administration. The Commission thereby made several recommendations
that education become more "mass" oriented. Of its recommendations,
also, one emphasized the need to consider both the quality and quantity
of women and girl's education (Jones, 1922; 175-176).
Influenced by the Commission's report and the ideas of Sir
Frederick Lugard, the first colonial governor, the British Government
sanctioned the establishment of "indirect rule" in Northern Nigeria as
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the administrative policy. The policy aimed at governing the territory
through the traditional administrative machinery of local leaders and
fiscal institutions. Critical of the missions' educational activities
causing a decline of social discipline and opposition against
traditional authorities. Lugard submitted his own educational policy that
tradition-oriented education of the masses be emphasized as well as the
education of traditional rulers and their heirs. The enlightenment of
the rulers was important for their carrying out the administration of
the territory under indirect rule. His policy sought to avoid develop-
ment of a separate class of "educated Africans" by stressing character
training, manual education and adaptive skills for every-day existence
(Fajana, 1978). Gradually, he permitted Missions to establish educational
and administrative systems in Muslim and non-Muslum areas of the North.
However, his suspicions grew, that missionary influence might create
an elitist African increasingly becoming detached from his moral and
cultural roots.
After recovering from the financial and growth setbacks brought
about in the depression era, the Nigerian educational policies shifted
toward placing more responsibility on the Native Authorities in the
North to coordinate education with community activities. Many of the
educated Nigerians at this point suspected that this restriction of
education to the traditional local communities would perpetuate the
backwardness of African education. The Local Authorities predominately
managed basic education in the North so that by 1962, they were running
a significant number of schools compared to the South.
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In this study of the influence of the Nigerian Education
Ordinances 1916-1966, Ogunsola (1974, vi) found that the enrollment of
primary-age children was greatest in those areas of the North where
government permitted mission schools to operate. The Ordinances also
expanded government-controlled schools in the same area. Regretably,
that same expansion was not provided for in other areas of Northern
Nigeria.
By 1963, the enrollments of primary school children as a percentage
of the national age group of 6-12 years were considerably lower in the
North; 7.20% of the children in this age group attended school compared
to 54.88% in the Eastern Region, 44.91% in the West and 95.20% for
Lagos (Callaway, 1969; 195). Within the Northern Region, historically
important Muslim areas in the far north lagged considerably behind. In
1967, for instance, in Katsina, only 5.5% of the children between 6-12
years of age were believed to be on the school rolls; in Sokoto, 4.4%;
in Kano, 5.5% and in Kabba of Kwara State, 33.1% (Morohunfol a , 1969;
152). On the other hand, the system of Koranic education exclusively
available to Muslim girls and boys absorbed many children otherwise
not sent by their parents to the State schools (Tukur, 1963). The
result of the 1916 Ordinance was an encouragement of educational
expansion in the South, but limited mission expansion in the North.
By 1948, the voluntary agencies and native administrations were
given parity in grarrtSHn-aid of education (Ogunsola, 1974; 41). In
the early 1950's, this assistance slightly reduced the expansion of
general education, but provided voluntary agencies, such as the missions,
considered socially useful and efficient by government with additional
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facilities for secondary education and teacher training in the northern
provinces. Since they were shouldering the greatest responsibility for
education. Voluntary Agency schools became more numerous than Native
Administration schools between 1949-1953 (Ogunsola, 1974 ; 44 ).
In 1960, the Ashby Commission reported targets for the country by
1970 as: 1 ) 25% of all children should complete primary education;
2 ) 10% of all children completing primary school should go to secondary
school; 3) 30% of those completing the school certificate course should
go for higher education and training (Ogunsola, 1974; 49 ). Significantly,
this means that 90% of those primary school leavers would not continue
for any further training. Harbison (1970; 395 ) points out that it
became obvious that the North could not meet the first target, and the
ones thereafter, due to lack of facilities and trained personnel.
In spite of these discrepancies in educational attainment, the
primary school enrollment more than doubled in northern Nigeria during
the period 1959-1965. However, the proportional increase of female
attendance was negligible resting between 27-29% of the total enrollment.
By 1965, the 152,300 females attending primary school in Northern Nigeria
represented roughly 16% of the 977,000 female primary school population
in Southern Nigeria (Ogunsola, 1974; 52). In contrast, femal e enroll-
ments in southern Nigeria were about 33% of the total enrollments at
that time (UNECA, 1973a; 5). -
This contrasts greatly with the most noteworthy attempts in
primary education expansion taking place in the Western and Eastern
Regions in the mi d- 1 950 ' s. In January, 1955, the Western Region intro-
duced a six-year free universal primary education scheme for all children
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Agencies in Western Nigeria became agents for the execution of
Government Policy rather than remaining as mere administrators of
educational development. In one year, enrollments almost doubled in
the Western Region, jumping from 44.600 in 1954 to 811.432 in 1955
(Ukeje, 1966; 70). Female enrollment in Primary One there rose by
37« from 1954 to 1955 as compared with a 184% rise among males; girls
accounted for 25% of the total enrollment in 1954 and 34% in 1955
(Abernethy, 1969; 238).
Similarly, the Eastern Region introduced its UPE scheme in
January, 1957, calling for the abolition of fees in junior and senior
primary schools. Attempts to transform the Voluntary Agencies into
agents of government was strongly resisted by them, especially by the
Catholic Church which alone ran nearly half the number of primary
schools, secondary schools and teacher training colleges in the Eastern
Region.
The disparate development of the educational system in various
sections of Nigeria suggested that the locus of flourishing opportunity
in one area was distracting government attention from the needs for
educational advancement in another area of the country. Manpower
development needs beyond the primary school level were pressuring planners
to consider both the demands of the labor market for specified skills
as well as the employment needs of the school leavers.
Considering these manpower implications, the National Manpower
Board of Nigeria had repeatedly warned that the rapid development of
technical institutes was the most critical problem of manpower develop-
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> b> 1967 Nigeria was overinvesting
university education and underinvesting in sub-professional technical
training (Harbison, 1 970; 395). Even the Nuffield Foundation Report
of 1953 investigating technical education needs in West Africa suggested
that alternative forms of secondary education be considered, like
technical and vocational schools. It also warned that further expansion
of primary education would danand corresponding increases in secondary
institutions. Unless such institutions were diversified enough to absorb
the primary school leaver, a strain would be placed on scarce provisions
of the existing teacher training colleges and secondary schools
(Adesina, 1977; 32-34).
Hence, the mass of school leavers who were trying to enter the
labor market as an alternative to the rejection they faced from the
limited places available in post-primary schools, discovered their plight
to be quite acute, especially in the southern cities where the urban
population was rapidly growing. As Harbison (1970; 399) pointed out,
Nigeria's system of formal education is oriented almost exclusively to
the modern sector which provides employment opportunities for only 5%
of the labor force. By 1970 amidst the challenging task of reconstruct-
ing a nation after an intense and debilitating civil war, the Ashby
Report, though important for the first-half decade after independence,
no longer could provide adequate programs or relevant targets for
educational developments in the future (Harbison, 1970; 408).
With this background in mind, Adesina (1977; 230) has character-
ized Nigeria's education as "one of growth without development," of a
failure of quantity to match quality.
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231)™ 1 educational development
1980 s, then, appear to be the “development decade," he
believes. If this is so, then the relative lack of emphasis on girls'
and women's education and employ in terms of manpower development
takes on an added significance and timeliness.
GIRLS' EDUCATION
An important educational system was operating while mission
schools were being established- that of the Koranic schools which taught
boys and girls the principles and practices of Islam as well as the
rudiments of literacy and moral behavior. According to Tukur (1963;
149) by 1960, there were estimated to be 50,000 Koranic schools in the
Northern Region with 400,000 pupils of whom about 40% were girls. Young
women actually had the opportunity to become learned scholars in the
Islam faith. In Gwandu Emirate of Sokoto, according to Yeld (1961),
women even continued their religious studies after marriage, under
conditions of seclusion, and became teachers of the Koran for girls
and other secluded women.
However, this trend was shaken as the colonial regime favored
opportunities for the elite Muslim men (Trevor, 1975). As the Emirs
took an important place in political life under the British, they
concerned themselves more with the Establishment and less with the
spiritual life. As a result, fewer women were coached to attain
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scholarship in Islam, but rather were trains5 ai ned to marry a scholar.
There ensued a gradual decline in the status of women and any attempt
by them to "talk too cleverly" or pursue knowledge other than what
their husbands were teaching them would cause suspicion. Furthermore
Veld pointed out that the husband's interests turned away from the
traditional setting in which the wife was regarded as an economic and
socral partner. She, thereby, became increasingly restricted by seclusion
and the traditional education for girls became similarly inadequate.
As the Establishment entrenched formal western education pre-
dominately for the male aristocracy, any attempt to introduce similar
education for females would have been prejudicial and threatening. Even
the traditional aristocracy, to whom the contacts of European admini-
strators were largely confined, regarded the participation of females
in the non-domestic spheres as alien to Moslem-Hausa concepts. It would
now appear that the opportunity structures for the advanced learning
among women had diminished considerably in spite of the continued
operation of the Koranic schools, at least for pre-adolescent females.
As the transformation of this Muslim aristocracy towards new
changes in the society took place, and as formal education was in-
creasingly becoming equated with western or European-Christian culture
and values, the establishment of schooling for girls was permitted mostly
for making them better home-makers in what was a rapidly modernizing
world. Schooling demanded female teachers, the available teachers being
the European women during the colonial era. Such teachers were either
an active member of a Voluntary Agency (Mission) or the wife of a colonial
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worker in the territory who "volunteered" to teach realizing the
growing need for women teachers. However, suspicions by the girls
kinfolk continued since many of the teachers were spinsters and
as such followed a way of life corrmlptpiv a ii on .
of^conomtc^independence oMnVSlM"1 ^ ~
Mid- sr; 6v u,"“^
Also, expatriate women teachers had the additional heavy burdens in roles
not only as teachers but as matrons and disciplinarians in girl's
boarding schools. The teachers' colleges "are not only training the
girls to teach; they are aiming at raising the standard of living, and
inculcating good habits" (Foster, 1960; 154).
One solution to these limitations was to train indigenous women
from the aristocratic classes as teachers, their status now holding the
prestigious term of "Mallama'' which means "teacher". Gradually,
teaching duties were recognized to be consistent with purdah status so
that by the 1950' s , more schools were available for girls. Training
the women teachers often included visits to Britain in order to "broaden
the women's outlook" (Foster, 1960; 153). The first Government Girls
Secondary School in the Northern Region was established in 1956 in
Ilorin whereas the South started such schools for girls as far back as
1872 (St. Gregory's College, Lagos) and 1878 (Methodist Mission High
School, Lagos) (Foster, 1960). By 1953 Sokoto Province with a population
of 2.7 million had produced 30 women teachers. Katsina Province, another
conservative area with 1.5 million population, had only produced three
women teachers by the same time (Burness, 1955;, 116).
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What, then, are other factors which contributed to the lag in
developing girl's education in Northern Nigeria? Leading reasons have
been suggested by former expatriate women education officers for the
hestitation in expanding educational opportunities for females (Foster,
I960; Congleton, 1958; Burness, 1955):
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financial 2^ $ began . to a«end the same schools, a
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move in view of the scarcity of resourcesnd teachers, male teachers tended to neglect the qirlpupils giving more attention to the seemingly more aggressive
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el ,located miles away from communityente so that the girls felt themselves strangers and
eveloped a dislike for the nearby people who, most likely,
nad a different language and culture;
Posting of single female teachers meant that proper housinqhad to be available for them. This posed problems if teachers
were sent where men taught and lived, the latter usually
securing the available housing;
Those girls who were able to finish a teacher training course
were usually married off and put into purdah status with no
permissions allowed them to teach;
By the time a girl finished her seven years of primary school,
she was still too young to start a teacher training course
(at age 15). Therefore, rather than wait she was quickly
ushered into the married life. Many, if not most, did not
even reach the senior primary level.
A brief examination of the contemporary economic and educational
situation of Bauchi State as one example in Northern Nigeria reflects
this lag in opportunity for girls and women. Limiting factors other
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than just those within the educational setting continue to operate
and will be discussed in Chapters IV and V.
8AUCHI STATE ECONOMY
Bauchi State, like other States in the Federation, is undergoing
a rapid transformation towards political, economic and educational
integration. In 1976 the former Northeastern State in the Nigerian
Federation split into three States, one of which is the present Bauchi
State. With a present estimated population of 3.57 million (Bauchi
State Ministry of Information, 1979, 6-7), 1 Bauchi State covers an area
of 66,510,045 square kilometres. Over seventy-five ethnic groups comprise
the State's cultural character. The religious mixture is estimated to
be about 707, Muslim and 302 Christian with very little of the traditional
religions being practiced. There is one rainy season from May to
September during which staple crops, such as millet, corn and vegetables
are grown and cash crops, such as cotton and groundnuts, are harvested.
In the State Development Plan 1975-1980, emphasis was laid on
the construction of roads, irrigation systems, dams, boreholes and
housing. Industrial development has included cotton ginneries, a cement
factory, a cotton oil mill, a meat processing plant, a heavy vehicles
assembly plant, animal feed mills and several large State hotels for
promotion of tourism. Future projects include furniture manufacture.
automobile spare parts, farm implements manufacture, polythene bags
and tile manufacture, and a ceramics industry. Table 1 gives the budget
allocation percentages to the various sectors of the State.
TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE BUDGET ALLOCATION
BAUCHI STATE PROGRAM, 1979
Economic Sector
Agriculture.
....
Irrigation ...’*'****
Livestock. ’
Forestry
Fishery
......
Manufacturing. ..*'***
Rural Electrification* .’
Commerce and Finance ....
Cooperative and Supply .* .*
* * * ‘
Road Development
%
9
1.6
2
.7
.03
3.1
2.9
2.3
1.4
18.5
Social Sector
Education
Health.
.
Social Development and Sports.
Information
Regional Development Sector
Water
Sewerage, Drainage and Refuse
Disposal
Housing
Town and Country Planning
Community Development
General Administration Sector
General Administration 11.4
GRAND TOTAL - 348,639,347 Naira
($557,822,400)
@ $1. 60/Naira
rce: Bauchi State Development Programme: Third National
Development Plan 1975-80 (Revised). Ministry of
Finance and Economic Planning, Economic Planning Division
Bauchi. 19 October, 1976.
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Loca, Government Reforms and Comity Develop Schemes are
^
most notable changes for village development. Rural comities
- S6,f- he,P ««* « ^ building of comity
a Is, dispensaries, roads, wells, schools and drainage systems.
Women's activities in the Local Government Areas (LGAs) have included
home economics classes organized to teach such subjects as sewing,
knitting, crocheting, cookery demonstrations, child care, simple hygiene
and functional literacy. In a recent ex.ple, women from Bayera village
took the initiative to combine their joint poultry-raising and small
gardening scheme with functional literacy classes.
STATE EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
The vigor and pride accompanying the launching of the Bauchi
State development goals is now reflected in recent plans for further
expansion of basic education, presumably to keep pace with the UPE
graduates. Thirty-seven new post-primary institutions have been
commissioned by the State Assembly, the representative-based legislature,
as preparation for implementing the proposed new national scheme for
secondary education. The present five-year secondary school course
would be completely overhauled by 1987 after the establishment of a 3-3
system. This includes three years of Junior Secondary, which concentrates
on the pre- vocational and technical arts, and three years of Senior
Secondary which will emphasize the liberal arts and specific vocational
subjects as preparation for university entrance.
The present female enrollment in primary level institutions in
Bauchi State is given in Table 2. The increase in enrollments by 900%
no
TABLE 2
FEMALE ENROLLMENT IN PRIMARY EDUCATION IN BAUCHI STATFOVER TWO DECADES 1960-1980
E
Girl pupils Total
Enrol Iment
Females as %
1962 2,071 21,367 Q 7
1963 7,103 25,014
1964 3,078 12,034 26
1965 8,630 30,855 28
1966 9,012 30,370 30
1967 9,864 29,899 33
1972 14,152 46,756 30
1974/75° 24,663 76,295 32
1978/79° 138,837 362,841 38
1979/80° 142,644
M 4 r r-.
371 ,382 38
— ^
, lumwuuii, rianning Division. kaduna|dug|ti n^
_in the _$ ix Northern States of Nigeria 1967-73,
percentages compiled from data given.
Northeastern State. Educational Statistics and School
rectory. Sept. 1974-June 1975. Maiduguri: Planning
was sDnt
0
?ntn
t
9
°pV1S
-
0n
’ Ministry of Education. The Statepli i o 3 Provinces, one of which was Bauchi Provincewhich corresponds closely with the present Bauchi Statein geographical composition.
'Bauchi State Ministry of Education, Statistics Division
Reports.
Ill
between 1972 and 1979 can
,arge ,y be^ fay ^
even., both U«„ 9 place In 1976. First
, under the new wtiw„^
auch, became a State with its own administrative units, budget,
and opportunity to make up for the neglect it experienced under a larger
State government of Northeastern State. While the educational progress
appears impressive in the 1970's as seen in Table 2, the female
enrollment as a percentage of the total changed only from 30* in 1 972 to
38* in l 979
-i98o, for instance.
In 1972, the lowest percentage of female attendance in primary
schools in the Bauchi Local Education Authorities (L.E.A.s) was 1.46*
in Ningi L.E.A.; the highest percentage was 8.18* in Bauchi L.E.A.
1 979
, 47). By 1 978-1 979 the female attendance in Ningi LGA had
risen to 40.3* of the total enrollment compared to 40.7* in Bauchi LGA
in the same year (Bauchi State Ministry of Education, Statistics
Division, 1978-1 979 ). Such equilization of enrollment can again be
attributed to the UPE scheme which has specifically tried to give equal
opportunity to all children in the sixteen Local Government Areas ( LGAs)
ate. However, female attendance still remains considerably
disparate. Percentages of total enrollment in 1978-1979 range from
22* in Katagum LGA to 45.6* in Tangale Waja LGA. The situation improved
in the 1979-1980 enrollments which, according to Table 3, showed a
steadier growth of enrollments in UPE schools in the State. Considerably
more schools had opened to both boys and girls, thereby narrowing the
access gap so that between 33-44* of the total enrollment were female.
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TABLE 3
BAUCH I STATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREA PRIMARY crunm
ENROLLMENTS, 1979-1980
SCIH00L
Male
Total
Female
Total
Grand %
Total
Females of
enrollm
Kata gum
Jama 1 are
Gamawa
14,353
5,812
18,159
7,690
3,756
8,924
22,043
9,568
27,083
35
39
33Misau 17,818 9,558 27,376 35Shira 15,944 8,891 24,835 36
Bauchi 17,072 11,239 28,311
J U
40
Darazo 11,866 7,856 19,722 40
Dass 4,125 2,915 7,040 41
Ningi 12,710 6,996 19,706 36
Tafawa Balewa 18,403 14,563 32,971 44
Toro 11,754 7,147 18,901 38
A1 kaleri 11,405 8,763 20,168 44
Tangale Waja 26,492 20,640 47,132 44
Gombe 12,577 7,287 19,864 37
Akko 21,094 11,541 32,635 35
Dukku 9,149 4,878 14,027 35
TOTAL 228,733 142,644 371,382 38.4%
Source: Statistics Division, Ministry of Education, Bauchi State,
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Table 4 gives the current female enrollment in post-primary
educate in Bauchi State for 1979-1980. According to the Statistics
Division of the Bauchi State Ministry of Education thy tQ , e percentage female
enrollment in Secondary Schools in the State ranged from 18% 1n 1972
r
^ 1979' 1980
-
- the teacher training college
eve I averaged 17.4% in 1972 compared to 23% by 1 978-1979 . Also, it is
important to note that ac iq 7 d it1978, all post-primary institutions changed
from being co-educational to being sex- segregated, again in keeping with
the preferred traditions expressed in earlier educational developments.
The impact of this decision to return to sex-segregated education will
be reflected in the government's allocation for more schools for the two
sexes. While this situation is discussed in later chapters, separate
schools also suggest that the quality of schools for women may differ
considerably from that for men. Trained female teachers have been either
scarce or hard to employ, to give one example.
Reasons for limited access of female primary school graduates
to further schooling relate not only to social factors but to the past
and present quota system of selection of potential candidates. In the
former Northeastern State of Nigeria which included the present Bauchi
State, it was decided that only 15% of the females leaving primary
school would be allocated placement in secondary schools in the State.
At that time, places in teacher training colleges were allocated on a
percentage basis relating to the general populations of the Local
Education Authorities (LEAs). In 1979, it was decided that the 15%
quote for female selection would remain based on the populations of the
TABLE 4
Institution
Number
Females
Total
Enrol lment
% Females of Total
Enrollment
Six girl s secondary
school
s
Two women's Teacher
2,418 12 ,991 a 22% of total
secondary students
Training Colleges 2,128 8,318 25.5% of total TTC
students
Advanced Teachers
College, Azare 60 365a 16.40
Bauchi College of
Arts & Sciences 75 539a 14
Staff Training College,
Azare
12 76 a 16
School of Agriculture
& Animal Husbandry 13 b 21
0
a
6
Arabic Integrated
Schools, Gombe Zone 485 2,324a 21
School of Nursing, Bauchi
School of Community
33b 158a 21
Midwives 257 257 100
School of Health Tech-
no 1 ogy
a) community health assts 1
b) community health aides 11
46 )
a
102) 8
Adult and Nonforma 1
Education Institute 35 182 19
1 U 1 AL
a,
, ,
5,528 25,568 = 21.6%
^ to ta 1 enrollment includes male and female populations,
only take post-secondary candidates with WASC passes or attempted WASC.
Source: Figure .are provided by the Individual schools and relevant
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Of the Local Government Areas (LGAs). The quote was determined by the
percentage ratio of LGA population to State population. 2
Female selection for post-primary institutions has used the
following procedure: All nuDils in t ho -f,- iP p the final year of primary school
take a standardized National Common Entrance Exam (N.C.E.E.) in the
December prior to termination. When examination results are available
Pupils are invited to an "interview" by a selection officer for place-
ment into post-primary institutions on the basis of both their exam
performance and the quota allocation. Competition is keen in those
areas of the State having a more progressive and developed school system,
notably in those areas with earlier missionary education. As a result,
’
bright pupils from these congested areas are denied opportunity while
’
the less advanced pupils coming from the "deprived" areas and who often
come with little educational aspirations are allocated seats in post-
primary schools. "Failing the interview" means that the pupil either
did not arrive on time for the scheduled interview or did not fare well
in the discussions with the selection officer. Scmetimes the parents of
the girl refuse to allow her to attend the interview when called,
preferring that she marry instead. Some girls who fail repeat the last
year of primary school. They move to another LGA where fewer girls
usually pass the exam and interview. Giving the impression to authorities
that they have now taken up a new residency in the LGA, they run a
better chance of passing their exams the second time around.
The status of post-primary educational institutional enrollment
for females indicates that roughly 31* of the female primary school
graduates obtain places in secondary schools and teacher training
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colleges. Of the 4,659 C1 a<;c \/t -p i
only ! 461° 1, Were enr0l,ed f
" schools and TTCs (793 In thelrSt ye" ln 6 9lrlS
^001* and 668 in the f, rst year oftwo women's teacher training colleges) Others find •a o their way to other
vocational institutions (see Table 4 ).
The newly established Adult and Non-Formal Education Institute,
now two years old, co-sponsors a training program for Home Economics
’
agents with instructional inputs from other government Ministries. A
strong element of field application and adult education methodology
supports this training.
In September 1980, there will be M 08 places for females
secondary schools (including two new schools for a total of 8 schools)
and 864 places for females in teacher training colleges (including three
ew colleges for a total of 5 colleges). Therefore, 1,972 places will
be available for the 8,733 females due to leave the primary school
system in mid 1980 indicating that only 22.6* of the female graduates
will continue their formal education. This fact gives further evidence
that while the primary school base has given greater access to females,
subsequent educational opportunities for females still lag behind the
national average of female enrollments in post-primary institutions in
the country.
The new proposed secondary level scheme for the country will be
a challenging test as to whether it can absorb the female student
demands on a more egalitarian basis and whether the females themselves
as well as the societies from which they come can keep up with such
educational expansion. This point serves as a reminder that even where
1quantitative improvements have ensued tho
Dart .. t .
, the opportunity for increased
Participation of femflipc !« +-uales in the general educational structure has
remained proportionally limited.
Summary
This chapter has examined the background of educational develop-
*ent in northern Nigeria and in Bauchi State, specifically, while
lagged behind considerably, in spite of their historical and cultural
influences on the development of that society. The educational system
became more formalized and oriented to the modern sector.
Girl's education made slow beginnings in an atmosphere of genera
suspicion about the virtues of Western education. With the onset of
the Universal Primary Education Scheme, enrollments of children expande,
to the advantage of the female population. However, the proportional
increase of female participation in the total educational structure
remained unchanged. The formal educational system is barely keeping
pace to absorb primary school leavers with the least OTphasis being
given to the vocational, technical and professional training for women.
The next chapter will reveal in more detail this situation from the
experiences of the women themselves. Both their successes and their
frustrations in obtaining further training and employment will be
presented.
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CHAPTER IV
YOUNG WOMEN'S QUEST FOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
This chapter investigates the patterns of influences which seem to
determine the access of the female primary school leaver in Bauchi State
to employment and training. The last chapter painted a bleak picture of
the educational opportunities open to women. This chapter begins with a
discussion of the methodology of data gathering and the procedure for
selecting respondents. The study will then focus on the performance and
attitudes of urban and district women who are presently working, not work-
mg or not interested in working. Events in the women's personal his-
tories will be surveyed to provide clues to the factors influencing the
women's efforts to seek employment and further education. The experiences
of obtaining training by some women will be presented along with alter-
native preferences expressed for employment and training. A discussion
of other factors influencing young women's entry into employment concludes
the chapter.
The experience of the groups of women discussed are meant to
serve as a basis for exploring significant issues. Due to difficulties
in choosing random samples of employed or unemployed women for this
study, the groups are not selected in such a way as to statistically
represent similar groups elsewhere in the State.
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METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire for urban working women was designed with the
help of two women students from the post-secondary institution, Bauchi
College of Arts and Science (Questionnaire A). A third woman, an
°7 Clal ^ the M1n,
'
Stry °f EdUC3t10n
’ he,Ped structure some questions
and to translate the more difficult ones into Hausa, the common indi-
genous language spoken in northern Nigeria. This questionnaire was
^ant t0 S6rVe 35 3 base as well as to elicit structured
answers. Four women teachers were trained to use the questionnaire and
helped to refine it before the actual interviews took place.
Since women in this society may easily become intimidated by being
asked alot of questions, the interviewers were encouraged to conduct the
interviews in a conversational manner. This involved discussion to
ehcit answers rather than a rigid questioning which might have been
alienating. Interviewers were also trained to write down any information
given for which there were no specific questions. The interviewers
were given three months to reach respondents which will be explained
below. They also met with the researcher periodically to discuss each
questionnaire. After these consultations the researcher held more in-
depth discussions with 25 respondents in order to gather more specific
case history data about their experiences which relate to this thesis.
A slightly modified form of Questionnaire A was used with urban-
based women who were presently not working (Questionnaire B). Unlike
Questionnaire A, Questionnaire B sought explanations about why the women
were not engaged in some form of income-generating activity.
A third questionnaire, modified from the previous two and much
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simpler, was designed for district center women in Dass, 35 miles from
Bauchi town (Questionnaire C). Five women - three teachers, one social
worker and one trained home economics instructress
- were trained to
conduct interviews with Questionnaire C.
AH of the questionnaires asked exactly the same questions con-
cerning personal history and economic status. Questions in other sections,
such as work experience, employer attitudes, child-raising constraints on
’
work performance, were asked somewhat differently in order to accommodate
the question's relevance to the respondent's life situation. All respon-
dents were asked the same questions regarding their work and training
preferences and future aspirations.
SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS
The four interviewers for the urban sample lived in different
geographical parts of the town. They were instructed to find women in
their respective areas between the ages of 16 and 24 years who had five
to seven years of primary schooling and who were actively working in an
income-generating capacity. The interviewers were encouraged to approach
various employing establishments to find and interview women holding
different jobs in the eight employment categories discussed in Chapter I.
In all, 37 urban working women were selected as displayed in Table 5.
Through their contacts with these urban working women, the inter-
viewers were told to find non-working women in the town of similar age
and schooling background as the working women. Preference was stressed
for choosing women respondents who may be currently seeking work. A
total of 26 non-working women were reached making the urban sample total
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TABLE 5
employment status and religion
WOMEN RESPONDENTS
OF
Selecting women respondents in the district center of Dass required
a different strategy in order to reach an approximately equal number of
women of Christian and Muslim backgrounds. These religious distinctions
were assumed to be important variables for one main reason. Islamic
tradition and the polygamous marital arrangements of Muslim women tend
to have a strong influence on the woman's choice of income-generating
activities as documented by Smith (1952) and E. Simmons (1976), for
example. Christians, on the other hand, have fewer restrictions,
generally, from choosing certain work.
Since finding Muslim women who would agree to an interview was
recognized as a difficulty from the onset, two strategies were chosen for
selecting the district sample. Through the sanction of the Local Govern-
ment Secretariat, the seat of the local government, interviewers verbally
invited young women in the village to the Secretariat for interviews,
with expectations that mainly Christians would come. As it turned out
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only a few Musi
i
actually came.
m WOme" Wh ° had 0btained Permissions from their famiiies
The invitations, made through the schools and individual
compounds known to the interviewer, stressed that only those women who
were engaged in some income-generating employment were being sought.
Interviews were conducted in one day at the Secretariat. Further in
depth discussions between me and select respondents lasted for appro
ximately one week thereafter.
A second strategy was undertaken in order to select more Muslim
women for the sample. The district center health clinic was chosen as
the site for selection and interview since it offered a more private
atmosphere for discussions. Women's visitations were scheduled on two
days of the week, one morning for maternity care and the other morning
for general health care. Interviewers were present on those two days
in order to reach both women with children and single women. When the
patients were seated, the head nurse on duty announced that the women
would be approached for interviews and requested their cooperation.
Many Muslim women who were approached refused the interview on the
grounds that they did not have their husband's permission to participate
in such an activity. Nevertheless, the less timid women allowed such
interviews. Follow-up discussions with a few women interviewed at the
clinic site were held between me and several respondents informally in
their homes. In all, 22 Christian and 36 Muslim women totalling 58
women were interviewed in Dass district at the two centers. Table 5
distinguishes the working from the non-working women. Subsequent Tables
do not reflect these distinctions specifically because of the relative
ease and proximity of district women to employment-generating activities
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TABLE 6
OCCUPATIONS OF WORKING WOMEN
Category Job Description Urban District Total % of
Total
Agricul tural
Production Farmer
4 4 4.7
Trade/Commerce Petty hawker
Food vender
1
1
1
Sel ler of rice
Seller of groundnuts
2
1
6 7.0
Services Day Care instructress 3
Tea girl
Food caterer
Baby nurse
2
21
1
27 31.8
Sal es Shopkeeper
1 2Seller of plates
i
4 4.7
Crafts Home economist-in-
training
Seamstress
3
1
1
Sewing apprentice
Crocheting
Tumakassa sewing3
Sweater making
Tablecloth sewing
1
4
2
1
3
29 34.1
Mat making
Bedsheet sewing
1
Clerical Typist
Clerical assistant
Accounts clerk
File tracer
6
2
1
1
1
12 14.1
Typing apprentice 1
Small Scale
Industry/Manu-
facturing
Bookbinder (printer) 1
1 1.2
Transport/ Letter sorter 1
4
Communications Driving apprentice
10.6Telephone operator 4
Teachers (untrained) 3 3 3.5
TOTAL 37 48 85 100.0
Tumakassa is a blanket.
!i
t
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9
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’ teachers were included because these women experienced patternsof job acquTsmon quite similar to the rest of the sample. They also represent hw some women
and qualifications.
temP°rary PUbliC SeCt°r which usual1 y requires certain training
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compared to the more difficult access of urban women to jobs.
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE
Table 6 delineates the occupations of the working women selected
in the urban and district centers. The main occupations of the dis-
trict women were in the Crafts and Services, with the most predominant
occupation being food processing, a self-employment concern. 1 This
shows consistency with Simmons' documentation of women's occupations in
Zana (E. Simmons, 1975). In contrast, the urban working women in this
sample held jobs in the Clerical and Transport/Communications sectors,
although the latter over-represents the actual national average of women
engaged in this line. 2 Deliberate efforts were made to include in the
sample women working in this sector as an example of job and training
options that were not specifically female-dominated in the context of the
Bauchi State societies.
Table 7 shows the characteristics of the women in the total
sample. The high Christian number in the urban center sample may only
indicate that Christian young women are more visibly active in employment
than Muslims are. The total number of Christians is not a proportionate
representation of the actual distribution of religions in Bauchi State
which is mainly Muslim. The 25% of the total sample who managed to
secure training after primary school were more likely to find employment
opportunities in the urban area since their training tended to be
centered there. Lack of employment opportunities may explain the small
number of trained women available in the district area.
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TABLE 7
CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN
Characteristics
Languages spoken:
Tangale
Other Bauchi languages
Languages outside Bauchi State
nus I im
Christian
Married
Partial/full kulle
Number of women having children
Average number of children
per mother
Had training after school
tailed Common Entrance Examination
or Interview
Passed Interview
Tears out of primary school-
0-2 years
3-5 years
Over 5 years
Education :
Hold education certificate
from primary school^
Father/no primary education
Mother/no primary education
Husband/some primary education
or none
Mnc
S
K
an
w
f
!
nished prin,ary education
Husbands having post-primary
education
a
Two are Christians.
^Average number of children for urban sample.
^verage number of children for urban and district samples,
or waiting to receive the certificate.
14 are Muslim women.
as a percentage of 71 women with husbands.
Urban Urban Die
Grand
Total
N=121
Work
N=37
Non-W
N=26
Total
N=63
trict
N=58 * of Total
13
18
6
1
35
18
1
19
8
17
1
6
20
18
7
13
21
35
7
7
55
36
8
32
1
57
36
22
35
a22d
29
22
92
7
43
77
71
30
61
18
76
6
36
64
59
42
50
1.7
22
1.7
3
1.7b
25
2.3
5
2.
0
C
30 25
51
12
48
10
99
22
82
18
9
15
13
8
13
5
17
28
18
30
20
8
47
48
26
39
40
22
36
26
32
21
16
23
57
42
55
48
49
57
105
91
112
87
75
93
0
4
1
4
1
8
17e
5
18
13
25
f
18*
14 13. 27 13 40 56 f
1
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Turning to marital status, the fact that a quarter of the married
women, practically all from the district level, had husbands who had
some education or none suggests several conclusions: either these men
may tend to enforce the practice of kune, or purdah, at the district
level more rigidly than those with more education; or that less educated
husbands do not prefer a higher educational level in their potential
wives. Nor are women allowed to exercise preferences.
Concerning economic status, financial support for these women does
not primarily come from one's own earnings but from family. In inter-
views, the women stated they were responsible for giving a portion of
their earned salary to relatives or parents, suggesting that financial
aid tends to flow freely between members of the extended family, feeding
back to needy family units. It may also indicate that the need to give
financial support to family members is a major reason for women taking
up employment. For example, a majority of the unmarried women gave some
of their earned money to their parents, yet only about 121 of the working
women keep more than half of their salary earned for themselves.
WORK EXPERIENCE
After leaving primary school, a series of events take place which
determine the direction the young woman takes concerning employment
acquisition and the establishment of a family. First, an important
determinant is whether the school girl passes or fails the Common
Entrance Examination and the Interview, both passports to further educa-
tion, for post-primary placement as discussed in Chapter III. While 18%
of the total sample passed the Interview, i. e., were granted places in
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secondary school, or teacher training colleges, most did not continue
th61r edUC9tl0n because of parental or spouse restrictions. Other
factors will be discussed under training experience in this chapter.
Secondly, girls usually remain with their parents upon finishing
school and engage in household errands and gardening. Half of those
interviewed did some form of farming while at home, the fewest being the
district Muslims who traditionally do not practice field agriculture.
When the urban women were asked whether they would like to continue agri-
cultural work, over half expressed a positive interest. After migrating
and working in the capital, it is interesting that these women should
be interested in doing agricultural work. In looking for work, if
schooling opportunities failed, many women migrated to the towns taking
op jobs for which they have few skills. In this respect, 27* of the urban
working women have had two or more jobs since leaving school, which was
three to four years ago. Contributing factors to job changes may be
migration to unfamiliar centers and the usual competition for town jobs
requiring experience. In contrast, many of the district women could
conduct income-generating activities sustained by skills already learned
from either their mothers or the schools as will be seen later. The
district women
' s work experiences would be more continuous, in this res-
pect, and less likely to be interrupted by job switches.
Several case histories of urban working women provide the following
picture of these above events. The stories reveal family influence,
work acquisition and training preferences. The names given are fic-
titious.
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Salamatu is presently working as a primary school
teacher in Bauchi town, is 22 years old and living with herhusband and three children. Her husband is a policeman.
After primary school, she stayed with her parents and sold
items. She had tried to find work in her home area as a
home economics instructress but was told that only married
women were wanted for that work. At that time she was not
married. Salamatu then found a teaching job first as a
religious teacher (Christian knowledge) and then as a
classroom teacher in Bauchi after she married. She had
applied to the midwifery school and passed their test for
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she was not an indigene of Bauchi State. She has a negative
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ing might be too long.
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TABLE 8
Finding Idnrk -
employed
self employed
not presently working for income* - ' "'‘.WIMC
noc actively looking for work
actively looking for work now:
employment
never worked
sel ^-employment
Few months after leaving primary schnni-ST « « ’« 5 “
,
orK
> or got married
ooked for training or school ina
ZZT'lTr ?S<r c “ ,t“ ra ' «*
passed interview
Actively looked for work/income:
within home area
outside home area
Reasons for wanting work now:
support of children/family
pure enjoyment
Financial aid to relative
husband's wish for support*
save°for°tra?ning
1nanC ' a ' 1ndeDende"«
support self and parents
26 c
IT
33
46
38
27.3
38.0
17
8
27
23
33
4
10
3
25
16
8
17
14
18
8
10
3
27
33
10
10
11
Encouragement
23
4
3
4
1
16 40
44 17
37 _d
51 48
12 10
9 16
13 3
6
28 279
5 27 g
8
7 3
1 6
of
Total
29 46.0 1
14 39.0
15 24.0
10 16.0
17 14.0
23 19.0
10'|
V 10.7
37 30.6
44 36.4
56 46.3
61 50.4
37 30. G e
99 31.3
22 18.2
25 20.7
16 13.2
6 5.0
55 45.5
32 26.5
8 6.6
10 3.3
7 5.8
Finding work:
mother
father
husband
Female relative
male relative
Female friend
male friend
no one but sel
b
°ne sewin 9 ^d one typing apprentice
^ere not specifically asked.
^Includes only urban sample,
jeven urban working women said rn-ic
“:r>e
"
e- ,or— t"™
'Percentage out of 36 marrieVLen
' nterDretPd the Same as " SUD00rt children."
Percentage
of
Total
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These case studies indicate that if further schooling did not
appear to be a likely alternative, many of the school leavers looked
for work both within and outside of their districts. Their need was pri-
marily financial as Table 8 shows. For the urban women, a mixture of
reasons for working emerge ranging from the need for financial indepen-
dence and financial aid for family and relatives to financing further
training. Similarly, the district-based women worked largely for finan-
cial reasons, commonly to aid parents.
Table 8 shows that encouragement to work is also linked to finan-
cial need. The decision to work or not to work largely appeared a func-
tion of parental or spouse need for financial aid or family preference
that daughters establish families. Less than half of the urban women,
for instance, were directly encouraged to find work by their parents who,
in turn, expected support from their daughters; 24% were encouraged by
relatives and 16% by friends. For those who were neither working nor
seeking work, the prevalence of family restrictions was the main reason
rather than actual labor market constraints, as will be discussed later.
Many of the urban non-working women expressed either a dislike for work,
the husband's refusal to allow them to work, or the desire to continue
schooling. The latter two reasons may explain why women develop nega-
tive attitudes towards work.
FINDING WORK
Urban Working Women
In Table 9, finding work seemed to present more acute difficulties
among the urban-based women than for the district-based. Only six of
TABLE 9
FINDING WORK BY URBAN WORKING WOMEN ( N = 3 7
)
Category
Those assisting in getting work:
Chief information source in findi- ng work:
Appl ication process:
relative
parents
Friend
husband
other
friend
relative
media
husband
other
none
teacher/school
parent
while living away from home
while at homeb
while visiting away from home
submit a testimonial
have interview
write letter of application
fill out form
take a test
26
25
23
15a
8
12
7
7
4 a
2
2
2
1
29
26
25
17
5
b„
put of 18 women with husbands.
husband
no one; did it alone
nale relative
female friend
male friend
teacher/1 eader/other
pa rent
female relative
moved from where she was
living specifically for
the work
moved from where she was
living because my family
moved also
bid not have to move away
from where she was living
did not try to find work
tried to find work but failed
tl’"ied to find work and found it
husband
parents
relatives
boss/empl oyer
CO-workers
self
friend/other
IT
8
7
4
2
2
1
1
19
10 a
7
7
5
4
2
2
home” means the original home area where respondent grew up.
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the 37 urban working women found work right after „ •
„
,
n
P r_> rnary school, com-pared to the two thirds who did not try to find u0 l work in their rural reashese women who were not sppifirm i
, ph , .
ekl "9 W° rk Were most Hkely waiting for further
failed
1
! r
rtU" 1tieS t0 ariSe
' SiX l00k6d f° r "* b-t
ance 3
° lnd U ^ J °bS ° f te ' ePh0ne 0peratot'> driving school attend-
R:;;;
,tal ,aund^ wort
- -— »*. and
ives, friends and husbands appeared to play a large role as
IT
10"31 S0UrC6S and 9“
- the young respondent. Hus-
" W6re ^ ma1n 3SSlStantS f° r married women. While parents
o ered encouragement in getting work, they were not significant informa-
„
sources in finding work, nor assistants in the application process,
ne principal reason ,s that parents, usually residing in the rural areas
were not as available for immediate contact as were the town-based
’
friends, male relatives and husbands. Also, almost half of the respon-
dents found their work while living away from their home areas and parents,
principally
,n the town. Migration patterns of families offer one ex-
planation.
District Wompn
In Table 10, the district women appeared to find an easier transi-ts from the schoolroom to the market place, once they were pennitted
by their families or husbands to work for income. As mentioned earlier,
skills learned in school or developed during childhood in the home found
immediate rewards in the rural markets, mainly in the crafts and food
catering activities. Other skills were learned in the home economics
classes conducted in the village. Where market competition is less
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TABLE 10
Response Christian
N-22
Musi im
N>36
Total
N-58
% Of
Tota 1
Activity for income:
presently active
not active 16
6
32
4
48
10
82.8
17.?
Duration of activity: a ~—~—~ —
2-4 years
4 or more years
Learned activity from:3
mother
school
friend
mother and school
Activities after leaving school:
stayed at home farming
selling foods
already married during school
no activities
preparing to marry after school
12
1
14
17
1
3
5
10
12
10
21
6
3
27
20
8
8
19
17
17
13
33
6
4
41
37
9
11
24
35.4
35.4
27.0
68.8
20.7
85.3
63.8
15.5
19.0
Jpertains to 48 women who are
FINDING WORK BY
presently active in income generating activities!
TABLE 11
URBAN NON-WORKING 'WOMEN (N-25)
Category
Response Times Mentioned
Those seeking work in:
clerical 4
sales
3
services
. 2
' crafts
2
not sure
2
Reasons for not seeking work: Don 1 1 like to work
Husband does not want me to
4
work
3
Wish to go to school only 3
Am presently in training 2
Have children to look after 1
Am pregnant now
1
Am not interested in work 1
Activities to find work: no activities 15
consulting relative 4
consulting possible employers 3
consulting parents 1
consulting government offices 1
checking newspaper ads I
checked other services 1
Difficulties in finding work: no family situation is making
it difficult to find work
family wants me to stay home
19
and work for the household 7
don't have enough training 4
no difficulties 3
negative employer attitudes
have health problem which is
making it difficult to
2
get work
lack of efficient response
in answering application
2
by employer
funds (government) for employing
1
are not available yet 1
i
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opportunities demanding smaller capital outlay are more readily seized
" n0n 't0W" S6ttin9S
- F° r 1* the 15, of the district women
school, their income-generating activities originated from their homes.
For those not doing any activity for income, negative reasons were
9-en, namely that parents or spouses did not permit wort or that the
women simply perceived themselves as lacking abilities and had no
interest in working. In comparison, family restrictions and perceived
inabilities do not appear to nreva-n « iP as strongly among the urban non-work-
ing women as will be seen below.
Urban Non-Working Women
In Table 11, non-working urban women gave a variety of reasons for
why they were not involved in any
.income-generating activities. While
three-quarters of the urban non-working women said their family situation
was not a deterent to their working, over half were not doing anything
to find work. For those who were, relatives and employers were most fre-
quently consulted. Some reasons given for not working, unlike the
particular concerns mentioned by the district women, were negative employ-
er attitudes and health problems. The following case histories bear these
points out:
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not^want^er^
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the apP rentlcesh ip type of training since her husbanddoes not want her to continue longer-term training.
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WORK PREFERENCE
The case studies presented for both working and non-working popu-
change their categories of work indicating aspirations to gain presti-
gious public sector jobs. The remaining 22? wished to continue in their
present work. The district women tended to be less specific about job
preference, yet expressed preferences for more diversified types of
work found in both the private and public sectors. Only 9? of the
district women stated they wished to continue in their present work
Over a quarter of the urban non-working women expressed no interest in
doing any work. Reasons might reflect husband's adequate income or the
lack of necessity on the part of the woman to financially contribute to
her family units.
According to Table 12, work preference for the majority of women
In the sample seems to be significantly directed towards the tradi-
tionally familiar "female" occupations in the following order: teaching,
health profession, clerical, and crafts and home economics, mainly in the
Hblic sector. Similar preferences have been found in studies among
Ghanaian youth conducted by Peil (1970). While this order of preference
is not surprising, it is not certain whether the women's choices are
realistically made since the first two categories usually require formal
training of varying duration making completion difficult. Skills in the
other two job areas, on the other hand, can be learned through both
formal and nonformal types of training usually and for shorter training
durations.
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Surprisingly, of the 22 urban working women who have had some
training, 13 wanted other jobs in which they were not trained. All four
aining to be drivers, for instance, expressed preferences for
other work: two for nursing and two for clerical work. Apparently, the
drivers were not pleased with this kind of work, one saying that her
oncle wanted her to learn the driving skill. Two home economists-in-
training expressed preference for nursing and typing. Of the three who
dropped out of midwifery trainina nnp (* +Q i uming, o e (a telephone operator) would like
to continue in the health line: the other (a file tracer) would like to
switch to teaching; a third (Day Care Instrcutress) would prefer cleri-
cal work. One teacher did a typing apprenticeship for six months, even
worked as a typist, but prefers to continue in the teaching line. Three
who were trained in clerical schools (two State, one private) to be
typists prefer teaching and home economics work. One seamstress appren-
tice wishes to return back to teaching which she had done. These
switches in vocation give evidence that young women, having some training
or none, may view their work as temporary stepping stones to larger
opportunities in the public sector.
Likewise, Table 13 is revealing about the women's desire to be
working in the future. An impressive 70% of the total sample indicated
that they hoped to be working in five years time compared to 17% who
hoped to be in school. In contrast to the total, a higher proportion of
district women wanted to be schooling in five years time compared to
that of the urban women. This tends to refute traditionalists' beliefs
that young women merely "want" to establish families rather than pursue
their education and parti cipate in the labor market.
TABLE 13
FUTURE EXPECTATIONS
Future Activity Five
Years from now
Working
Keeping family, not
working
Further education
Don't know
TRAINING EXPERIENCE
Urban
Working
N=37
Urban
Non-
working
N=26
Urban
total
N=63
Dis-
trict
N=58
Grand
Total
N=1 21
% of
Total
32 17 49 35 84 69.4
-
5 5 1 6 5.0
3 2 5 15 20 16.5
2 2 4 6 10 8.3
total of thi rty women or 25% of the total
„,y a . ter primary school. Only
We,ve women of ,02 of the total sample completed It. This co.pa.es to
461 Wh° 8XPreSSed 1ntereSt their education Mediate,,
after leaving primary school (see Table 7) Fnr th „ u .' D '> For the thirty women who
^ S °me tyPe ° f tra1n1n9
’« «* 30 women having some train!
ed their training program after considerable investigation between
one to four years after leaving primary school. Also, most entered afte
they had worked for a while. The completers were those who had undertak,
shorter term job-specific training of 6-12 months duration, i. e . in
Clerical institutes or as apprentices.
"Passing the Interview" also seems not to be a reliable determiner
to success in obtaining and completing training since those who had faile
the interview were successful both in obtaining the training and in com-
TABLE
14
ACCESS
TO
POST-PRIMARY
TRAINING
FOR
30
WOMEN
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Pletmg it if the training was short- termed. For those who couid not
complete or enter training, many factors were responsible, namely marr-
1396 and C°nCOm1tant refUSals of Parents and spouses-to-be to allow con
tinuation. Entry problems were mainly attributed to family attitudes
which may have been instrumental in the women's failure to pass their
interviews for post-primary placement. This situation was most notable
among the district women, 56% of whom were married by the first year
after leaving school. Other problems of entry into training were
listed as the parents' inability to pay school fees and the refusal of
schools to take candidates whose State of origin is not Bauchi State,
i-e. in the case of the School of Midwifery. 4 Problems in completing
training included pregnancy and failing examinations.
TRAINING PREFERENCES
Another point which the previous case studies revealed is that
women expressed preference to do training in an occupation which is not
related to the women's present line of work. Also, as Table 15 shows,
women preferred training which would gain them competencies in the
familiar trades mentioned above and in the public wage sector. Corres-
pondence courses were consistently not mentioned as preferred. This
could be largely because correspondence studies are either not ade-
quately advertised throughout the State or, if they are, that they are
promoted predominantly for aspiring male students. Likewise, secondary
schooling and apprenticeships training held very little appeal. Reasons
might be that secondary school did not offer job-specific training
while apprenticeships may have been regarded as a less organized, lowly
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way of being trained for a specifir h„t ic, but less prestigious and less
income-producing job.
tion of?"
" thlrd ^ ^ t0tal $amPle W6re SUre 3b0Ut the dura -
°f tra,n,n9 ** W0U,d * 1.
-micun to attch signifi-
cance to the data result collectpd i/h
.
e
- What
unrealistic are the
«... aspirations
.P, „, n
, „y ^ ^
sonosnc „„d, oonti,., l.n„r trainln, *1U
, ^^
IS respect, the third of the total sample who prefer short term
raining may be thinking more pragmatically. Also, those who do not
y preference may, if the opportunity were available, opt for
the shorter term training for similar pragmatic reasons.
In Table 16 the district Muslims envisaged the greatest diffi-
gettmg training, particularly in obtaining permissions from
family and spouses. Table 16 distinguishes Christian from Muslim res-
pondents in the district sample in order to emphasize Muslim responses.
The district sample contrasts with the urban working women's percep-
tions of difficulties, the main one stressed being course duration
Parental and spouse influences do not seem to be major influences in
the urban women's process of getting further training. When asked
who helped the urban working women to get further training, relatives
and outsiders were more popular responses as below:
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TABLE 16
DIFFICULTIES in getting training
Urban
N=63
Working CH^
N=37 N=22
Difficulties in getting training:
g^a
v
f
di «ance from home too
payment of fees is difficult
<
Parent/relatives' refusal of
support
training course would be too
ong
7
cons
b
??aints
refUSal due t0 f1na "cfa ’
husband's refusal due to disinterest 2
school work may be too difficult 4
Christian
3
Musl im
Di strict
N=58
MUu Grand
N=36 Jojjjj 1
11
17
12
13
lo Of
Total
11 17 17.9
8 16 16.8
11.6
17.9
17.
0
C
22.
6
C
13.7
totally 53°women
f 18 marned workln 9 women and 35 district married women,
Nine answered "not sure"
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relative
school/neighbor/
teacher/leader
9irl friend
self only
husband
parents
media advertisement
Number of resp onspc;
10
7
6
3
2
1
1
Whlle n WaS qu1te Clear Pilous discussions that district
women s work related to skills they had learned from childhood, the
school and home economics classes, the more fonta, training received hy
the urban working women did not always aid them in finding work. The
responses of the urban women below poirnt thfs out:
Number of responses
no, training did not aid me
to find work *
yes; training is related to
my present work
7yes, but training is not
related to my present work l
have not yet used training
to find work n
OTHER SOCIAL FACTORS
Other influences were found to influence work acquisition among
young women, such as one's self-image, employer attitudes, women's
organizations and child-rearing responsibilities.
Sel f-Image
Of the 12 urban non-working who commented about their work
abilities, 9 indicated they did not have enough or had few of the skills
148
^
nUal Wrk/worki ™T^th hands Tnd~body
At> ili ty to take instructions
Supervising other's work
Making decisions with others
Working alone and taking initiative
Writing reports
Doing math or accounts
Working Mflers rjt„er ^ ^
^(1 ) = very weak
(2) = somewhat weak
^(3) = somewhat strong
(4) = very strong
1
7
8
3
3
6
Responses
(3) c (4) d
Average
5 28 3.65
7 30 3.8
10 25 3.6
5 25 3.49
7 16 2.9
10 23 3.49
13 18 3.2
4 27 3.5
TABLE 18
0F r™r *~
Abil i ties
Manual work/working with hands
and body
Ability to take instructions
Supervising other's work
Making decisions with others
Working alone and taking initiative
Writing reports
Doing math/accounts
Working with others rather than alone
a
W0=women
Emp=Employer
a
Weak
k
WO? Emp?
% %
Strong
WO. Emp.
% X
Average
Ranking 1"
WO. Emp. Discrepancy
11 70 90 30 3.65 1.9 1.75
0 20 100 80 3.8 2.9
.9
5 40 95 60 3.60 2.8
.8
19 60 82 40 3.49 2.3 1.19
38 60 62 40 2.9 2.1
.8
11 50 89 50 3.49 2.4 1.10
16 30 84 70 3.2 2.9
.3
16 30 84 70 3.5 2.8
.7
c i
1 = very weak
2 = somewhat weak
3 = somewhat strong
4 = very strong
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needed for the jobs preferred Tho , •
• he working women, on the other hand
showed very positive assessment of their abilities.
,
The Urba " W° rki "9 W°men a "d ten emP foyers were asked to rank
7
e
: ;;
orkin9 abimies
— of assess^ how women feltab
T
th- ab
--~. Also, attitudes were sought from
employers about employing young women generally. Table 17 reveal$ ve „yPosUive perceptions of the urban working women towards their work
Wh,
'
le the emplWr 1nterviews wm be discussed in the next
c apter. Table 18 shows the high discrepancy between the women's rank-
ings of themselves, and the employers' rankings of abilities displayed
y women in their experience. Both groups ranked the abilities according
to the following criteria: 1) very weak k) , 2) somewhat weak, 3) somewhat
strong, and 4) very strong.
In Table 18, the responses between the women and employers are
compared. The women felt they were strong in most of the abilities and
a bit weaker in jobs requiring initiative and decision-making. The
employers generally thought women tended to be weak in all of the
abilities listed. The two groups came closest to agreement on abilities
to take instructions, do maths and accounts and work with others. The
widest discrepancy in rankings was in the ability to do manual work.
Most likely, employers interpreted this as a natural physical weakness or
inability to carry heavy objects. The women most likely interpreted this
as an ability to do light manual and physical work. Reasons for the
negative response of employers, generally, seem to emanate from their
past experiences in which the employers had to deal with absenteeism and
frequent resignations of female employees.
Another example of oositivp c.u •lma9e towards work on the part
e urban working women was their expression of enjoyment of work.
' ”
*»«» «W working
„every day if given the chance. When asked if thn l they wanted further
training in their present line of work or in annfh
.
.
l °ther occupation, 22%
7 led in their present line and 772 in another occupation. These
'9ures indicate an impressively positive desire to pursue a type of
work which is meaningful and profitable.
kh, “rOon n„,n „ „„
, h(> ^
were willing to hire young women with a basic education. 6 Table 19
reveals that working women tended to perceive employers willingness to
hlre y0Un9 WOmen 35 P0Sitive
- This outlook matches women's
Positive perceptions of strengths in their own work performance. Non-
working women appeared to hold very few perceptions suggesting that a
lack of work experience, as in their case, does not necessarily rein-
force positive attitudes towards work and employers. On the whole,
awareness levels of both urban groups as they expressed themselves ’in
conversations, still appeared somewhat sheltered from what may be the
p actice of hiring in reality. Some urban working women who were more
sensitive to the issue were willing to detail their responses as follows
"Sometimes hard to find job if not married."
the money
°
y6rS d°nt trUSt WOmen because they (women) reduce
"Rpai?«
e
a
S ta ^e b 'ty on women and employ them "
^lli
d 1 want women because they are lazy and always
"inmf i i
P
regnant
. They prefer taking boys."
1 o to befriend you sexually before giving you work."
II
II
Some employers^ust^e^saWna't WUh 3 WOrking woman."
don't give the job to Ss.^ 9
* C°me back tomorrow but
In most
level of
cases, these perceptions would pertain to
experience in the labor market, but not
women with a certai
necessarily to all.
n
TABLE 19
URBAN WOMEN'S PERCEPTIONS OF
employer attitudes towards
hiring young women
Women's Organizations
Only two major organizations 7 are operating for the participatior
and benefits of the young women, the Christian Fellowship of the ECWA
Church and the Girl's Brigade sponsoring youth activities for girls.
Table 20 shows that almost half of the urban working women and m of th
district women held memberships in one of these orbanizations. A large
interest was expressed by both groups in joining an organization. Those
who were more reluctant mentioned that their husbands would probably
not allow them to join. This was particularly evident among the urban
non-working women and district Muslims, although many in the latter group
did, in fact, express interest in joining.
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TABLE 20
MEMBERSHIP IN WOMEN'S
have membership
know of one/ two organ
izations which would
like to join/could
help find jobs 22 30‘
28 29.5
52 54.7
srsv*,..
r, ’'ond'” , ‘ f'u »*•
toglJ
““ ,l™,Sl "'»*'> “« *<« W<
.0, „
.»« »».««, b
,
were considered attractive to ail flvror,f ^xcept for many of the urban non-working
women
.
Childbearing and Work Performanrp
Table 21 shows mixed reactions of the fifty women with children in
the sample towards the effects of child-raising responsibilities on work
performance. These women confirmed that child-raising responsibilities
in starting a family strained the progress of work by influencing the
duration and type of work a young woman may undertake. Also, child-
raising responsibilities may frustrate, but not entirely impede, the con-
tinuation of work and the acquisition of training. The urban and district
women differed mostly in that the district women felt it less necessary
to change to a higher paying job in order to raise additional children.
TABLE 21
effects of having children^ work PERFORMANCE
Opinion
Having children lessens the chancesof my work progressing.
Urban
Workinq
N=18
_
No. %
District
N=32
No. %
21
5
-- x nave lo cnange m
tor one granting me more pay.
False
Fal se/True
True
Having more children would mean
that I would have to stop workinq
in order to raise them.
y
False
Fal se/True
True
5
1
12
28
6
67
16
2
14
50 21
6 3
44 26
9
3
6
50
17
33
19
6
7
Having more children would
my chances of getting more
training.
Fal se
Fal se/True
True
59
19
22
28
9
13
1 imit
12
6
67
33
13
7
12
41
22
38
25
7
18
42
10
Havi ng ch i 1 dren 1
l
m1 ts the amountof work I can do in a day.
u ib 47 24 48
Fal se
Fal se/True
5
2
11
28
11
61
11 34 16 32
True
Having more children wm.iw
5
16
16
50
7
27
14
54
42
6
52
56
18
26
50
14
36
Sometimes false, sometimes true.
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This indicates that the level of self c llf«-sufficiency gained throuqh selfemployment in the rural areas is felt to he a
family.
d6qUate f° r Parting a
by the a'geVoTtV-^T"
363 ^ ^ qUeStl °" ^ Influenced
e ten o
^ ^ help i„, cate thetw that mothers may take away from work activities in orderto care for the children. Differences of nni •
reflect u
0pinion on the questions posed, perhaps, two outcomes. One is that th
.
.
those mothers with younq
children old enough to carrv n ,,+
tasks m - ht „
9 dUti6S and Slmp,e household
"S haVe 3 "" outlook
-ards child-raising as a
future househo,d
,ab° r
-
- - c. r» out
,
-Idkrout (1979) in her Kano study of the effects of taking young
children out of the home, where they have served as important lahor,
for Placement in the new primary education schemes. The other conclu-
lnexperienced in effectively combining child-raising with work activities
"By h° ld ' 6SS h°PefUl attitudes towards such a combination.
Summary
This chapter has discussed patterns of employment and training
acquisition among a group of women who have been out of primary school
for several years. From their case stories, one influencing factor to
their quest for a livelihood is a strong desire among the women to con-
tinue further education and training. Another factor is women's positive
attitude towards conducting work in general. Several noteworthy issues
arise from these attitudes and from the analysis of data in this chapter
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which warrant the attention of government nlar.noy p n ers concerned with out-
0 “School youth development. These issup^n es are summarized as follows:
1. The working women's desire to cw -i trhSS1 0 s l c *1 to occupations in the more
prestigious public sector suggests that their presently low-paying
Pnvate sector jobs are inadequate. Nor does short ten, training seem
to appeal to many, perhaps because that type of training tends to return
workers back to the non-wage and less prestigious jobs from which the
women wish to escape. On the other hand, if an organized training were
more accessible to improve their present job skills, given the hopes of
many to obtain some tvDp nf tMi'nimP ming, then the desire to switch vocations
may lessen.
2. Two socio-economic forces involving outside constraints seem to
determine the young woman's access to employment and training opportun-
ities: a) restrictions from parents and spouses who do not find a
woman's establishing a family compatible with her pursuing work or train-
ing, and b) the immediate and extended family need for financial assis-
tance which allows, if not actually encourages, women to work in order to
make financial contributions.
The inability to meet the formal qualifying requirements for
further education or, if met, the forfeiting of one's placement in a
school due to other obstacles are conditions which suggest the need to
devise alternative strategies if women will be able to obtain better
access to functional employment training. The mixed preference of the
women for longer or shorter term training, in spite of the likelihood
that higher completion rates may result from short term training, sug-
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gests that ambivalent perceptions are held about the virtues of each
-thod. When desperate, the higher formal requirements will be by-passed
y the school leaver in favor of the less formal training
4- If wort experience helps to reinforce women's positive self-image
then nurturing this attitude through some font of training devised by
employers would develop not only women's stills but wort attitudes
As women's motivations toward improving their wort increase, employer
biases towards women may lessen.
The next chapter examines the perceptions of government planners
and private sector employers to issues which influence women's access to
available opportunities for work and general self-advancement. Where
relevant, that discussion will
lined in the above chapter.
reflect on the women's experiences out-
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NOTES
The most common foods being prepared and sold were:
4
.
5
.
and
6
m[dday
f
food ^asThe^01"^? 1 3S 3 breakfast
preparation!"
13 '
'
than obb
-
minet°
h° llC dflnl< ° r pomd9 e made from ground
cowpeas, baobab leSveS, tet pout Itmltt.
Groundnut oil and kuli-imi-.* , .
preparation placed on ?oodTfoT^
S
d
h
de
d
d
9
t
r
ast
n
e
nUt, iS 3
Kunu
Danwake
2
.
Fura balls - made from cooked millet flour, pounded into anastio, coherent lump and molded into balls for
physicaMabor oT^ 6 ™ounts ° f t1.le.ndP ysical labo f pounding to proper consistency.
?9T
dtt°13^ Report of
constituted only 0 . 1 * of the total tpuU^ion^^h^secUrt
Incentive!"
drlV '"9 SCh°01 receive an a,1owa"ce or stipend as an
the'highest Ptrutortl'ectt^ StUdentS 3 quota basis -
State.
^ sel ction going to indigenes of the
aware of the imnlir^iL nJ 9 f the exercise were not fully
the women s exposure to employers would be minimal.
’
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CHAPTER v
PERCEPTIONS OF PLANNERS AND PRIVATE
EMPLOYERS OF WOMEN'S OPPORTUNITIES
Chapter II discussed the "vicious c1rc , e „ that^ ^ ^ ^
jobs in the private sector, known for discriminating between the
Primary and secondary jobs. The "sexual dualism" in the labor market
which relegates women to the more peripheral or "marginal" jobs was
emphasized in Standing's argument (1976). Chapter IV saw how women in
these secondary jobs held aspirations to move into employment categories
exercising more authority and professionalism. If educational advance-
ment in Nigeria is to be as egalitarian and pragmatic as the government
appears to want, then planners' ideas about and perceptions of, at
least, one segment of the youth population - the women - should carry
considerable significance. This present chapter will examine how some
social factors and suggested employment-related government measures are
perceived by planners to aid or hinder women's advancement in employment
training. Also, attitudes of private sector employers towards
hiring young women will be presented. All of these issues reveal the
inevitable confrontation between women's marginal entry into the employ-
ment market and the employers' reluctance to employ them.
PRIVATE SECTOR IN THE STATE
The nature of the private sector is worth reiterating as it
159
160
operates in Bauchi Statp and n-p-p
th . „
offers opportunity to youth. Considered in
8SiS 3re ^ 6l9ht
categories, as discussed earlier
wUh details of specific develops as they occur in the State.
f
Trad1 "9 ’ Vari °US^ °f $erVices t0 Public, the sewing and
10 WhlCh y°U " 9 WOme" WOrk (See Tabl * «) Generally, Huslim WOmen in the
State do not fa™ or work in the fields due to the practice of ku ,le or
seclusion. Poultry-raising and the raising of animals, inside the h«
compound, are the most popular agricultural activities for all women
Commercial trade and services are open and casual, and readily visible
to the public. In the sales division, employers having showrooms and
shops want saleswomen to handle public demands and accounts. In the
crafts line, the making of utensils is still somewhat crude, lacking
modern machinery and tools. Small-scale craft activity is very condu-
dve to self-employment. Demands for clerical work are growing as more
businesses expand, particularly into the country villages. The demands
for better trained or upgraded typists and secretaries are increasing as
job requirements become more sophisticated. Small-scale industries are
still small in number, although bakeries are spreading into the rural
areas. Lack of capital and few loan opportunities still retard small
industrial growth. Large industry does not yet use women in the plants
or assembly lines but as office assistants. Several proposed industrial
schemes, however, may employ young women “in packaging" or as "tea
girls", according to one official. 1 These proposed industries are: a
200 bed hotel, two animal feed mills, an asbestos company, an automobile
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spare parts factory and a ceramics industry. With the State tourismindustry expanding, more varanr-i
bus conduct
"e 0ml'" 9 ava11ab1e
asresses, guides, and qeneral n,*u • *
outlets like
P 1C lnfo™ation agents. Media
- .me
reporting, printing, and TV reporting are
tenIIS ° f development, the need for village gront 1 •
can art
9 9 ° 1ne work ers who
contacts, instructresses, and motivators among the rural
women and the town-based private and public sector is „•
need to train them is urgent.
” ^
Government programs which offer opportunities to young women both"6dlate emP’™ a "d ‘"’"I-. are *>und in the usual sectors of
h
economics, health and teaching. The responsibility for training
ome economls ts has changed hands three time since Bauchi became a State
,rSt> the H°me E~'“ division was in the Ministry of Agri-
- tore. It then shifted to the Adult Education Division of the Ministry
Education. Finally, it was switched to the Community Development
section of the Ministry for Rural Development and Cooperatives, a newly
structured Ministry. This situation shows that the integration of the
training of women community development nffiVo^c = j .J i officers and home economists with
other government programs, i.e. adult education and extension, has been
somewhat strained and lacking in coherent philosophy and subsequent
direction.
The Midwifery School and the School of Health Technology, both
run by Bauchi State, train village health aides and assistants taking
candidates with only a primary education. Both schools operate on a
162
:;
ta b3SiS and °" ly admit * ^ »" percentage * Canutes from
o ec states. The sizes of these schoois is shown i„ Table 4 of chapter
in reiation to other schools taking female students. So far. all
ealth training is based in the urban centers with little training, other
an Poetical*, taking place in the village settings. The training of
workers, also the responsibility of the Ministry of Health and
Social Welfare, takes place in another State. I„ order to provide
localized training, that Ministry plans to set up eight domestic training
centers for training health aides and assistant social workers The
Government Staff Training College (STC) which trains men and women in the
clerical trades is geared to upgrading skills and placement in public
sector jobs.
Financial schemes to aid the small and independent producer have
enticed a good number of older women applicants. The small-scale indus-
try loan scheme will train the borrower from a Local Government Area
(LGA) through its Industrial Development Center in Zaria. Also, informal
training and supervision in bookkeeping and accounts through the area
office is conducted while the borrower is building her business. The
government plans to give more loans for expanding bakery projects
within each LGA. In this way, opportunities in sales and accounts
divisions become available for school leavers. Although women have
applied for these loans, they have not met with success. According to
one Ministry official, this is because the women "being married can not
chase up their applications with the men at the headquarters as the men
who are more successful". Other loans which will be available are for
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>eatherworks
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: ’aZ
b39 'mak1n9> tai
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10n' n9>“^— Garnituremaking and carpentry, and printing.
Nation-wide aciricul tur^i i
farmer. However thle
*" ^
.
5 aVe n0t been any wome" applicants in Bauchi
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Given this brief survey of n * *y private sector opportunities open toyoung women in the Statp it .
’ 5 aPPr0pnate to examine the thoughts and
Perceptions of pianners towards this otherwise neglected issue.
PLANNERS^
°F PERCEPTI0NS OF
A discussion-questionnaire with structured questions was designed
for interviewing
,5 planners in six Ministries in the State. The inter-
view was conducted in a conversational manner in order to encourage free
discussion and record detailed responses of the planners to questions.
The permissions were sought from the Ministry Permanent Secretaries to
hold interviews with ranking planning officers in the Ministries. Of
these planners selected, three were women and one was a non-Nigerian
African. The Ministries and officers were the following (Those with one
asterisk are women; those with two asterisks are not indigenes of Bauchi
State)
.
1. Ministry of Education
** Principal Education Officer
** Chief Planning Officer
*
“uirtio^pTanninro^rcer'cscho?^
2
. Ministry for Trade and Industry
" mi:® flit; SfflsChief Commercial Officer Industrial Sector)
Ministry for Health and Social Welfare
Chief Social Welfare OfficerChief Medical Officer
4. Ministry for Economic Planning
Chief Planning Officer
Senior Planning Officer I
Senior Planning Officer II
5. Ministry for Rural Development and Cooperatives
* ZlTnl
P
r
] Commun1ty Development OfficerSen,or Community Develops Offic.r^Bauchi Zona, Branch
6. Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Training Officer
- Extension
Each interview lasted about 2 hours and was conducted in the
respondent s office. Before the interview, the officer was told that t
nature of the discussion was to explore what planners may perceive or
suggest as necessary considerations in developing manpower sEilU in a
diversified economy. Particular emphasis would be drawn to women's
entrance into the labor force. Each officer was further told that the
interview hoped to identify trends in the development of employment and
training opportunities for women school leavers in Bauchi State. In thi
sense, the discussion would be purely exploratory. Respondents were
assured that their comments would be pooled collectively and would not
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identify them in any way
. The einht ,
»..« for Or,,,
«r, or,.
y* It was mentioned that tho +
main employ
opportunities for
,*P"SSent
sector accordinq to f
^^ ^
g ormer demographic studies done in Nigeria Th'
^—e and the questionnaire Zf ul'Apprendix iv. ls ln
Four of the planners are from outside of Bauchi St t
—— n.
Masters d
* ^ ^ Ml " iStry °f EdUCatio
"’ three have
relevance to educational Planning, one of which isthe woman officer Hpr Mac+* e Asters thesis was on qirls' an H
...
u y 1
r
' s and women's educa-tion in Bauchi State (see Sulai 10701 c -
nl ,
1979 ), Significantly, she was not
ce to head the ''Women's Inspectorate'' division of the Ministry
cause this office was considered by one high official to be "redundant"
adiction of policy when, in fact, that Women's Inspectorate was set
e 1950 s specifically to overlord and ensure advancement of edu-
cation for women in the then Borno Province of Northern Nigeria.
PLANNERS
'PERCEPTIONS
Assumptions
Two basic assumptions underlie the researcher's expectations of
planners responses to issues concerning female primary school graduates'
opportunities in the employment and training sector:
movements o^femal ^school
'llave^and"?
f
’th
d data ° n the
failure°and^ success ^^ T^Z
placement
;
2
and
obtaining post-primary school
b)
St
C
b^§?, °ha to
1
*S?
7
0
back
f
S?"thl??
ava11ab,e
’ Planners would,
perceptions of the issues in t^ fPenences with and
efforts, lending their own interp^a?io
n
ns
9
to
n
bia
P
s !
iCy'makl
'
n9
In considering these limitations on planners, care is taken in this
chapter to present their comments as well as interpret the outcomes of
our discussions in as fair and unbiased manner as possible. In any
event, the actual questionnaire responses, at times, suggests that more
positive beliefs and attitudes are held than the informal conversations
indicated. One reason might be because the formal structure of a ques-
tionnaire elicits the tendency to answer in such a way as to protect th,
propnety of the official's office. Another reason may be that the
interviewer, being of a foreign western culture, is perhaps perceived as
not being able to grasp the intricate meanings of the planners' comments
A third reason may lie in the limitations of the questionnaire construc-
tion which includes a Likert-type scale. This design sometimes encou-
rages respondents to respond in a certain manner as a reaction to the
construction of the scale, independent of the perception or issue being
measured. This situation may then lend interpretation to the potential
bias of the interviewer.
Investigation of planners' perceptions is divided into four sec-
tions: opportunity structures of the labor market and education, social
factors influencing women's access to employment and training, planners'
recommendations and expectations of private sector response, and
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recommended skill areas for women's training.
Opportunity Structure
Respondents prioritized their answers to six questions. The
number of times a category was mentioned is recorded in each of the
following charts accompanying each question. Weighted rankings of each
category are: (1) meaning the most mentioned category to (8) meaning
the least mentioned. The first three questions referred to job oppor-
tunities. the last three to training opportunities.
Question #1: Which two categories do you feel have the
7or^young
b
women?
eX1Stln9 j °b °^«unities
Priority Rankjji^ Frequency of Mention
77TT Agric Tr/Com Serv Sale Craft Cler Indus Tra n.
Uj least opportunity 4 " "
(2) next_l e
>
as_t_0£po_r. 2 2 2
- 22 ^ \
weighted ranking (3) ~(i) ~^
~ ~~ ~
(jf " J
~ ~" '
In Question #1, Small-Scale Industry/Manufacturing and Transport/
Communications were considered to offer the least opportunities for
employing young women. Other comments were:
^fl lrl
ted s
l
nce
1
there is a lot of competition
nr +nn
eL t0r S ‘ A Sta1:e ln development does not have too manvw job opportunities open. All manpower efforts are needed.
Young women are often excluded from small-scale industry participation:
Older people are more involved in small-scale industry because
. ey have the accumulated capital whereas young women fresh in theworking world do not. Also, industry has a high risk-tak?ng ?acJorwhich women are generally not ready to experience.
Here, planners were interpreting industrial opportunities at ownership
or managerial levels rather than at worker levels.
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So.e Planners thought that the clerical line offered few job
opportunities since such work
"requires traininn h ,l Gaini g before employment”
I;
—
- are actually a minority in
. th
3 e
.’
Uke UP C,en' Cal WOrk
' These ^b,. like others, tend to go
o ose individuals coming from educationally more progressive areas of
Stdte>,1ke Ta "9a,eWaja Balewa, as shown in Table 3 in
These areas have enrolled approximately 25% of the total
emale primary school enrollments in the State in 1979-1980 and 9.5* of
t e total male and female enrollments in the State for that year
Opportunities in other fields, such as Trade, Services and Craft
were thought by some to be closed to much of the public due to the
of close family working ties among many richer families:
"The
Alhajis have not created job opportunities for others outside of the
family membership." Clearly, Trade/Commerce and Sales, requiring more
ties and associations, provide examples of trades to which women have
easier access than to work in Agriculture and Industry, considered more
restrictive and less popular among women.
Regarding agricultural work, one planner thought it ironic that
few opportunities in agriculture existed for women since "women in
Africa are usually active farmers". Others stated that there should be
more opportunities in agriculture since "women have direct access to
farming during and right after schooling" but women are not being encou-
raged.
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Question #2:
Prio rity Rankim
0) most attention
(2) next most att.
(3) nextjnost att.
I"e
W
^nsc?en??°u
r
I?^ a^ien
t
?1
the°Ubor
n
force?
y ° f y°U" 9 °
freguency of Mention
Cler T nHl.C T vznr
4
4
1
—^ing (3 >~ Tv ~(T)~ W ~(Tf (4")
Planners thought that most attention was being given to encouraging
employment tor women in the Clerical and Service categories. One planner
thought this question difficult because:
Policy and^he^conomi
^Thi^ust^respon^to
65 90vernment
and then fit policy into the^conlrKork 6" eC°"0my fl>St
For Services and Sales. "Muslim girls start trading in the home
early. This ,s important because when they marry they can keep accounts
of finances". The Services "encourage the girl's involvement in the
domestic economy". Pride was expressed in that more home economics
instructresses were presently being trained through cooperative efforts
of the Ministries. Small manufacturing and loan schemes "which do not
exclude women, were thought to be enticing the participation of women in
small-scale involvements. For Transport/Co^unication,
"attracting cus-
tomers is seen as important in the business world" and "all operators and
receptionists seem to be women anyway".
While Agriculture was thought to rank third highest in receiving
attention from planners, there, in fact, are no organized activities for
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in;"
A9riCUUUre 3Part *-
— percentage of ween enrolled 1n
d
.
3 6 S SCh0°' ° f A9ncUlture a"d Animal Husbandry which takes can-idates at the post-secondary school level only. 4
Quest, on #3:
^
^^flv^categorles^ you think atten-
youngl^SiFTFItfth? labor ?or?e?"
9 e"try °f
priority Ranking
(1) most attention
(2) next most att.
(3) next most att.
(4) next most att.
( 5 ) Jiextjnosjt att.
weighted ranking
frequency of Mention
Craft Cler Indus T»..
7 1
1 3
1 5
4 1
2
2
1
1
4
1
1
4
4
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
5
2
1 1
4
1
(5 ) (8) (3) ( 6 ) ( 2 ) ( 7 )
In this question, planners logically emphasized that most atten-
tl0n Sh°Uld ^ 9iVe" t0 encoura9ing women
' s entry into the labor force in
those categories which offered the least job opportunities, e .g. Agricul-
ture and Small-Scale Industry Thom .y. These categories were supported because
"these jobs can be done in the homes since the women are housewives".
Also, Bauchi men"do not want their wives to work outside, generally". 5
Several comments favored agriculture:
Bauchi women usually make food for sale
sunab?e.
fa™ in9> 1m' 9atl0" fa™"9 a "d home craft would be
Poultrv-raisina ‘If P
°Wer °f the labor force.y g at home does not need basic qualifications.
Industry was favored because "women need a work opportunity that
does not require a lot of training". Crafts are for the "socially-
disabled housewives" meaning the Muslim women in kuTle. For the Services,
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women can be comfortably accommodated" that is h
c •
’ 1 S
’ housed and trained inthe Services sector. Also "th* wl . the Nigerian Medical Counrii ic Q
fpma i a _ •
c
I is encouraginqtemale primary school leavers tn
y
to do community nursing".
Trade/Commerce deserved attention because:
Women are the
d
best°tradlrs
tem
the
n
h
h6 Vi11 *9es *
Trading might conflict with cul tLT^rdTpracl^sf^"p^ 1 "9 '
Concerning the Clerical and Transport jobs
-eft-
Transport was suggested "for the sake of adventure".
Themes of isolating women into home-based and female-specific activities
appear to be quite dominant.
HE2»mS gr-SSfirlffiJ* ' '
*
-Slurcner training of young women?
Priority Rank inn
( 1 ) most opportunity
( 2 ) next most opport.
(3) next most opport.
(4) nextjirosjt opport
.
weighted ranking
frequency of Men t i on
iaTTC Tr/Com Serv Sale Cra ft Cler Indus Trans
1 1 4 1
' 3,12
3 1 1 4 1
(4) (4) ( 2 ) (3) (7) ( 1 ) ( 4 ) ( 7)
1
1
Clerical, Services, and Sales held the highest priority in offer-
ing the most opportunities for training and were thought to be ones where
women would be "easily trained because there are already existing faci-
lities". Clerical work "involves office work in which women are more
reliable and attract people to cooperate". Clerical schools "should be
training secretaries and confidential secretaries". One commented that
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in Sales, more women executive? eve a ,s are developing in marketing. This isalso true with industry", other comments were:
Pottery-making can be expanded and modernized.
Agriculture:
^-9*^ and opportunit1es
Trade/Commerce:^Hawkin
g
^g
0es^with^prostitution and lower Cass
in trading but prostitution
0t
°PP° rtunities
it.
y is correlated high with
Transport/Communications
: Telonhono
the Post & Telear^nh tv
Pe
r
a ^ors can be trained in
of Communications.
aini ng School of the Ministry
The availability of schools, programs, and places in specialist
schools is actually guite limited so that the planners' comments are
Perhaps a bit optimistic. For instance, a home economics course to train
women instructresses has only recently started in the State. Fo™er,y
training was only available on a quota basis outside of the State. The
number of female trainees admitted to the State Post * Telegraph Train-
ing School is very small. Also, there is no agricultural training or
extension for women other than occasional primary school gardening
schemes.
Question # 5 : Which categories do you feel offer the
^^opportunities for training young
Priority Ranking
Frequency of Mention
/ , > .
iari^_Tr/Com Serv Sale Craft Cler Indus Tr.nc
jlj least opportunity 7 p
(2) next least oppor. 4 1 ? i , .
®
( 3 ) nextJeast_0£por^
_
2 1
2
^ 2
2
weighted ranking (l) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 7 ) (6) (8) (3) ( 2 )
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to o„e"
9
t?
U
r
re
’
T— P°-/C—-n. and Industry were believedhe least opportunity for traininny g young women. Thesp r -, ton •
were also thnunht . ,
n e ca tegoriesu no g to provide thp ioa C + „ .
,
e least number of job opportunities as366 9UeStl °" ]) ' °" e reaso
" forward was that
"prejudice existamong the fpm^io H a se trainees towards agriculture" n+h
Services- tu
'
^ C0™e "ts were:
a. opportunities for dost
Industry:
Clerical
^2;,?fC
0? 1 for training
them.
neSS
' Indostry is not ready to absorb
We don't have the facilities
"0.0. 0 lot of lo„,
;r,
>• >-
..
leavers do not have this
9 nmary sch°o1
^ Services and Industry, planners appear to still rely on fonna,
r° eSS1 °nal re<lulrements as criteria for employment. As a result
perhaps some planners are hesitant about considering on-the-job training
" ^ ° r ,6SS f° rmal tra,' ni"9 os alternatives. Concerning
clerical work, many government as well as private establishments still
employ women with the very minimum of clerical traininn <„ „ -,c i g
, some having onlySU m°nthS °f 3n aPPrentiCeShl
'P- their work experience may be
looked upon as a further extension of that initial training.
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havfl
C
«pamrto
S
train
OU th1nk
^ y to young women?
Priority Ranking
(1) most capacity
(2) next most cap.
(3) nextjnost ca£._
weighted ranking
Frequency of Mention
Agric Tr/Com Serv Salp n T jCler Indus Tnnc
th°U9ht that emplo
^ers ln the Trade/Commerce, Sales and
a’ Cdtegon'es had the greatest capacity to train, particularly
insofar as on-the-job training is concerned, a condition that was also
true for
.any private employers in Industry. It was mentioned several
times that Agriculture offered the least capacity to train because there
a- so few private agricultural employers. These responses contrast with
those of the previous question which acknowledged the unlikelihood of
establishing on-the-job training schemes in Industry and Clerical cate-
gories.
When we examine the frequency of mention for each item in Table 22,U aPPearS that PlannerS ' reactl'°" s are both divergent and conceptually
scattered, essentially making interpretations difficult. On the other
hand, their responses seem to indicate that they hold a fair amount of
awareness and realism about the private sector's perceived dispositions
towards employing and training youth. A consistent recommendation was
that attention should be given to areas hitherto ignored, i.e. Trade/
Commerce and Crafts, indicating that the planners may not have been
pleased with the policies currently operating.
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03 -Q
Bankings
prioritized
by
1
.
highest
to
8
•
lowest
Frequency
of
mentioned
in
parentheses.
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display of planners' ranked responses is presented in Table 22
" Urth6r analyS1$> SeVeraI discrepancies in their perceptions app
- Transport/Communications category was considered to offe hT
ext .
°n
' H°WeVer
’ W1th t0Urism exPanding in the State and the
enslon of communications media through the written and verbal arts
-cted towards a more literate youth population, it would seem this
category warrants more attention. In contrast whii
also off „ *
, le small-scale industry
offered few existing job opportunities, planners wanted to give it
-e attention, particularly where the female-specific cottage industries
were expanding, e. g. bakeries.
2- Where stress was put on women entering certain jobs, training
opportunities were usually not available. For instance, planners sug-
gested that more attention should be given to encouraninny g g young women to
enter the Craft employment sector. Vet, they thought that employers in
that SeCt° r
’ 35 ^ A9riCUltUre
> flad the least capacity to train. This
suggests that the burden of training would fall onto public sector
facilities, thereby diminishing the development of training resources in
Pnvate sector trades, such as in seamstressing and food-processing.
3- In Clerical and Services where planners saw the most opportunities
for training, planners paradoxically did not stress that attention be
given to job entry. Perhaps they meant to encourage diversification by
emphasizing opportunities in other job categories. From a developmental
point of view, such thinking confuses the high priorities that should be
given to developing specific responses to specific market demands.
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4. The remarks implied that planners advocated attention to clearly
an att1tud* Which could be construed as tariti .
’
ism", prevalent in the •
Y Sanctloning " sexua l dual-
primary and secondary job markpt c
, ljhtlw c
y J D e
- Some attitudes" "" hl9her Pn'°n' ty 15 to the promotion of
"income gob opportunities retiring Tew specific skills with little
R3ther> the promoti °n °f skim^
»
m° J1 lty a" d tranSf6r fr0m secondary to primary jobs still
seems somewhat blurred.
provide a more consistent philosophical relationship between what
what should be the direction taken in manpower development. Per-
haps planners are reflecting the prevailing beliefs of the society. If
so then this offers added reason for the need to develop a more thorough
information base about women's interest needs and th
’ and the employment sector's
responses.
So cial Factors and Groups
TWO questions were posed for discussion. One question whose
responses are presented in Table 23 concerns which social factors were
considered to limit women from entering into employment. The other
question with answers given in Table 24 concerns which groups were per-
ceived to encourage women to find employment. Responses are listed
according to their rank of 1 representing "least" to 5 representing
"most".
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TABLE 23
"“Mass ss'Kaas
Rank Factor
1
.
2
.
3.
4
.
5.
6 .
7.
8
.
Divorce
Migration of families into
urban areas
Women's perception of them-
sel ves
#t‘'“es of employers towards
employing women
At
Hl
tU
u?
S 0f parents towards
daughters working
Society attitudes towards
women working
Marriage & child-care
responsibilities
Religious values & practices
15
14
7
2
4
2
1
1
4
8
5
7
5
6
6
1.3
1.3
2.2
3.2
3.2
3.4
Concerning social factors limiting women many respondents attempted
*• * « general a, p.,„.„ a,„ ^ |p^ ^
Respondents made the Doint that .
.
P01 that the re1 TQious directives of the Muslim and
Christian determined
,p , „ r„ ^
Hon,
„„„
„ w
»'» »« .root,c« were „„
othor hand, the p r,o t ,ce „ „ r^
movements, allows, if not encourages, self-employment. Planners also
agreed that divorce and migration of families into urban areas were least
limiting factors, but could cause economic difficulties as well as
anxieties. Facing competition from others, for instance, is a potential
limitation of an urban setting.
Wide differences of opinion existed on the remaining items whilesome consistency with the women's res™
social attit h
W3S mdi " tai "ed
- Concerning
u es, one respondent believed that "most husbands have now
to understand that women want to wor,'. others commented that
I:
6* iS COndUi0ned ^ ^ MUSl1mS '
^^-itions towards women
working. Planners tended to agree with thp
ental attit „
experiences that parudes are more limiting. However, they tended to differ among
mselves, one saying "it depends on the type of parent". Another
in 1 eating a least limiting attitude.
Planners, as did the women themselves, rated women's self-percep-
tions as a least limiting factor to entering into employment. Some
««• «•*" »«*
tt<y
get any job they can do -- they either fit into • .y n into a job or they don't"
One thought that women "feel equal to the men's tasks". Whereas the’
women either lacked opinion or naively thought employers were generally
willing to hire them, the planners perceived employer attitudes more
negatively than the women. Planner comments included:
"Most employers
put women off
, "most limiting becuase married women, when pregnant, do
not attend to their work" "nn'ua+o *
, private sector employers employ fewer young
women than the public sector". Two respondents thought that employer
attitudes were not important nor a limiting factor and that their
attitudes are changing anyway.
Many planners generally displayed a realistic outlook towards
ir::: nr;:;
- -• ™
——
«
thei •
S fW °ther faCt° rs
’ P^aps reflectingr various religious backgrounds as wen as fop
ference about the socially manipulating^
^ 3 V#9U
' ^
y sets of some factors rir.^
example is that C i.k+i j-
s
' ^ ne
known n,mJ„ ^
UP „„„„ „
«—» -~»n- >ot
f
Part family llfe Skills for women with established
amiHes, thereby excluding the single woman.
TABLE 24™ TO WHICH CROUPS ARE ENCOURAC^ WOMEN TO PINO EMPLOYMENT
Frequency of Ment ion
limiting limiting
1. Primary school guidance
i rade cooperatives
1 & 2
9
8
8
8
8
1
A
3
2
4 & 5
3
Averaqe
2.0
3. Religious groups
4. Women's associations
o. Community development
schemes
6
7
1
1
1
6
2.2
2.7
2.8
6. Family members 6 2.9
7. Teachers 9 5 3.2
8. Peer groups
4
2
3
4
8
9
3.5
3.6
Planners counted about groups which they thought encouraged wor
to find employment, as shown in Table 24. Many planners were not sure
whether trade cooperatives and primary school guidance agents actually
existed in any operative capacity. Some commented that there would be
male objections to women joining trade cooperatives, or that there were
too few to be effective. Concerning school guidance, some thought that
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teachers and the oeneral ri ima+n r-
t . .
9 Cllm3te ° f SCh00,s d° encourage pupils to con-tinue their education Yot +
• et the women interviewed indicated little if
eny, help came from their school administrations.
The more encouraging groups named by the planners were the family
Peers and teachers. Many generalized the impact of the family members
'
enC°Ura9ln9 behaVl°- 0" religious and educational bach-
bounds. This appeared consistent with the women's experience since
fam,ly diSaPPr°- 1S were P^ably the major determinants to
s entry into employment. One planner commented that the family
encourages because "the family often teaches a craft to the young". Peers
ranked high as positive influence since "friPnH cni-^ .Sl ne d solidarity is important",
"because girls see their own mates workinn"'"ace g
, and some peers "lead an
exemplary life while others do not". One planner thought that few school
girls who actually get work can influence their mates. Planners were
m°re SPlU the 1nflue"ce of teachers, some saying that they were not
sure what effects teachers had on the young girls. One commented that
teachers are younger now and not as advisory with youth as those teachers
who were older and who tended to be more openly encouraging and directive.
The women themselves considered teacher influence to their finding em-
ployment as very minimal, if at all.
As discussed earlier, existing women's associations solicit the
participation of a very small number of young somen. They have been
generally ineffectual in reaching a wider economic and social clientele
as well. More significantly, these associations predominantly instill
the principles and practices of good citizenship and Christian brother-
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hood. They do not have as their nrim^
ment-oriented goals though th -
PUrP0S6 ^ f°rmU,at1on ° f <»Ploy-
of activities Plati .
lS ^ incident,y result during the course
-ties. nners' perceptions were divided over the i mpact ofwomen non-religious
associations, which were felt to en
-ore than the religious groups Six n,
^
.
.
' Planners, however, thought that
ssociations, for whatever reason, were encouraoi9 ng women to find emnlnv-ment through counseling:
"Christian n
y ~
groups help school leavers throuahcounseling on what girls can do" Vo+
9
indicated th t
’ W°men h° ldir
' 9 membership
a such groups only help them in their spiritual life. Some
—s recognized that such associations were Just beginning and thatmany men did not know about them yet nth
, t
6
- °thers considered women's groupsleas encouraging: either they did not exist nr th
,,
1 1
-
° they existed but were
usually for
"liberated" women who wanted to "arhied c ve some independence".
„„
>lo m not ^r(inj nnd
-
„„ Sy fc,„
were considered to "not promote women's work". Another viewed
associations as elitist aiming only at social and political interests.
There was more agreement about the role of religious groups.
Christian groups were considered more "liberal" 3 nri *HDerai and encouraging, espe-
cially those which teach craft subjects. One comment confirmed that
"Islam does not allow women to come together". One conclusion results
from these relatively realistic views held about the role of women's
associations: if government were less likely to offer incentives or other
attention to the existing women's groups, then this might jeopardize
a group's potentials for developing useful service and counseling
schemes for youth.
Expressing uncertainty about the effect of comity development
schemes in helping young women find work jn their ^
were not particularly hopeful about these schemes' effects. Their
comments ranged from "don't exist" "-ic + ,S
* 15 t0° earl y to say since they have
structural development, are yet to have any attitudina, change or
encourage villagers to really participate". One thought the women's
demonstration schemes were most encouraging.
Additional groups stated by the planners as having some influence
on young women's acquisition of employment or training were: 1) ethnic
associations since they perform group solidarity purposes, 2) social
welfare groups whereby women are recruited specifically for women's
schemes, and 3) student's associations for all students since these
"speak with a greater voice than do peer groups". For instance, one
student group in Tangale Waja has suggested holding classes for working
adults in order that they complete basic educational levels, e. g.
Genera, Certificate of Education (for primary school leavers) andthe
West African School Certificate (for secondary school leavers).
Recommendations and Expectations
Planners were asked about their recommendations for government
measures which could help women find employment, what expectations
planners had towards public and private sector cooperation in training,
and their recommendations for employment-oriented training measures for
women. Tables 25, 26 and 27 present their responses.
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TABLE 25
government MEASURES recommended to HEL P cTrTRrPRW‘ATE sector
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6
.
7.
-n— Recommend a t i on
To train on-the-job
inventory of skills
demanded by job market
Placement services in
schools
Employers' provision of
child-care facilities
Employment registration
exchange
Solicitation of private
employers
' cooperation
in employing women
Government provision of
child-care facilities
recommended
least
1 _& 2
2
2
2
3
2
pegu^^oTMefrEi on
3_
3
3
3
1
2
recommended
most
1
6
5
3
3
2
_5
4
5
7
8
9
"Average
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0
4.2
„
*7“- 25 »
-W >»,. „
N1 . I"
ratl °" eXerC ’ Se W3S attempted 1n then Western Region of
”*r
“
», ,*»,
I""":,"
of “* ' ,our, ‘ h,
"»
—...
-»>, 19631. Uhen thli „ « tlbl1 ,h1n]
,
.0
_ s(^
not familiar with t hp
th t .
6 PraCtlCe ° r C°"Cept
- The more skeptical commented
at it would not work without some guota system of selection. Other-
wue. persons from more educationally and economically progressive areas
would begin to dominate in the job market listings. Others remarked that
there have not been good results in the past, that there would be costs
i
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°n the Part of 9°vernment, and that a registrar
wisely raicp h
9 atlon zeroise would
hopes when few jobs were available oth
the registration, feeling that it i
’ 0 e^ recommended
9 would give bpttov’
women's demands for skills and jobs.
"^
Recommended less strongly than the registration ev h
r -- -—
-
*—- * i:::™;:
exposed to the types of school and i k
°Uld ^
job opportunities available"
idea of
I
a
ntereSt,' n9ly
’ the reSP°" de" ts expressed more skepticism^ the
n inventory of skills demanded by the job market. Some remarkedthat primary school leavers
"don't hav=
™
„„
0" 1 e specific skills to put for-war
, that skills "are not even there" and th
,.
Wer tha t leavers
"could not
reliably list their skills if they had to". More positive •
. +u .
P° l views required
this information should be obtained first so that it is •,
f available
“ «*«• M(lr,
»".» «. in...,..,
...
,, l(tter c]ir . fy^
‘ *" “ "»" »"«•
— „„ ,or
rr
“ p" n""' u " "• “* ••
.».<be obtained.
Planners recorded cooperation with employers more to employ
-ther than to train women. Though the idea was thought useful, many
Planners expressed caution towards encouraging employers to train their
employees on-the-job and that government would have to contend with a lot
of resistance. A continual, tactful relationship would need to be
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assiduously maintained by the government Pl-
employers' willingness to train •
'
about
anyway" but that t •
^ trai' ni " 9 " iS d°"e Rurallyy . raining may prove "very unreliable" if h k
:r :
" •*--
—
. -
-
ng employers cooperation in employing young women
Titles posTr*:*"*
PlannerS did "0t tMnk that Chl' ld 'CdPe rese°"s ’bi-P 3 S8n0US °bStadle women's employment, most favoredgovernment establishment of child-care facility
employers. Facilities h
S °Ver th° Se provided by
credibil t •
"" ^ 30 ''ernment auSpi
'
ces mi 9 ht Aspire more
1
" WUh the PUblic
’ 1b was thought. On the other hand some
P anners felt that standards might not be as well maintained by the
:ir
"
WhiCh d06S " 0t fee
’ d ’>eCt,y— b°
- -ent".
-was noted:
',n the beginning women may hold a positive attitudebut later become disenchanted with the day care treatment, i, the
neglect of their children" s„m *
'
• S°me fe,t 90vernment could not maintain
C,,,t1eS Pr0PeHy; preferred government-run centers
which would "allow hush^nHc ube more amenable to allowing wives to0^
• Two planners felt that child-care responsibilities
"did not pose anous obstacle to women's employment", but that
"facilities would be
use u,
. Another said that provisions
"are not the real problem".
Other recommendations offered were:
education of parents
govtn°:^
.
emergency traininn erhoni
rrain
]
n 9 as an incentive
planners should be trained as^advis^afso
^ market
PubHcfty^f^'^-i^ie93110" 3 dUri " 9 workl'"9 hou-
reorientation for girls towards workgovernment enlightenment scheme to advertise jobs available
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While the planners offered caution
suggested, they consistent!
^ CntlC1SmS about the measures
- -
for
-
functional success of th
’ corre, «e with the
ese measures if ever put into effect
Table 26 shows the planners' expectations k *
sector cooperation in f • •
3 °Ut PUb,lc and Private
training women. Consistently „i
e
T
tatl
'
0n$ 3b0Ut ^ ^
-— bp be performed ^
^^ - young women as was shown in
too 1 "
r
eri“PMtat,"“^
-e,y apply t0 all ich00
,
and u d
" a "nerS Sh0W6d m0rS Um' f0rm1ty °f °Plni0"' hheir concepts
^understanding about how the private sector might react to public
overtures for cooperation were somewhat ambiguous. Planners'
s
P’-rs felt that the private sector can not be expected to sub-
aining programs heavily because the private sector is primarily
7
lt '0nented ^ "0t inCl1Ped t0 hP-d capita,. On the other hand,
177
feU th1S S6Ct0r W°Uld r69ard sd°rt-term training sponsor-hip for its workers princioaTlv .
1t ws , .
P y 33 3 S°Clal responsibility. Ultimately,i as also thought, there should be a policv fnr fo y o financing training
programs for women as + upart of the social responsibilities of the public
sector, also. Since government has a responsibility to attend to
women's advancement, it should take most of the burden of financing
programs.
The public sector was expected to cooperate the most in both
organizing and implementing training programs. The private sector was
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bably complain of
, ack o/'’"!"
9 tdSk
' 9°Ve™eilt would pro-
— ~ -• «•
—
might be most suitable- • •
aluable and which training
:r r~entrepreneurial work. More effecti« . • . ’ 9 ‘training is accomplished bv theprivate sector in short „ . . y
sive F - •
a,n1n9 SinCe 3re USUally more inten-
mancial backing is available, also Thp n kt
prefer lnnn + •
’ pub1lc sector would
long-term involvements for social benefits THp •uc r c . I he privatp Qortnr
Z ir "
SerV6
.
the PUbliC S6Ct0r and itS “"** attractive.
ne way is by studying public and government programs in order to be inaP0SltlOnt00ff
-
----- public ills. However, the total
responsibility oops tn , .
and ,
^ PUM,C S6Ct0r *
-t be just a designer
implementor but also and necessarily a financier".
split over co-sponsorship. Caution was givento the private sector, that it be very careful t„ f ato find out the terms of
sponsorship first and that it incur little financial responsibility. If
6 PriV3te
their experiences in a training
program, the trainees can nht^n a u .obtain a broader exposure to their field of
interest, i.e. are not then locked into government ways of thinking.
While the public sector should carry most of the responsibilities
of establishing training programs for women, i.e. financing, organizing
and implementing, the private sector should be aware of its social res-
ponsibilities as well. For instance, teachers and parents who are both
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private and public figures usually h,y ej*. have greater clout than
-
--
- - « ;r~
-——
--
Pnvate sector which allocate to women jobs carrvino f
responsibilities or requiring few skills with
* 9 ^
_
*.
I I . W more trained people
Pe mg for jobs, women acquire a "marginal" status in theThom ^ labor markptfnese arguments suggest that nbnn
Ke
-
yy ma planners recognize the •
* "™ from the private sector, itself
contribute its resources to training young women.
^
Table 27 sets out the recommended training measures meant to pre-pare women for entry into employment. Teaching the rural life skills
through government extension was strongly recorded, thereby placing
more women in extension activities which focused on self-employment,
e raining would encompass a diversification of skills emphasizing the
would generate opportunities for self-employment.
Sponsorship for short courses was strongly recommended on several
grounds. Married women with families would be more encouraged to attend
thus making such training more socially acceptable than longer training
Government's backing was thought to guarantee the success of the course'
Employers involvement could help diminish the usual high rates of employee
and trainee dropouts. Also, any good job needs a certain amount of
training, if possible, no matter how informal.
Employer sponsorship of training elicited reservations, however.
After learning specific skills with one employer, a worker's chance of
i
TABLE 27
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2 .
3 .
4.
5.
6 .
7.
Training in the traditionalfemale crafts and jobs
only J
Women's organizations
sponsor training
Institutional
vocational
training for women
Government and employers'jointly sponsor traininq
Employers' sponsore short
9
training courses in their
respective skills demandedGovernment sponsor short
training courses in speci-fic skills H
Training in rural life sMllsthrough government extension
3.5
3.6
4.1
4.1
4.3
4.4
“,i" *" -
, t;;;
,ns
7 a*p“ - »•*— -™e, acuities and capacity to conduct training. U 1s
17 t0;ake 3 96nera ' rU,e f° r «**•«. Also, it was thooght
bilif
6
T
Vate S8Ct0r h3S 3 1W CaPab111ty f° r tra1n1n9
- «P-
recomm"
° ^ ^ ^^ **• government
ends any joint sponsorship.
P Ppner, offerea caution agajn Go „er|ment an|) the
,ector can
... ».u, f.„» pro,„„ unair u >>jtM
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sponsorship may p0S e frustrations since collate *•
ication is very difficult
* 10 " ^ 900d C°mUn ~
.
.
t0 deve
'°Pmen t, especially
„he„ each may beinsisting on different standards. On the other ha a
have an imn •
nd
’ many emP loyers
an almighty provider with a willingt0
r
,n PriVat£
candidates who will return back to their pri
l::
erS
-
-sis so.eti.es the case with the Staff Training Col, eges
are meant to upgrade public servants. Products of the specializedtraining often choose to work in the private sector
Host planners felt that a deliberate vocational training design
or women was needed segregated from that for men, particularly to
P ote women s reorientation to the world of work. Only a few planners
- erated that vocational training should not be limited to female jobs
on y therw, se, implications would emerge that women can not train in
3re ma ’ e-d0mi "ated
- *» those planners were unable
to 9ive specific examples of other types of jobs. Many suggested that
women vocational training should teach tailoring and local weaving,
home management and noultrv m’cinny aising using more modern machinery and
techniques. Three to four week spqsinne .es o s were considered to be the most
suitable duration for courses. Sex-segregated vocational training was
thought to be appropriate since coeducation has been ended throughout
e State. Only two rejections of institutional vocational training for
women were made on thp nrmmHe +.1^+.grounds that government financing would be
limited for this development and women would ultimately be put in a
disadvantageous position anyway, being segregated in their progress from
the men.
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s«.
ln „>ot>tini trii>ins bHjamzations in the traditional female crafts.
"Traditional'’among some respondents, was interested ,
"aI 1
modern"- nth
mean "pr1mft,ve " or "not
neutral ’her 7
^
~ *r Pinners
•
prest i I : r
S
,0Cal^ «— *o he neitherig ous nor financially attrart-iwo +
f .
y ract ve to young women since their atti
—
»
r
llln dlJ“
“r
'
•» «m.
ally manufactured products. Others unhpin +h-P eld this measure saying the
more trained women, the better" If t • •
smi .
6
• trainin9 in these popular female
” out, coking and modern, then it would give women more financial
soca, security. Training would also improve craft production
-ou^ge competition by sending crafts away for sale, and bring Avenue
O W ere local resources exist for further exploitation. However
opportunities to do this now are fast dwindling.
Women organizations were thought less efficient for conducting
raining. More appealing, they could boost social and educational
interests if the means were available. These organizations could also
break ground for women's advancement where government and employers can
not nor have not. However, they lack status and facilities as of now.
some planners felt that the organizations should not receive grants from
government either, until they display capabilities and resources for
training or assisting young women, generally.
Other training measures which were recommended were the follow-
ing: train for jobs which are compatible with the family life; give
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financial and psychological incentives to attend t •
usually 1
training since women
ly lapse into apathy easily if the . „
purposeful- *M h
9 d0es not appear to be
’ teac h more female crafts in tho
- training schemes- and
" ^
-he.es in the localities.
’ "°™
From planners' comments and responses depicted in Table 27 it
~s that planners showed slightly less enthusiasm to recommend women-SPOn " inStUU“—- education for women only in the
P P " trad6S C~ * th. other measures listed. This wouldseem to imply that women's vocational training might be less likely to
7
°
P " "^ GiVe" th—
'
—tainties about possible
employer cooperation even though planners offered positive recommendations
PPtoach them, planners' hesitations seem evident. They showed some
ctance to perhaps initiate discussion of strategies for cooperation
;
;
P, °yerS
- " tHiS iS
"-tiona, school fallacy'' about
;
1CH F°Ster 0965)—
’™ resurrect fresh issues of contention-
female-specific trades which clutter the market and regress women's
chances of moving beyond secondary status in the labor market.
Skill Areas
At this point in the interview process, planners had been emersed
m deep thought and speculative dialogue about a number of issues con-
cerning women's development in the State. They were asked to conclude
with recommendations about what specific skills women should learn that
200
would complement developments in the State ih
,.
.
on s . The most frequently men-loned skills in each of the eiohf rat-
th1s
<>
.
" * for
J
6 ^ Pr°Vldlng trainin 9 anc* government training schemes. Some
r 7
i9ht " better ,ea™ ed
-— 1-
-rt-term training,
employers and government were to work out a plan of cooperation
s ort-term and long-term training programs which are institutionally
-ed or apprenticeship-oriented would impact greatly on the advancement
of women's skills.
The next section will examine what employers think about hiring
young women and what implications arise from their experiences.
SELECTION OF EMPLOYERS
In order to explore some beliefs which employers hold about
h-ing young women with a basic education, ten private employers in
Bauch, town were chosen to be interviewed. A deliberate effort was made
to choose them from each of the eight employ categories used through-
out this thesis. Employers were first selected from a business directory
which advertised a large number of business establishments in Bauch,'
town. A phone call or a visit to the business offices determined
whether that business employed women. Most employers fell into the Sales
Scale Industry categories. Those selected were the following
types of businesses:
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2 electronics shops
1 furniture shop
1 shoe sales shop
2 printing presses
1 stationery store
2 construction companies
1 Pharmaceutical store
Th6Se eStaMiShme" tS
'9 ween, of which ,8 were between the
t
° f ,8 ' 21 yearS and had
education. These nineteen women con-
0; r
8
;“ " " "" emPl— -— businesses having a total220 employees of which 201 are men.
wed by a trained male interviewer on the poises of the employinu
es ablishment. A questionnaire with open-ended questions for discussion
was used for the purpose of soliciting employer's ideas, suggestions and
. K„n h„ lnl , wimry
Appendix
^^^ ^
researcher to probe other responses in more depth.
EMPLOYERS' PERCEPTIONS
The employers were asked in what capacity they are presently
employing their women with basic education and for what type of work
they may want women employees to do in the future. Their responses are
tabulated in Table 28. Significantly, 8 additional employees would
increase the percentage of women employees in these ten establishments to
out of an increased total number of employees of 228. If other
similar employing establishments of the same size followed suit by
adding more female employees, then more opportunities would be extended
to women in jobs other than sales and typing. Other skilled jobs would
TABLE 28
°CCU
r5
Tl0NS OF WOMEN 3 EMPLOYFD tn
employer
establishments
Occupation
sales girl
typist-clerical
showroom girls
accounting work
Printing
cashier
telephone operator
book binders
dumber empToved
10
4
2
3
1
1
1
also involve more competition with men As it j
th . ,
-it stands now from Table 28the jobs held by the women were essentially „
or limited n t,
”y ones needing little trainin,
on-the-job exposure, with the exception of typing.
Concerning the duration of employ, six employers preferred
employing women employees for a "long period" nr t-
.
IO 9 n o time, three for "as Ion
as she wishes to stay", and one for "1 year".
The kinds of opportunities which employers thouaht „„H n g young women hain getting jobs were those requirina linht i ,U1n 9 l9 manual duties and no particuli
ski i is. Women were thought to be i,c 0f„i ,•
n a Ttracting customers and
doing accounts for the busineccss. Other kinds of opportunities mentioned
we re :
in unskilled labor;
W
acco
n
un
h
t
aV
c,e?ks
OPPOrtUn1
'
ty ° f being W«s. clerks andK etc;
employment. re generally not required before
leavers to^efemplo^ent
t
whe
f
n’"one
U
c
9
“T" pn
'
mary school
secondary school leavers
P onsiders the number ofin tf
]
ls Particular trade fsalpc u
is ; """ m
--—
- « :r
were reouired * .
accounting skills
°me °n " the'Job draining was necessary, however, they
requires natural abilities of th* ,
Y
as such.
^ and n0t necessaril y training
Employers thought the following to he harriers to women schoolleavers getting employment: Uck of skills in m0st of the professions,
’2
’ ^ t0 SP6ak
’ rSad a " d WrUe En9,1' Sh well
= Pa cental restrictions;
irnma unty and lack of work experience. Other comments were:
Most do not take working seriously
the primary
r
scho5l°giH s
r
!
S 9raduati "9 every year compete with
lack of
n
es?ah?^°
rm
,
heavy manual 0°bs.
not yet matured, "ha^e no partnLlar^85 1 the 9ir,S arelack of educational quam?cat ]on
expene"«-
One can assume that limitations in expressing English exist for the male
school leaver as well. However, because men are usually freer to move
between rural and town life, for instance, they may have more occasions
to speak and hear English than the women who are less free to mix socially
Other harriers that were mentioned echoed the women's experiences pertain-
,n9t° th61r PSrCeiVed Uck ° f
- qualifications and parental res-
tnctions. However, the women with working experience in the sample might
have disagreed with employers' allusion to their immaturity.
The skills demanded by employers suggest that the female
school leaver would need further train!™ *ining to supplement her "natural
nts and abilities". Employers thought that skills in typing
accounting, selling, speaking English, public relations, and matW
y are barely devel °Ped am°"9 freshly literate women. Some
employers suggested women would need prior work experience to compensat0therS> th0U9hV
- feW
’— satisfied with a basic education, forinstance:
ability^o'prepar^invoice^ndHable^Q 3
^
in TOths;
must have finished and passed pHlar?snf
C°me
?. sal esgirl
;
past life and experiences ch P m + ,
even
‘ Find out her
typing and accounting works.
1 haVe been Ex Perienced in
must obtain 1st school leavinq certifira+o.
any
r
iraining
k
?n She hdS attended
Literacy skills again were considered important.
Concerning training a novice employee, seven of the ten employers
said they could train through an on-the-job apprenticeship or by spon-
9 the training if it is short-term. Salesmanship techniques were
the most frequently mentioned type of training which employers could
Provide. Other skills were in advanced accounting, typing and adminis-
tration. Six employers stated that they would prefer that another
agency train their female employee before she takes up employment. Only
one employer (pharmaceuticals) preferred to train for the job. Another
admitted that outside training opportunities were not easily available.
The likelihood of employers cooperating on a training scheme would, it
seems, appear dim unless incentives were considerably built in to
attract such cooperation.
Preferences for an experienced or inexperienced woman employee,
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whether, si„g , e or married, varied among the employers Sev
"
. «>,
' p",,rr“
of school. Six preferred sinal
n "9 W°men fr6Sh °Ut
mn . .
g e women because these women can put inore time at work, e.g overtime <• ,
P "
.
Single women are not likely to betransferred due to their husband's transfers and
the problems „ f .
generally
"do not have
P °o o married women". Married „„
grounds that they are "alwa „
^ not preferred on the
fam ..
W y$ haV1 " 9 t0™ to matrimonial dutiesily problems, and their outnut i
f „
U PU 15 SOmetimes slow". Only three pre-ferred married women employees because
mature".
Y ** resP°"sible and
Perhaps the most critical areas of comment concerned employers'
experiences with the work performance of young women.
TABLE 29
EMPLOYERS' PERCEPTIONS OF WOMEN'S
WORK PERFORMANCE
Trustworthiness 7
Manual work-care in working
with hands/body
Ability to take instructions
Supervising other's work
Making decisions with others
Working alone and taking
initiative
Writing reports
Doing maths/accounts
Working with others effici-
ently rather than working
alone
2.1
2.4
2.9
^means very weak
means somewhat weak
c
d
means somewhat strong
means very strong
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that employers perceived women's work oerw
,, mil ,
° Perf°"»ance as generally weak
Table 18 i„ chapter IV earlier discussed the d'
between working women's perceptions and ,
— ::r"
needed to be
"constantlv
’ C°nCentrat1on '' «nd
y supervised-. and were not effective doingmanual work. Another difficulty employers perceived iH y * n women's work
r
77 - - «, L“ "«
10,1
"" “" o"r! *,r” s
77 ' “ S •»”" - ». «„ W«...
„ n,M „ „p|TO ijim
a were the two most necessary abilities an employee should possess
S,X emP '°yerS reP,1>d
«"< the ability to take instruc-
tions. Other necessary talents were accounting and working efficiently
with others or alone. These responses seem to indicate a clear prefer-
ence for good character traits over specific skill perforce since
""" ° f ^ J °bS W°men h0,d tdese businesses are ones involving the
handling of money or records.
Employers appear ambivalent towards dealing with female employ-
ment, generally. Perhaps if they were offered trained young women, the
employers' reluctance might change or minimize. For instance, three
employers said that they would consider employing women school leavers
if their establishment had a linkage branch in the rural area. Eight of
the employers have no linkages yet Also the
thet „
’ notlon was expresseda government should emphasize a basic skills trai • •
trades before expectinn •
nin 9 in the various
- —
t0 expand thereby
’"to the post primary insti tutions
S
?
h°01 lea
— absorbed
offir
d S6
3
UP voca tional centers so as^n
9
^-
that governmentce and craft works
S ° s to train them both in
s^m'^^rort^^nhlcr^r 5 W0Uld the necessary
manpower. J0DS whlch ar® currently lacking y
-ter earlier discussions ot planners' impressions, tamiliar
6
7e TOW ab°Ut b° th— - employers ' expectations of one7 " ^ ~^~ perceived as being the providerflnanC16r ° f
- incentives tor expanding the private
Hr,
" ^ °ther^
-or is perceived as a perhaps
1CU ** bUt POte"tially C°mp1^ P-tner to progress, once tact is
eX
7
1Sed
- ^ j °b^ •" in the middle as they experience
employer reluctance to hire then, not always understanding the reasons
e er employers and planners realize this remains a challenging issue
“ 3 rea,lstlc training design might well address.
Summary
This chapter has revealed some significaht perceptions and recom-
mendations offered by planners concerning post-primary educational and
employment opportunities for women school leavers. Planners' general
lack of consensus about the potentials of the private employment cate-
gories to both employ and train women primary school leavers evidently
Indicates need for a more cohesive policy. The •
private sector employers have also shed light
^ S°me 36,601
^ "*• »«»!,. training Women L,’""
^ ^
from the preceding discussions:
aj “ r emer9e
1
' banners' awareness of strenaths >,h i •
,
.
lengt and limitations of the Drivatelabor marlfPt 1 c ^ .. LMC P'l
•—« . *r
”•—
-— * «,
- stress on developing those strateaiec + • •
employment that would help diversify women's skills and
rdlnl "9 ^
the various employment categories other than h
" PartlC1 Pdtl °" 1n
f .
We those which are already
ma e-dominated. A more thorough data base about constraints placed on
-en gob seekers as well as employer needs might clear up the ambiguiti,that surround a feasible design for training.
2. Although government measures for cooDeratinn k *p o between the qovern-
n and private sectors were strongly recommended, planners were reluc-
- to solicit private sector support. This suggests that an infomma-
o exchange about public and private sector priorities that would
-P ant more trust in each other, sincerity might improve such practices
-hiring women, sharing resources for training and financing co-spon-
Negative attitudes held by employers towards women, work abili-ty seemed aimed more at women, lack of training, work experience and
motivation than at deficiencies in their characters. This suggests that
traln
;
n9
development, attitude formation and
eadership styles of women trainees, the women might develop stable and
purposeful work goals resulting in better work performance. Women might
209
change their jobs less and employer reluctance to hire them might
diminish.
The next chapter will analyze these is$ues ^^ ^
3,50 SU"eSt $0me n°teWOrthy
which might help planners
^ to formulate policies of collaboration with the private sector for
employment-oriented training schemes for young women
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preceding chapters have discuss , .
W°men Seek livelihood and what factors Tncldi""
^ ^ y° U "9
t-n in-Fi
* n ^ u ln 9 training, appear
uence women's bids for employment. Planners' and employers' per
' P 3 "" *"""
-
-« some direct relationship with the issue of
froTthr t0 6mP’™' ^ th1S fl' nal Si9nif1Cant outcomesm t e data will be recapitulated and will be supported, where relevantby views expressed in the literature.
Planning strategies, as well as training programs, need to reflect
- awareness of the constraints faced by women in acguiring training and
Ployment, the ambiguities at the planning level, and the reluctance to^ 6XPreSSed * emPl °^s. Thus I include recommendations which
pertain to developing an information base about employment category poten-
"
’ control 1 ing women's access to opportunity, and
^ning program considerations. Finally, directions for future research
e offered in which planning sources are implored to develop a more
adeguate data base for constructing future-oriented designs for women's
general development in the context of Bauchi State.
WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES
This present thesis has made a basic observation
211
concerning young
212
S tranSU1 °n frM SCh°01 * «» market Place: Hany female school
-or 3Peclfically the , ow.skjn> infoTOl sec^ s,ce tMs is so
_u seem that training schemes designed to move women out of lowpaying
employment into the better skill-building and wage.
::i
P
:
ime
—^^« . significant breakthroughfor women s vocational skill development Th„ t n
the data f. t
following outcomes from
inq 'll !
° rS WhlCh detel"mine W°men ' S access t0 employment and train-
09, wil help us conclude whether such designs are possible.
Work Patterns
Work, or income-generating activities, constituting both self-employ-
“ W6H " W39e
•«»•" to be a financial necessity for
most of the women interviewpd ac , (Q -nac “ ea
, as well as an exnprtatimnexpectation of spouses and
" Wh° haPP6ned t0 SanCti °" the »*• Close to three-quarters of the
women indicated a strong desire to pursue some font of income-generating
activities rather than be involved in some form of training or schooling
hese goals seem significant when one considers that work actually begins
for this "swing group" during their "years of establishment". During this
Period, as Derryck (1979; ,1) has pointed out, the female marries, has
enters the labor market, and establishes occupational involve-
ment or continues with formal education or training.
Even though the informal labor market acts as a “shock absorber"
which actually disguises unemployment of unskilled participants, it
seems to have created relatively positive attitudes among working women
toward work and their perceived work abilities. One might argue in this
213
. d
^
"
Pr°b,emS " °f
themselves may not merely
" 6 W°men
’ 3S MCQ
— (’969) has pointed out for youth in
general
, but may he nourished hy the sociocultural order and economic
Wh1CH ^
-gent rea,i ty creating this need
°;° a " d C°"SeqUent "deS1>e " t0 I* the woman's social responsi-
* t0 financial
l
y to needy relatives, parents and her
immediate family. The economic umbilical cord between her new-found inde-
pendence in the market nlaro ^ „ ,i *Place and family responsibilities still remains,
but ,s not grudgingly perceived. The fact that one quarter of the urban
to one main occupation among the district women, indicates a persistency
and will to work for economic gain.
Another outcome from an examination of work patterns was the expres-
sed preference of a vast majority of women in the sample to switch to
public sector jobs which usually require training of long duration.
These goals are in distinct contradition with their past failures to se-
cure such training, as well as with their suggested preferences for short-
term training, if available. On the one hand, women were being pragmatic
^ Ch°°Sin9 State
-P™m°ted and socially prestigious training and work,
perhaps because they have been discouraged by the lowliness of the infor-
mal job market, its lack of qualifications and prestige, the oversupply
of certain skills consequently leading to more competition, and subse-
quent diminished income levels. On the other hand, women ironically
displayed over-optimism, most likely reinforced by hopeful parental and
peer opinions. The female school leaver automatically "chooses" to train
as a teacher, nurse or midwife, or as a typist, usually the most avail-
214able forms of training stm9* ^till
s when the leaver Hnoc +
place" for this t •
not secure
"a
offers an ease of entTVlaV
1 "^ ^ ^ PriV3te“ 31 leaSt
ntry, a labor-intensive opDOrtnnic, * t .
with low capital and
PP * ty 1 beg,n working
and other margi„ a , benefits. However thedesire to move out of «,•
’ "omen's
this sector suaaesta h,,* •- .
rrr“ ““ «.«-
-0, p,™„ ,, „
"
- ».
— •«—
—
.n„:
„e„nt „ ihe roie
tl0J
, r_ th, SK111
-,c„ „ «. t„„. For in
cent woman in Bauchi State the familu h • •’ 1
^ decision-maker is first her narpnt
or oncle, and after marriage, her husband tk
act as the • •
individuals appear to
main information source for work and ult,wK ltimate support. Thusthe woman essentially applies to her family not to an iemployer, for
work. Employers are, in fact, not necessaril,, „
ra .
ssarily perceived by women appli-
o e potential obstacles to finding employment in the same way
“ r
” °' ”*"*• «»« ». «.
' mm"’
*' '*"» «"<"«.!
...d, .... „ ,d, ,„or
market structure itself.
If the role of religion plays a role as a chance factor, it may
be related to the type of work one undertakes as well as to the economic
demand of the polygamous units. Simmons (1976) and Smith (1952) support
the fact that wives of the male family head must provide supplemental
215income for their own family units Th* a +
'ZTLZZZ,'‘more competition among the self pmni a
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’ and cash Proceeds, which
~r~ *about the successes or failures of one's endeavors. This "low" but
regular production of goods and services using very marginal cash assets
as a useful application within the economic parameters of polygamy as
Practiced by Nigerian Muslim communities. Such activities also "emanci-
pate" women to develop and utilize shills as markers and small entre-
S, with their cash proceeds being returned regularly to their own
nuclear family production units. Steel (1977; 9) has suggested that this
marginal labor can actually produce lower-cost goods and services, such
as food and street catering services, which become affordable substitutes
to the population mass for industrial products. Christian women, on the
other hand, having monogamous family units which can be supported by a
-ale head, and experiencing fewer social restrictions, appear to prefer
other occupations since they receive adequate support from their husbands.
Their preferences are directed more to wage-earning jobs requiring some
training or prior qualifications. Thus continual low-level, subsists
but sustaining types of work within the confines of the informal private
216sector are more likely to be assumed by Muslims
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'double burden" syndrome repeatedly stressed in the t
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tHer exploration since the divided •
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effects of h-iH
" S am°n9 the W°men ab0Ut the
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Forma, procedures as well as social factors help explain any con-
,
" WOme" 5 aCC6SS t0^ opportunities. Prom the histori-
ca perspective and from the analysis of the present educational policy
or women presented in Chapter I„, one basic conclu$1on „ ^^
>n e forma, educational system have not increased women's opportunities
or e ucationa, advancement in proportion to those for young men. Several
facts support this conclusion.
’• Wh1,e fSma,e enr0,,mentS haVe increased substantially in primary
* and ^ pr°portlonal 1 "crease to total school populations has
consequently edged ahead slightly, the vertical growth of post-primary
institutions has not kept pace with the flood of primary-level leavers.
In this sense. Universal Primary Education is becoming a terminal phase
for more males and females as enrollments expand.
2. The State has reversed itc Ho • •
- - ^instituted the Jic of
" *
-
l
^ S6X se9 re93ted education at allprimary IpvpU ' D « post-
ience to the^ s°cia, c°nven -
° f t0 «*»»»** training institutions tut it a,dlmin,Sh6S ^ that, given limited funds the Staie itn Kin'll • * -^tat will aorepto Du i Id more i nsti tnf-innr ^ y r etutions for women's vocational
T . 4r m .
t non and general traininaThe following is a case at .
m 9-
ti n i
response to post-primary educa-
V
eedS
’ POmiCal d— «
-e legislative level of tL Stateave often overridden suggested Ministerial level strategies. In lg 79
the
;' naU9Urati0n 0f c1v111 »" ™,e and a new presidential
ca system in the whole country educational iYi planners in Bauchi
otate debated how many new sernnHa^w o u i
h ^ .
^s condary schools and teacher training colleges$ ° U be built
- They recommended six schools to the Fn i Executive Council,
*" WWW
... 0„r „
egislative body who, by a vote, increased the number to 37 Of
these 37 new post-primary educational institutions, only 5, or 1«, were
or women. Hence, the proportional allocation of opportunity has re-
mained Unchan9ed
- Viewed differently, as Bo^an and Anderson (1978)
have pointed out, the provision of sex-segregated schools may sometimes
a a f,rst step in increasing girls' attendance. Conversely, separate
education could be argued to imply separate access, lacking parity, of
the sexes to post-primary level opportunities.
3- A quota system of selection determines
"placement" opportunities
in post-primary institutions. A backlash from this policy is felt by
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4. There has essentiaiiy been no discussion or propose,
s put forward
or expanding women's vocational training in the State except in the
traditional domestic rraftcu c s and sciences. As exnprtaH .
tra ininn U u
pec ed, men s vocational
> 0 has been emphasized both in the State, plans? and by the Indus-
Training Fund of Nigeria, the national government agency which
arts. Inservice training is available primarily for adult working cadre
who have passed out of a first training phase.
Besides the forma, requirements for further schooling or training
access to more non-forma, types of training, such as apprenticeships for
women, are predominately limited to seamstressing. Thus apprenticeship
openings for women lacked diversity; opportunities were also limited by
the number of business people willing to accept female apprentices. This
situation contrasts considerably with the Sit„, f <„. fy un n situation of apprenticeships
for young men.
The most important social constraint limiting women's access to
training was identical to those governing her acquisition of employment;
spouse or parental disapproval. Other constraints were: inability to pay
fees, related uncertainty about job prospects, the lengthiness of a
training course, long travel distances to the training site, and a
in "the s
" ^ ^ learni'" 9 P™“» «»„.
amP e felt these obstacles more keenly than did the Christians
^o, most likely, experienced fewer family constraints.
Earlier we have seen indications that formal education tends to
the appetite for more prestigious jobs, most notably for the public
sector. Standing (1976), in particular, warned about the
"opportunity
costs' of training ween when, in fact, there were other factors that
would tend to diminish the woman's incentives to work, such as a husband's
i9h i ncome
. Also, "status frustration" might set in among women with
some training who felt entitled to a higher position or a certain level
of income. This may explain why most of the 30 women with some training
m the present study were not settled in their occupations but preferred
to move into better-paying public sector training and employment. Some
major findings about this relationship between training and employment
9 re the following:
1. Training was considerably more difficult to acquire than employ-
ment, even though half of the total sample of women interviewed expressed
a preference to continue schooling right after they left primary school.
Training opportunities are rarely secured after leaving school, but
rather come after (or as a result of) work experience or considerable
investigation through contacts and waiting. This suggests that the pri-
mary school leavers may be too young or immature for the type of training
available, be it privately or publicly sponsored.
2. The completers or non-completers of training of the present sample
cc
still wanted to continue trainina h„+
appears here that short-term tra/'
^ an° theP °CCUPati ° n
- lt
s-e t0 frtwprofessjoI,7’
n9
10nal or Paraprofessional types of •
not necessarily an end In itself This
’"9 ’
access to employment because it is not h • +
9
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U 1S
’
by ’ts purpose, job-orientedSuch downplaying could be the result of
, e h
SU parental attitudes as well Thisis borne out further by the fact that ,
.
. u
‘
that comPleters underwent a traininawhich was short-term ffi 10 ,, P(6 - ,2 months duration) and non-fonna, in nature
ln PnVate typi "9
-institutes and apprenticeships N
werp thnc u
P . Non-completers
those who underwent longer and more formal types of trainina f
2 years)
^ g (over
Based on these patterns, there is enough reason to believe that
women who are at present in training, which happens to be short-term,
wll finish their training. However, there is little indication, from
e examples of others who did similar training, that these women-in-
naining may remain in the job categories for which they are training
Two inconsistencies need explanation: 1) why the completion of
short term training seems to lead to changes in vocational preferences-
and 2 ) why a very large majority of women, be they completers, non-
comp, eters or non-workers, continue to show preference for the longer
term professional training when the track records of those who have
attempted such training who, maybe, are their peers, have been so con-
sistently poor. These arguments tend to support Standing's statement
that the relationship between training and labor force participation
excluding fertility level issues, is still not clearly understood, yet
Sh0Uld be ,f Pr°Per PUnn1
"^ ^ training is to be effecti
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PLANNER AMBIGUITIES
A;other basic observation denoting from interviews with planners
resear h
9
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rnment
°fte
" from a 1- of data and
c needs of out-of-schoo, youth, lack aiso a coherent policyfor implementing educational changes for the a
. .
9 s advancement of that popula-i
y “
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.... M„„when formulating policy and plans In turn th
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.
’ these P’^ns may then go tohigher decision-making levels eauaiix/ n6qUally prone t0 Political and emotional
influences in delivering their decisions to lower levels. There are. of
course, many other influences and factors operating to restrict or filter
e amount of access young women have to educational and labor market
opportunities besides planners' limitations. However, the lack of an
adequate data base about these other influences becomes, in itself, an
important limiting factor at the planning level to warrant investigation
Opportunity Strucfurpc
Planners' views about the potential of the labor market to
absorb, employ and train young literate women revealed a reluctance to
invade that private domain with policy change. This may reflect govern-
ment's felt responsibility and preference to respond to the formal pri-
vate wage structures in a different way than it might respond to the
informal private structures, if such distinctions have been delineated.
While these distinctions in the labor market were not specifically made
.
PlannerS ' PerCePt1 °" S fightful placement ofyoung women ,n the labor market were more precise Thev
women enter employment areas with the f ll •
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Wl Al owing characteristics:
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acceptable occupations for women
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These characteristics appear to reflect more the status guo beliefs about
acceptable behaviors of women in the market place, rather than the actual
needs of the labor market. Indirectly, these recordations gave
priority to the promotion of low-income job opportunities which Steel
U977), Standing (1976) and others have specifically mentioned as a
maj °r C°nStra1nt °"“ Tb* Pr°motion of skills which would lead to
vertical mobility and transfer from secondary to primary jobs still
seems somewhat blurred in the planners' perceptions. For instance, less
emphasis was laid on encouraging women's participation in Industry, a
field which relies more on skill development than on pure association,
1 ° e * ln bakeries and tourism.
Social Factors
Recognizing the difficulties of penetrating the socio-cultural
restrictions which women face, planners expressed fewer ambiguities about
social factors affecting young women's access to employment and training.
Planners displayed a general awareness, consistency and moderate attitudes
about the socio-cultural practices which have influences on women. This
could be because planners personally ^^^61
r
^ rell910us a "d social backgrounds. More uncertainty
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pnvate ^sources can be achieved. Since the deta s determining of informal
ector needs requires considerable tact and restraint theu , manner in
which government can respond needs further study.
2- The minimal support provided by the private sector for training
capabilities has boosted the reliance on public sector initiative by
both sectors. Vet, government-sponsored institutional training for
women is not likely, since it gained little support.
Both of these conclusions suggest the public sector's reluctance
to solicit private sector support, in spite of the latter's fairly rea-
listic appraisal about private sector attitudes. Realizing that the
constraints of cooperation are far more complicated than being problems
of poor communication, a better data base might, at least, help lessen
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* Pnor’ties, and the feasibility ofj collaboration at specified levels might aleso P rovide a basis for
manpower development, also.
employer RELUCTANCE
PH'vate employers' coarse reactions to the prospects of emp,oyingtraining young women can be categorized as follows:
laTof^ilis;
ter and Posture^eneranrattritoterto
1
" qua,1ties of oharac-
abUity to attract customVr^?!^an^S
nrh “ the
granted
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for^empfoyer
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nt incentives are
own motivations. ^ we as ^or the trainees'
Since the employers' responses were largely based on past and present
experiences, their views tended to embrace the common stereotype of
women as docile workers. While they favorably considered adolescent
women as relatively innocent, honest and able to "take orders", any
weakness in women's task performance was viewed as a problem that could
be overcome through training. However, it still is not clear whether
attitudinal and character traits carry more value than technical and cog-
nitive skills when employers choose female employees.
Employers' predispositions towards collaborating on training matched
the expectations which planners held. Both seemed to feel that as long
as the government led the way in financing and planning programs, some
reasonable cooperation would result. However, such cooperation should
225be short-term and of immediate benefit to the employer.
IMPLICATIONS
Implications from the data + .
as they relat *
" " 3 Wh0le be examined
y U e t0 the development of training models. Other *•
t ra i n i ng which can advance the shill needs and labor force pl^t^Tyoung women emerge from the study analysis.
Perceptual Different
Interviews and discussions with the three different groups ofyoung women workers and non-workers, government planners and private sec
ITT brou9ht out one observation worth— —^Mions about women's emplo^ent and training opportunities3re °Perat,n9
' "" " th
— e informational disadvantages The
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- <*«>« eventually entering
e fema, e-specific trades and professions, assuming training as a given
ey are also consciously obedient to what their societies expect from
them as productive citizens. Women hold perceptions of gob market reali-
ties marked by success and failure rates ,jc„;,ni ,uu usually well known from peer ex-
periences.
For their part, the employers hold perceptions with realistic
rigidity. Perhaps they are displaying their sour experiences of profit-
making and exploitation by family and kin ties in general. Employers are
not development-oriented but materia, exploiters of local resources. The
planners act as technical advisors who must respond to informational data
m making their proposals. Yet, their perceptions of women's development
zz
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-roup, con-
antly experienced. Conclusively, perception ieveis are different
because the exp^ty foundations underlying these
different.
Definitions of Employment
Before designing a training for employment which can incorporate
W°men S ^ ^^ definition of "employment" or
concepts about "women's work" needs deve, oping in the context of the
private sector. A distinction might be made between
a)
‘"gages northern
and
ing through
S
agents
1
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P
o?^the^fami ly In^ki^c^
1
]
’ bU ’ ld'
preparation for entry into the
^ge
A better definition of women's employment would recognize women's respon-
sibly to contribute financially to her parents and needy relatives and,
thereby, allow for greater wage parity with men. New understanding would
take into account the difficulties caused by the constraints of child-
rearing on work progress so that structural limitations of the labor mar-
ket could change. For instance, industry could adjust its requirements
for working long shifts to accommodate women with child-care responsibili-
ties on short-term shifts. Such adjustments, if made in other employment
categories, might also lessen the tendency to equate women's work with
the woman's role as caretaker and procreator. Some critics are now
demanding that a distinction be made between sex-specific female-dominated
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work and other
non-sex-segregated
employment that could lead toeventual access to a wider diversity of work and skill lean
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social and labor market contexts.
^Specificity in .lnh<
Sex-specificity not only in employment areas most receptive tofemale labor but also in training options available t
crucial determinant in as • •
beC0TOS a
assigning opportunities. Caution has been ex-Pr
;
Sed ^ «" **-* *0 evaluate paraprofessional work such as
I::-’
economics and agricultural extension work, havin’ a
w
fema,e‘relatedneSS
-
b* — standards used to undervalue
omen s domestic work a
P rceived affinity between profitable income-
furth
Clng aC ti V it ,es and the mothering or caretaking arts results in
er assigning women to volunteer-type low status roles in the market-
P ace, sometimes regardless of training (Voussef,
,980; 5). The craft
industries provide one example of this stereotyping. Most of the skills
recommended by planners for inclusion in a training program for women
were ones most commonly associated with female interests. Appendix I
bears this out. Critics have also warned that women's associations, while
acting as animateurs and "leverage points" in their own right, have tended
to solidify male notions of women's labor market needs by emphasizing
female-specific content (Dixon, 1979; Voussef, 1980).
While these concerns might appear critical, if somewhat cynical,
the implications from employers' comments, for instance, suggest prefer-
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d ° prepare women to enter wider
industry and technical production 5 Th
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a . The priorities placed on
echnical and industrial shills in these two countries are examples in
- vocational training has diverged from the traditional female-
specific subjects. Significantly applicable to the northern Nigerian
context, Morocco and Tunisia are also Muslim states u,l where women's educa-
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Support less female-specific skill development.
^gtioni ng of Opportune tipc;
The data in this study has explicitly presented indications as to
how the rationing process in inhc a n w + • •jobs and training opportunity, about which
Edwards and Todaro ( 1973 ) t-aikon + ,liy/ ) talked, takes place in the State. Patterns of
rationing seem to be operating on three different levels: the State
level, the family or society level, and the individual level. First, on
the State or planning level, we have already seen that fonaal admission
procedures for entering post-primary school for further genera, education
or training actually manage to disqualify about 85% of the female appli-
cants because of the non-availability of places for more students.
These procedures, in fact, encourage frustrating but successful "back
door" entry for a few, given their family's social leverage. Furthermore,
the political decision to build 37 new post-primary schools of which 5 are
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that greater consideration should be given to emm
tuni tioc • i
9 P^°yment oppor-tunities in planning the role of educational expansion (Edwards andTodaro, 1973; 108). The fart th= tc that no vocational training programs for
women have been included in the Bauchi stat
. f
.
State expansion of post-primary
cation and training provides fuel for furthering this argument
At the fami, y level, parents and spouse contribute to detaining
choices women are allowed to make regarding their schooling or
age to find work. Relatives who act as family brokers are often instru-
mental in rationing choices while, at the same time, helping gob seekers
emP,Wnt
- At the S°Ciet* ’-el. attitudes at large define the
types of work women may enter, such as those jobs implying sexual attrac-
tion for the public, such as in sales work. Or, on the other hand,
child-rearing duties may limit the amount of public exposure that is
considered socially acceptable for a young woman. Limited permitted ex-
posure rations the amount of work she may do in a day.
Lastly, the women themselves seemed to ration their job prospects
by preferring to pursue professional and competitive occupations in the
public sector usually requiring long-term training. In their attempts to
break out of the marginally subsistent types of work in the informal
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"eCeSSary Prerequisites for working in fo™a ,
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a the rationing process is also s^ehow related to the various percep-
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°PPortunity held by the groups under study.
Transition from Informal
to Formal Sector —
—
If this transition from informal sector skills base to formal
sector employment seems still somewhat blurred, then training designs
^ich take the two sectors into consideration will contribute invaluably
to a clarification. However, the debate about choosing between fonna,
and nonformal training methods reveals certain strengths and dysfunc-
tions. The International Labor Orbanization (1977a) believes that the
informal sector can be an important training ground for modern sector
employment. Informal apprenticeships, for instance, have been appraised
for their flexibility and practicability in relating skill development to
employment generation. Yet, from their experiences, the women under
study appeared to regard less formal training as a stepping stone to
formal training, as leading to low paying, low-skilled jobs, and as less
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well advertised, e .g. correspondence education.
On the other hand, formal training whets the appetite for modern
employment and diminishes interests in the employment options of the
27
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eavers, Foster has asserted that the trade-off between accepting
raining, opportunities being few, or entering the self-employment
omal sector, opportunities being greater, reflects the futility of
receiving further formal education for work in the formal sector
(Foster, 1965; 150-151). Similarly cautious, Blaug (1973) has pointed
out that vocational education with its predesigned curriculum has tended
not to keep pace with the changing dynamics and skill needs of the labor
market. This point is further borne out by the International Labor Organ-
ization's statement that
«!^P VVUally dfs?“H«edits
concerning the use of modern terh
P
?
ympnt by its assumptions
shop standards and practices ^he^aii^i -l"5 existence of work-
the-job training and gSidwce L ' °f fUrther
theoretical knowledge (IlO 1977a?
premlum n P 1^ on
The above points have implications for government responses both
towards building formal training facilities and subsidizing the informal
sector. Many planners may view the fowl vocational institutions as
being costly projects. To them, sex-segregated training would require
boarding facilities and women teachers who are usually not available.
Also, the political expediency of granting such facilities is weighed by
the social rates of return, that is, whether women can exercise their
expected social roles as mothers and advisors to offspring. To Derryck
(1979; 83), such social rates are generally unknown because they go
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unmeasured. As a result, schools or training programs do not get
planned.
The extent to which government can solicit the use of private
resources, without forfeiting the cooperation of private sources,
ggests a role which government could assume quite different from its
general Provider role in educational expansion. Whatever these con-
straints, once investigated and incorporated into planning, the advantages
training utilizing private sector capabilities should not be over-
looted but carefully examined for its low costs and still martetabi 1 ity.
Qtten, better still martetabi, ity results from intensive learning processes
and direct applicability of stills on-the-job than through two to three
years of institutionalized still learning having an outdated application
by the time one enters the quietly modernizing labor force.
Planners 1 Data Base
A basic implication from this study concerns the need for a more
efficient information-gathering system and orientation of planners which
would lead to a more cohesive policy and data base from whence planning
for all school leavers could begin. Kravetz emphasizes the need for a
"complete and expanding networt of information connecting educational
planners, schools, government agencies, and potential employers":
The information would be relevant to the later design of curricu-la, fhe sequence and content of courses, and the selprtinn nf
otheraus^?es
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udents and their families wouldu n th way and the development of a practical srhnni
g ance service would be enhanced (Kravetz, 1973; 216).
Also, he says that both economic and educational planners must become
more future-oriented with a view to translating h •basic general education
" ° WOrk -°nented
vouth. The process of heightening plan-
ner awareness of factors influencing women 1 s access to employment and
training might be considered in two ways:
a)
^^ichTs^pi^c"?^^ r exchangedata about such realitip<; +1 y collect and analyze
.V™— livelihoocTand 2j
the°f i el ^whereby eSp^er'relSctan^i^MH 00"13'^ With
socio-economic constraints tn i hiring women and
labor market
Once facts are obtained, cooperation between the public and pri-
vate sectors in devising both training interventions as well as labor
market strategies for women's access to employment might increase the
feasibility of joint program development. A more aware government level,
sensitized to labor market characteristics and operations, might elicit
more positive responses from employers, instead of today's timidity in
response to perceived government ignorance. Both then could engage in a
concerted effort to identify in what useful ways young men and women's
talents may be complementary.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A DATA BASE
Some recommendations are suggested, next, in developing a data
base in order that planners and policy-makers may be able to more realis
tically consider and propose training strategies for women's eventual
employment. The recommendations examine ways to consider the potentials
of the employment categories, social factors known to influence women's
access to employment, and the types of traininn H •
establish , • .
g designs in order to
training programs for women in th«the context of Bauchi State.
Catennn-oc
1 * A9n’ cultural Production
Women s participation in agriculture is snn a •y sporadic in the State
Ue t0 re ^ igious and customary practices Tnfn +y nces. Information gathering
strategies might consider such questions as:
gardening and^mal? liJesto?" manaqem^t^
3^ smal, ' sca,e
poultry-raising; k nagement, particularly
cessing Plants^quiped'with
111833 concerns
> such as food pro-
cash c?op facing' schemes and
P™
with existing local centers; and
9 ^ 8 abor start1n9
and
managOTent^offering'comrnunity-based'schemes 3™81
" tra1ning
2. Trade/Commerce and Sales
f these categories appear to require commercial and mana-
gement skills as well as considerable public reations and advertisin
approaches which persuade and inform the public consumers. Strate-
gies for training women might consider both "store front" responsibi
Uties as well as behind-the-scene accounting and bookkeeping
management skills which would enable businesses to expand their site:
to the wider rural markets.
3. Services
Health, domestic science and tourism appear to offer viable
forms of employment. Skill training might center around these
specific aspects:
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4. Crafts
Occupations in this category have traditionally remained at sub-
sistence levels and have lacked market mobility, modernization and
credit-earning incentives. In order to learn more about the potentials
of the craft sector, consideration might be given to:
. improving the science-base of these rraf+c a ,-,-
technology and distribution techniques so that hltf
6 ect ]Ye
Uems, mass-produced, can reac^^l^rg^uptjf^nlu^^! 1^
’
along'with'the'ofder'and^oft^ ready, remuneratldii
•
’
resources
t
in
9
ma^
WayS t0 increase the durability of local
making common consumer items such as Dotsclothing and functional domestic utensils.
P ’
5. Clerical
This category was rated by planners as having a high capacity
for training, but as having fewer job opportunities, perhaps due to
the wide competition from males. In order to answer competititon,
training programs might consider up-grading typists, secretaries,
accountants and bookkeepers, all widely needed in both public and
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management, adm ln ,stration of correspondence, keeping financial
unts and in other confidential duties. Stress might be p, aced on
c relations and communication skills for genera, office and secre-
tarial work.
6. Small-Scale Industry/Manufacturing
Whereas planners stressed that this category needs to encourage
women to Participate more, consideration might be given to reducing
the risks faced by women entering the small-scale industries. These
n$kS h3Ve ^ character’zed by 1) ,ow and short-te™ pay for "easy"
Jobs, 2) few material socjd
, benefits accrued because short
appointments, and 3, few opportunities for on-the-job training which
is usually planned for male emDlovees c„m-. p y . Some ways to redress these con-
straints might be to consider:
. Promotions from worker status to managerial levels throuoh
and'rural
b
resources
.
Wbere ,ndUStry l0C *tes C,ose toWct
Apprenticeship training and other forms of informal training can
promote functional craft industries which absorb women directly in
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their localities. Training of this sort using rural craft enter-prises might consider
• improving production methods;
• modernizing marketing procedure of goods;
• using local personnel as trainers;
• forming cooperatives nf "c+h^wm
under production-related auspices ^and
t0 9 trade
• application to other industries surh +
restaurants to develop servicfslctor skin?™'
h°te1S and
7. Transport/Communications
This sector has offered fewer opportunities for female employment
PaSt> Pr,
'
man
'
ly b
—
-he available reguire considerable
contact with the public, traditionally considered a more appropriate
behavior for males. Developing this sector's employment potential
C°nSlder the l6Vel Preferences of women to public exposure
their work. Other considerations might include
' dlmin^h
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n
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j °b Wl le to
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f W°men S feralnln1ty used to
'
dealings"? S£
11c “d hUma " re1atl
'
ons sk111s “sed in public
'
whlch^servi celhlTpubl ic
_
W1 th 0ther sectors
> like tourism.
Further emphasis might be laid on developing communication skills
through training in language and speech delivery as well as informa-
tion gathering and dispersal techniques.
These recommendations are largely aimed at developing an informa-
tion base so that planners might assess the potentials of the private
employment market to generate opportunities for young women. The
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recommendations aiso consider the importance of preparing future
employees for transition from the info™, to formal sector skl, ls^the private sector.
Social Factnre;
One of the toughest issues to which this study has alluded is how
o provide young women a smooth transition between school leaving days
and entering a training program or the work force. Remembering that
girls are quite young when they leave primary school at ages 12-13,
parental sensitivities are strong, if „ ot anxious, about their daughter's
impending independence. The Local Government Areas (LGAs) might help i„
this transition by encouraging work force participation and by enlighten-
ing the community about volunteer-type jobs needing to be done which
young women could do. Several considerations might look at ways the
LGA could contribute to easing girls into the work force:
3)
for' repair^jobs
6 f^'Y ch?mes Peking girl volunteers
buildings and rooofs, etc
9
;"
9 lm9atlon etches, repairing
11
a* ^
cl
sas1.; s;,Rr" *“ **><
Work groups would also strengthen leadership potential as well as cooper-
ation on self-help operations. These considerations suggest how girls
would learn some work principles, become familiar with economic realities,
form attitudes towards work and the value of income.
Before training programs can be designed, planners need to find
out ways in which positive cultural interventions might interact with
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Attention to these factors might not only improve parental and spouse
understanding about the benefits derived from participation in training
and the work force, but also might elicit their approval.
Traini ng Design Considerations
The development of training designs will need to take into account
the social factors operating in the young women's environment as well as
the intersectoral capabilities and priorities of the public and private
cooperating partners. These training considerations can be divided into
objectives, setting for training, clientele, methods and curriculum, and
results and incentives.
1. Objectives
The main focus of training might consider skill marketability
and access to training by focusing on:
educationa^framework™^
i^^ude°non°femal
3 se*- se9 re9ated
particularly in Agriculture and Industry?
6 Speciflc trades,
as part"of^deve?oping
9
a
W
data base"aboT
°f Skills desired
>
and occupational preferences;
b Ut W°men s ski11 needs
• obtaining infection from prospective private sector employers
"colclTn^ °
f Skil ’ S demanded b* tb^ private
^so^e^avanaM
°f employers t0 utilize their
skill marketability!
ar63S ^ further assuring
entrance and exirpointri^rtrainina'n 9
admiss
^?
ns criteria,
de9ree of skf ” a? s
a
Pe^ s9t?mr:scei^isofofr9rh
2. Setting
Training settings are usually most suitable where skills learned
have immediate market application. Consideration might be given to
'
the
1
production ^f"goods and^jv^s SktPa i n1n9 -'f0ra rural setting for consumption by an urban po^atio^anS
. ensuring that training in modern methods of production i P
saissssp**
3. Clientele
Priorities in manpower development may have to determine which
groups of school leavers should warrant which types of training, given
the financial and structural capabilities of existing facilities.
Consideration might be given to selecting these groups and according
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them priority in training:
• women with some working experience;
• single women fresh out of school;
• wonnen entering new arenas of work, like industry; and
. women in the more traditional trades.
in order to diminish the freguency of gob changing or changing training
""
;
Stream Wlth°Ut contlnu ’ty or focus on occupational mobility,
training programs might consider
order to upgra^rtheir^kiTl
s ; Ind
already workin 9 in
. developing extension approaches to enahlp thnc
some theoretical train-inn »
10
„
le those women with
the field
mn9 t0 practlce or implant skills in
4. Methods and Curriculum
Training which demands a radical alteration from women's own
perceptions of their working roles or from what society expects of
them may deter them from learning new vocational skills and from ad-
justing to new work environments. Training might take these differ-
ences into account by these measures:
divorcina
n
?hem
r
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n9 “nd
;
t1ons t0 women's needs and avoidingg t from family responsibilities; y
• stressing language and communication arts, poise and self-awareness in training in order to build self-confidence forwork requiring public relations and exposure;
. distinguishing between technical skills required for specificemployment purposes and which are income-generating and market-
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fess income-earning
h°" 1n9 and child-rearing which are
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Training programs might also consider preparing women advisors and
trainers through existing women's centers. Potential trainer candidates
might come from
. women of the National Youth Corps 6 sneriaiic+c ,• . ,
extension, engineerina oertaininn’-i-n
3
^
13 1Sts n a 9 ricul turaly
ng p taini g to home management, etc.
5. Results and Incentives
If training shows some visible benefits in the way of job place-
ment, earnings, or job mobility, steadier employment often results.
Training might consider these incentives:
. motivation and aspiration levels of trainees;
. ensuring that job placement does not place women into anr-nia™positions where minimal use of her skill is rewarded;
"cl,,ary
' “1,abo Pat ’ on with the private sector to ensure that eauitahlepay is derived from services rendered; and
9 9
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student s progress in her future work as wella t her influence to interested others.
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DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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a,n,es as well as of young women's demands for training and
employment opportunities on the other. These issues reguire future
-search, in the context of Bauchi State, to settle broader guestions
which remain. Hany of these guestions can best be answered only when
sufficient data is on hand for investigation by planners. They might be
stated as follows:
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Training strategies provide some answers. But before they can be ade-
quately devised, research should first determine the following:
1. Needs Analysis
There is a need to build a research and develops data base 1nto
the State planning system, which could focus on the following activities:
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Summary
Diagnosing the functional needs of young women and developing a
™re solid data base for planning can offer impressive rewards to a
State aiming at educational achievement. The impact of universal prim-
ary education in Nigeria is demanding such innovative breakthroughs.
The 1Ssues of employment-oriented training, while not new, always lurk
around the process of educational expansion. Women's paths to achieve-
ment and parity of opportunity should be no less a part of this concern
If training and labor market structures can accommodate women's job
demands, and if society's perceptual difficulties in understanding thes,
demands can be diminished, then the road to opportunity for women schoo
leavers will be less strewn with ambiguities. The caseof Bauchi State
offers one gleam of hope for arriving at such an enterprising goal.
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RECOMMENDED SKILLS BY PLANNERS 3
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1- Agricultural Production
poultry- raising (13)
small-scale garding, i. e
., planting,
harvesting
,
dry season foods (7)
extension services involving womenintermediate technology for farmingfood processing, i.e., packing and storageof grans, preservation of vegetables
9
2
.
Trade/Commerce
marketing techniques (8)
prepared food sales ( 4 )
bookkeeping for profits and losses (3)
retail and wholesale procedure (3)
accounting (2)
basic home economics
business studies
retailing
all aspects of commercial and
industrial life
financing
3.
Services
nursing/nurse's aide (5)
midwifery (5)
food catering (4)
lodging and catering workers (3)
child-care
household economy
home maintenance and repairs
launderi ng
baking
hotel management
receptionists
health skills
4.
Sales
accounts clerks (6)
sales assistants (6)
advertisement, i.e., for family ( 4 )
shop management (2)
sales approach
cashier
distributors
receptionists
6- Clerical
'
secretarial studies (4)
simple typing (4)
bookkeeping (3)
accounts (2)
all (2)
reception
administrative assistants
confidential secretaries
office management
bakery (7)
local food preparation, processing
and milling (4)
textiles (2)
oil processing, groundnut oil (2)
^Linn^nw
1 SC3,e technol °9ies for milling,baking and processing of foods (2)
tailoring (2)
soft drinks distilling
processing of gari
rope-making
dyeing
mat and carpet making
maintenance of accounts
sales promotion
routine assembly line jobs for quality
control 1
' —
-"VUVIUII
telephone operators (7)
receptionists (5)
air and bus hostesses and conductors (2)journalists (2)
ticket sellers/accounts (2)
first aid training for female bus passenqers
general language training
cashier training
5.
Crafts
sewing/knitting, tailoring (6)
cloth weaving (5)
pottery-making, i.e., clay products, modern
and mechanized application (4)
mat making
calabash decorating
dyeing cloth
Skill areas are listed in the order of frequency starting with
the most frequently mentioned in parenthesis. Where there is
no parenthesized number, it can be assumed that the item was
mentioned only once.
appendix II
Questionnaire A for Urban Working Women
Note: Questions with asterisks were also written in Hausa
on the questionnaire to insure that the proper meaning of
the questions were conveyed in standard form to the
respondents
.
5
f0r the urban n°n-working women wasslightly modified from Questionnaire A.
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PART A: PERSONAL HISTORY Date
1-3. Number
5. Occupation (circle one)
(write out type of woFkJ
6
-
Interview location:
0
. urban
1 • district center
2
.
village/rural
7. Your religion:
0 . none
1- Muslim
2. Christian
3. other
Interview
address_
0
- none now
agriculture production
2
. trade & comnerce
3. services
4. sales
5. crafts
6
. clerical
7
- small industry/manufacturi
8- transport/cormiunication
9. other
8
. Your first language:
0
. Tangale
1 • Seyawa
2. Gwandum
3. Cham
Fyam 6 . Kingale
Birom 7. Languda
Kwale 8 . other
Yoruba 9. Fulani
Jarawa
9. Year of birth
0 . 16 years
1 • 17 years
2
. 18 years
3. 19 years
(DETERMINE HOW OLD RESPONDENT IS)
4. 20 years 7 907 5 7
. 23 years
5
- 21 years 8 . 24 years
6
. 22 years 9 . over 24 years
10. Did you receive an education
certificate from primary school?
0.
none
1- yes. Standard 7
2. yes, other
11. Have you had any further
education or training?
0. none
1- yes, type?
12. Ho„ many years of educate ha.e you comply?
0. less than 5 years , ,
i c
j. 7 years
1
. 5 years
o , 4. 8 years
2. 6 years
5. more than 8 years
13. How many years have you been out of primary school „e„?
u. less than 6 months
1. 6 months to 1 year 4. 3 yea
2. 1 year c
7 ‘ more than 5 years
5. 4 years
3 ' 2years
6. 5 years
14. In which state did you attend primary school?
0. another northern state 0
1
. Bauchi state
j. a southern western state
15. If schooling was done in Bauchi State, in which Zone?
0. Bauchi Zone
1
. Gombe Zone
2. Katagum Zone
5. five children
6. more than 5 children
17. (ASK THIS GENERAL QUESTION AND PROBE FOR SPECIFIC ANSWERS)
What is your marriage state? Are you
0. single, never married or engaged?
1. single, engaged to be married for first time?
2. married, for the first time?
3. married, for the second time?
4. divorced & presently unmarried?
5. widowed & presently unmarried
6. other
16. How many children do you have?
0. none
1 • one child
2. two children
3. three children
4. four children
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18
. How long after school were you married?
0. never been married
1. married during schooling
2- carried just after leaving school (within several
3. married 6-12 months after leaving school
4. married 1-2 years after leaving school
5. married 2-3 years after leaving school
6. 4 years
7
. 5 years
8. 6 years
months upon leaving school)
19.
What is your husband's religion?
0- no religious affiliation
1. Muslim
2. Christian
3. other
20.
What is your husband's work or occupation?
0. salesman
1
. mechanic
2. fireman, army or police officer
3. hospital or chemist work
4. engineering student
5. teacher
6. Ministry—civil servant
7. investment company
8. warden (prison)
9. business
21. Are you presently in some form of seclusion?
°- n° ne K ^es ’ Partly 2. yes, fully
22. With whom are you presently living and sharing your shelter?
0. sel f alone
1. just with my children; no husband
2. just with children and husband
3. just with my parents
4. just with my relative(s)
5. just with my husband
6. just with my children, husband and relatives
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7
• child
’ boyfriend and sister
23. What do you do ,1th your sa,ary „r TOney you earn?
spend it just on my own needs
1 .
2
.
3.
4.
5.
give some to my husband and keep rest for myself
give some to my parents and keep rest for myself
give some to my relatives and keep rest for myself
combination of 23.1 and 23.3.
support of family only.
24. If you give some money away, what
°- 1 keep none of my money
1 • I keep 10-20%
2. I keep 30%-40%
25. Where does your financial support
0. self
1
. husband
2. parents
percentate (%) do you keep for yourself?
3.
I keep 50%
4- I keep more than 50% (50%-90%)
5. other
primaril
v
come from?
3.
other relatives
4
- a friend; who?
5. combination of above
26-28. What are the educational levels achieved by
26.
father 27. mother 28. husband
0. no primary school
1. some primary school
2. finished primary school [
only
o. some secondary schooling —j _____
4. finished secondary 1
school
5. short course after ~
secondary school
6. some higher education "—
and professional training
7. degree —
8. don't know I
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PART B: WORK EXPERIENCE
29.
What job were you doing lest week tor pay?
0- not working for salary
1
• employed
2. self-employed
30. Was this the same job you were doing lest month?
0. no ,
1
• yes
31. Were ,oo doing any other work for pay last months
0. none i
1
• yes
™“T
the
N
2nsSers'"
G
theS’gS
S
to
W
q5es¥?5n 3
S
;
£ Hfls done afte* l“™g
the respondent
r
ha
f
rhad' s in'ri n44K"incl 4 the,-™beC ° f different jobsinformation w„, ha.e been deri,ed"?rTSi^^^“ien^ 5
33. For how long have you been doing this main work?
0. only a few months now ? C1- n^ ,
1. about one year *
,
S1nce 1eavin9 Primary school
3. other
34. What were you doing before that work for income or otherwise?
0. no other work or income 3 i P3rn -inn
1. teaching /
learnin 9 on °wn or 1n training
,
4
- helping parents on farm
2. private income/self-employed 5. other j ob
35
.
• ra; hw (Bit h sTaksfiii-aS: 11 not ,ook for * rk:
actively looked for work but did not find it. GO TO QUESTION 37.
actively looked for work and found it; type of work?
looked for training or schooling only. GO TO QUESTION 38.
other
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36. Did you look for work away from your home
0. away from home area ,
area or within it?
within home area
37. If you looked for work but
interested in obtaining?
0- hospital work
1- telephone operator
2. driving school
3. clerical work
could not find it, what kind of work were you
4.
any job I could get
5- post office work
6. teaching
38. If you looked for funher schoo]jn5> d . d
0- no, failed interview
arcing it?
1. no, but passed interview
2
- yes, I attended further schooling
3- no, failed common entrance exam.
4
-
yes, passed all tests but didn't go further.
39
'
0
fte
„
r
„L
MVl "5 SCh°01
’
"ere y0U inV0Wed k <"< agricultural work!
1. none; I was not allowed to fa™ even though it is practiced in „y area
,
“"amen do not usually fa™ in my area. GO TO QUESTION 4,J
• planting
4. weeding & hoeing
5. harvesting CHECK MAIN ACTIVITY
6. other
40. Would you like to continue doing agricultural work full-time?
1. ^..but not 2. yes
41
'
Tot Joking S
*
?
t0 <‘° ,0Ur PreSent "° rk or lob <»r 'aast if respondent i,
Did your parents advise you to seek
for a job?
0. no I
• yes 2. n.a.
Uid a relative help you to get this work?
bid a friend help you to get this work?
Uid your husband help you to find this
work?
Uid anybody else help you to find this ~7
work? If so, who?
ask this general question. WRITE ANSWER. THEN ASK SPECIFIC QUESTIONS.
47-49* From what information source did you find out about this type of work?
47.
48.
49.
50.
0. noone
0. no
1
.
yes
1
. from parents
2. from a relative(s)
3. from a girl friend
A. from a boy friend
5. from a teacher
6. from my school authorities
7. from a local leader
8. from radio advertisement
9. from TV adverti sement
0. from newspaper advertisement
1 . from your husband
4. from any other source? friend or family
From the answers
information in fi
ticked 'yes' in questions 47-49
nding this work?
0. none
1. parents
2. relative
3. friend
4. teacher/school
5. radio/TV Advert
6. newspaper
which was the primary source of
7. newspaper
8. leader
9. other
51.* Did you find out about the work
0. while you were at home?
1. while you were visiting away from home?
2. while you were living away from your original home?
3. none of the above
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52.*
asi ge»e.wl QuESTmn write mF i m .„rnrIr
“hat * re S0,ne maln
-"y you were working now?
questions.53.
*
54. *
55.
*
56.
*
57.
*
58.
59.
Are you working because:
you have nobody to take rara , ,
,
y iu x c e of your children’
y°u just enjoy the work? :—
0. no
—
1
• yes 2. n.a
c "eeas your financial help?
fin!
hus
^
and ^nts you to contributefinancially to the family?
you want to save money for your furth?T77I77n^
Any other reasons for working?
—
!7ln
l
J
,
-r£
he answers ticked above(WRITE NUMBER)
0. none
1. suoport of children
2. pure enjoyment
3- financial aid to relative
which is the most important reason for working?
4. husband's wish for support
5. financial independence support of self
6. save for training
7. support self and parents
60.
61.
62.
Which is the next most important reason? (WRITE NUMBER)
o r;:rrcr-"^
1- no, it is not related to my present work
2. yes it helped me
3. yet to finish training
In getting this work, how did you apply for it?
0. not applicable/did not apply
1- see below questions 63-67.
63.
64.
65.
66 .
67.
p, .
Q- no/n.a. 1. yesDid you write a letter o f application?
Did you have to fill out a form? Type?
Did you have an interview?
H "
Did you have to take a test? Type?
"
Did you need to submit a testimonial?
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68
. From whom was your testimonial?
0. n.a.
1- primary school
2.
relative
3.
4.
5.
6
.
69.
friend
a parent
training school
other
“h0 MS " ,th yOU "he" *"t to apply
,6 do the work ,
!C,rcle the one that «t applies. Opt check other answers if ™re than one
0. none; I did it alone
1- a parent
2. a female friend; who?
3. a male friend; who?
4. a female relative; who?
5. a male relative; who?
6. husband
70.
7. other person, i.e. teacher, leader of local government
8. several of the above
Did you have to move away from where you were living in order to do this work?
1. yes, moved specifically for the work
2- yes, but moved because my family moved also
3. other
71 Have you ever tried to find work in the rural areas where you grew up?
0. no, I did not try
1- yes, I tried but failed to find any work
2- yes, I tried and found work
72.* Which women gave you the mrKf guidance and encouragement to seek this work?
U. none
4. teacher/local leader
1 . parent
5. employer
2. older relative 6. seamstress
3. friend; who?
73. Which men if any, gave you the most guidance and encouragement to seek this
U. none 4. teacher local leader
1
. parent 5. empl oyer
2. older relative 6. other
3. friend; who?
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74. Are you a member of any woman's group on organ, zationsl
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
church-related
mosque-related
trade union
social club
several of above
other
75. Oo you know of any women's group th« you wou|d me {o ?0- no, I don't know of any
yes
, I know of one
yes, I know of two
I know of more than two I would like to join
other
that I would join
that I would join
0
d
17- I^i^ Tk
W°men S 9r°UP ° r or9ani'zation for help in finding work?
o. no. did not know of any that could help me
no; I knew of one but I did not think it could help me
yes, but it could help me
yes; it helped me a little
yes; it definitely helped me
better
S
job?°
Ve
’
"0U,d y° “ C °"SU,t this organization if you were looking for a
1
.
2 .
3.
4.
77. :
0. no; why?
1. yes; why?
2. not sure
78.*
79.
aould you consult this organization if you were seeking more training^
0. no; why?
1- yes; why?
2. not sure
a°job or^training?'"
6 0r5an 'lzat, °" f° r ^Ports other than for help in seeking
0. not at all
1 . maybe, but not sure
2. yes; but only occasionally; for what purposes?
3. yes; very often; for what purposes?
80.* Who encourages you the most in your work?
0. noone but myself
1
• co-workers
2. my boss /employer
3- my parents
5b.
'
4. my husband
5. my friend; who?
6. my relative
7. other person
6b.’
7b.
8b.*
Who discourages you the most in your work?
0. noone
.
4. my husband
1
. co-workers cb
. my friend; who?
z
- my boss/employer
_J b. my relative
3. my parents 7/. other
3. very willing to hire
4. don't know
Do you feel that employers in vm.r Unn
women with basic education?
Y k d f WOrk are w1llin 9 to hire young
0. not willing to hire
1. partly willing to hire
2. willing to hire
What attitudes do employers have generally towards hiring y„u„g „0TOr, ?
work progress?ng?
ren
(RECORO°RESPONDENT^S
1
ANSWER)
y°“ r Ct,anCeS of y0ur
ASK THIS QUESTION ONLY IF RESPONDENT HAS CHTI HPFn
9b.-13. Arejhe TRUE' 'SOMETIMES TRUE/SOMETIMES FALSE' or
9b.* Havino children lessens the chances of your
work progressing
i . r/ i C
. I
ID.* Having children limits the amount of work you
can do in a day.
IL
*
J
avin 9 m°re children would mean that you would
have to change your job for one granting you
more pay
12.* Having more children would mean that you would
have to stop working in order to raise them.
13.* Having more children would limit your chances
of getting more training
WRITE IN OTHER STATEMENTS WHICH RESPONDENT MAY MAKE
14 .* Does someone help you to care for
0. noone but myself
1. yes, sometimes but not always;
who?
'our children while you are working?
2. yes, most of the time; who?
3. other
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'5b. How p, ea se<i are th, following people agp ut your worldng ,
1. somewhat 2. very 3 n .pleased
,
pleased15b. your mother?
0- not pleased
at all
16b. your father?
17b. your friends?
18b. your community?
19b. your husband?
20b.* What other work would you prefer tn ^
OF WORK NEXT TO THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY)
91V6n ^ Chance? (WRITE DESCRIPTION
no preference/no other work
agric. production
trade/commerce ”
0 .
1
.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
services nursing midwifery, home economics
sales cooperatives
crafts tailoring
clerical clerk typing office work
7. small industry/manuf
.
8. transport/communications
9. teaching
21. Why?
22b. To what extent do you enjoy working in your life?
0. do not enjoy working at all
1. enjoy work occasionally but not every day
2. enjoy working every day if I have the chance
3. other
23b.* Do you know of any unions
your choice?
or agencies that can help you to find a job of
0. no, I know of none
1
.
yes ; which?
24b.* If you know of one,
0. no, I would not
1. yes, maybe
2. definitely yes
3. other
would you approach it now for help?
approach it now.
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25b.
25b.
26b.
27b.
28b.
29b.
30b.
31b.
32b.
PART
40b.
41b.
42b.
Ee"ab
r
n!uesj y°“ "0rk1 " 9 »»» would you rate yourse|f
,ery “eak 2 ' SOTC“ha ‘“«l< 3. somewhat strona
working with others rather than working alone
C: TRAINING
r'nonT
1 "9 ^ SCh °° lin9 aft6r Pn
'
mary SCh°01 h3Ve you done
’ ” any?
1- yes; which?
i'h
9e ‘ f“rther «*«««' « ™led, why were you hot successful
0- I was 'too big' for secondary school
passed test but failed interview
2. failed common entrance exam
3. dropped out of training—pregnancy
4. I couldn't pay fees
5. husband did not want me to continue school at that time
6. parents did not want me to continue school
no results from interview^ didn'fc heck°
further because 1 was working;
{hW.VH.fB school, has
o. no, the training has not helped me find work
]'
yeS
’
the trainin 9 has helped me find work and is related to my present work
Jrese^t^work
1 " 1 " 9 ^ "* fl' nd WOrk but is not re1ated to my
3. I have not yet used my training to find work
4. other
»o"to
a2t
sS,5h,r t>pe ° f *0
43b.
44b.
46b.
0 .
1 .
noone but myself
parents
45b. 0.
1 .
2. relative
3. girl friend
C .
3.
4.
4. boy friend
5. another school
6. husband
7. nei ghbor
8. teacher
9. local leader
If
or
you are working now, do you
in another occupation?
want training
0 . no training wanted
1 . yes, in my present line of work
2. yes, in another occupation
government information service
radio advertisement
TV advertisement
newspaper advertisement
other
47b. If yes, whattygeof training do you want?
0.
1
.
secondary school
teacher training
5. other apprenticeship
6. other vocational/technical school
midwifery *z. commercial/clerical
3. sewing/knitting 7. other home economics
4. correspondence course
48b. Why have you chosen this type of training?
49b. For what tyge of work? (write specific type of job)
0 . none
1 . agric. production
2. trade & commerce
3. services midwifery
4. sales cooperatives
5. crafts
6. clerical typing
7. small industry/manufacturing
8. transport /communications
9. teaching
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(As£ eacMu«Jion
d
Selow)
think ^ W0Uld hdVe in gettin 9 thl's training?
50b.
51b.
52b.
53b.
54b.
55b.
56b.
57b.
58b.
Do you think travel distance from homewould be too greet?
0. no
1
1
• yes 2. not sure
Would payment of fees be difficult?
Would your parents of relatives obiect 7
Would the training course be too lonq? —
Would your husband refuse to support youdue to financial constraints?
Would your husband refuse to support you dueto disinterest in your training?
Do you think the school work may be toodifficult?
There would be no difficulties at all 7
other-jfindinq books 1
59b.
60b.
i
f
e
y
°formIl school^ pri Jate^?nstiL?l^nrInr W°u 1d y° U m°St prefer?P i titute, appre ticeship, short or long course, etc.?
u. don t know; no preference
formal school like sec sch, TTC, etc.
informal private institutes or schools
apprenticeship or work-related training (on-the-job)
correspondence course
short courses— 3 weeks to 3 months
short courses— 3 to 6 months
vocationa
I
- 3 years
shorter courses than nurses' training
other-short course in selling at cooperative shop.
i!1 yo “
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
working; kind of work
don't know— noone knows his future
just keeping family; not working outside
other, go to TTC
, further my education
appendix III
Questionnaire C for Dass District Women
Questions 1 - 28 are the same as
for question 8 as below.
in Questionnaire A except
8. Your first language
0. Bakalanci
1. Tula
2. Dodanchi
3. Baraza
4. Jaranchi
5. Sa inchi
6. Wandanchi
7. Jarawa
8. Other
9. Tangale
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29. What activity are yog doing „„„ for , nconle?
0. no activity
l'
selling foodstuffs
2. assisting in shop
4 Si^/Cr0CheM1n9 S Se,,) "9 food
5. mat making
6. baby nurse
7. farming
3. clerical
9
- apprenticing in sewing
30. For how long have you been
0 .
1
.
2
.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
few months
since leaving school
since leaving school
since leaving school
3 years
4 years
5 years
to re than 5 years
doing this activity?
6 months
1 year
op to 2 years
31
. Did you pass your common entrance exam?
0. no
1
• yes
32. Did you pass your interview?
0. no
1
• yes
34.
Atter primary school, what
0.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
no activities
farming with parents
rnnu *
stay wit
,
h Parents doing nothing
sta^H
9 °:
h
Se11ln9 f00ds with Parentsayed with parents and care for young childrenattended midwifery school and dropped out
stayed with parents and make mats^
was already married
Were you preparing to get married?
0. no
1
• yes
35. Did you look for work outside or within Dass?
0.
1
.
2 .
3.
did not look for work
looked for work outside Dass
looked for work within Dass
looked for work both within and outside Dass area
36. Did you want to do further schooling?
38.
39.
0. did not want further schooling
'• wanted further schooling
2. contmued schooling in post-primary institution
How did you come to learn your present activity?
0. from noone
5. from father1. from mother
2. from school 6. from mother and school
3. from relative 7. from a friend
8. from home economics class
9. from other family members
4. from husband
Why are you doing this activity for income?
0 .
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
no reason
help parents financially
save money for my training
support my family
help parents and save for traininq
help parents and for self
for self without depending upon husband
If you are not doing any activity for income, what is the reason!
0 .
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
no reason
^;n?,^rUS ° f “ POSt-prtaary iPStltptio
no interest or time
lack of certificate
doe
?
n,t have abilities to do any kind of workhusband doesn t want me to work
no need
40. Are you a member of any women's organization?
0. no
1. yes; Girl's Brigade
2. yes; Christian Fellowship
3. yes
4. not now since marriage but was a member before
41
’
ac?imyr
3an1Zatl0n helpe,i y0U 1n any "ay t0 income or do
0. no
1
.
yes
42
'
o?
U
one ?
OU like t0 j01n 3 women ‘ s organization if you are not already
your
a member
0. no
1. no, I am already a member
2. yes
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43
'
!5ri!
n9 children Tessens the chances of your
False
0.
False/
True
1
.
True
2.
work progressing.
c
H
rss the“ °f ^
"
45
' E"?„T cM,dren "ould m“" you Wild
more
^ j0b f° r panting
46
' Children WOuld mean that you wouldhave to stop working in order to raise them
47. Having more children would limit your chancesof getting more training?
t-nanc
48. Uhat other *rk would you prefer to do if given the change?
0. nothing
1. only desire further schooling
c. any job I can get
3. teaching
4. maternity/nurse
5. clerical
6. needlework/sewing/child care
/. selling foodstuffs
8. selling in shop
9. none husband would not allow me to work
49. Why did you not continue your education?
0 .
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
failed interview or exam
failed exams in midwifery school
husband refused to allow me
parents refused to allow me
not interested
dropped out due to sickness
dropped out - unable to pay fees
I continued my training
or elsewhere
50. Are you interested in doing any training?
0. not interested
1. interested in secondary school
2. interested in TTC
3. interested in health technology
4. interested in midwifery/nurse
5. any kind
6. clerical
7. home economics/teaching women at home/sewinq
8. pupil teaching
9. want to finish class 7
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51. Would you prefe r a formal long-term training or short-term!
0.
no preference
T. prefer formal long term
Prefer short term
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62
.
For how long?
0. 3-6 months
1. 6-12 months
2. 1 year or more
3. 2 years
4. 3 years
5. 4 years
6. 5 years
too^eat™
1* travel distance from home would be
0. no 1
• yes 2. not sure
Would payment of fees be difficult?
Would your parents or relatives refuse to
support you?
Would the training course be too long?
Would your husband refuse to support youdue to financial constraints?
Would your husband refuse to support you due
to disinterest in your training?
Do you think the school work may be too
difficult?
There would be no difficulties at all?
Other
Now I would just like to talk to you
like to be doing in 5 years time?
about your future plans. What would you
0. working
1. don't know
2. just keeping family; not working outside
3. going to school
4. fighting against illiteracy
appendix rv
Questionnaire for Government Planners and Policymakers
This discussion seeks to explore what planners may perceive or
suggest as necessary considerations in developing manpower skills
a diversified economy. Particular emphasis is drawn to women’s
entrance into the labour force.
This interview hopes to identify trends in the development of
employment and training opportunities for women school leavers in
Sauchi state and, in this sense, is purely exploratory. Comments
be P00,M and will not identify individuals in any
way.
The eight employment categories represent the main employment
opportunities absorbing women in the private informal labour sector
according to former demographic and manpower development studies done
in Nigeria. Their definitions may include the following:
'
' animal husbandry^fishi ng,
'etc,
barVeSt ^ nP
* ^-ising,
2
- f a
3
‘ !S
V
r^
S
7 hai>dressin9* midwifery, nurse's aide, lodgingand catering, prostitution, repairs, etc.
9 9
4. Sales - shop assistants, advertisements, accounts clerks, etc.
5
'
selmnr^ss^! «c“
tenSi,S
-
potte^-«akin, and clay products.
6. Clerical - typing, secretarial, accounts, bookkeeping, etc.
1 ' Small scale industry & manufacturing
- local food preparation
tl! :"Vr {i bakery ’ ^cessing of fats and on*dis illing of drinks, etc.
8
‘ [pSnnl !! Com™nicat ions - Ticket sellers, vehicle hostess,telephone operators, receptionists
, etc.
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293
c/>
C
0)
C-J
"fo what extent do you think tho •
from entering into employment* generaTJJ?
S °Clal faCt°rS are limiting women
8. religious values, practices
9. marriage and child-care responsibilities
10. Divorce
11. Society attitudes towards women working
12. Migration of families into urban areas
13
'
£oml!i
UdeS ° f emp1oyers towards employing
U
'
working
6S °f parents toward s daughters
15. Women's perception of themselves
16. Other social factors
17. Other social factors
Least
Limiting
1
1
Most
Limiting
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
ll £^entf“ th( "k tkC f0,1 ° =r= Mcourapinp the »oU „9 women
least
encouraging
18. Women's associations
19. Trade cooperatives
20. Religious groups
21
. Primary school guidance
22. Family members
23. Peer groups, i.e. former school mates
24. Teachers
25. Community development schemes
26. Other groups?
27. Other groups?
most in what
encouraging ways ?
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
To what extent would you
to help young women find measures
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
employment registration exchange
placement services in schools
agreement with employers to train
on-the-job
solicitation of private employers'
cooperation in employing
employers' provision of child-care
faci Titles
government provision of child-care
facilities
inventory of skills demanded by ii
market situation
other recommendations
recommend
least
1 2 3
recommend
most
4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
In what
ways?
To what extent would you expect publicproviding training for women?
and private employers to cooperate in
36. financing short-term training
program
37. financing long-term training
program
38. organizing training program
only
39. organizing and implementing
training program
40. co-sponsoring training program
with other agencies
41. extent of total involvement
42. other
Pub! ic Private
least
coop.
1 2 3
most
coop.
4 5
least
coop.
1 2 3 4
most
coop
5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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43. government sponsor short training
courses in specific skills
5
44. employers sponsor short trainingSr th61> res Pective sk^ls
45
‘
spons
r
oT
e
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n
?ng
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46. institutional vocational trainingfor women y
47. training in rural life skills throuagovernment extension 9
48
'
crafts "and" -7 tr?ditional femalejobs only
49. women's organizations sponsor trainir
50. other
51. other
recommend
least
1 2 3 4
recommend
most
5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
List, if possible,
for women to acqui
sector.
re"?n°ord
t
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1- agricultural production
b)
c)
2
. trade/commerce
a)
b)
c)
3. services
a)
b)
c)
4. sales
a)
b)
c)
5. crafts
a)
b)
c)
6. clerical
a)
b)
c)
7. small industry/manuf
.
a)
b)
c)
8. transport/communication
a)
b)
c)
appendix V
Questionnaire for Employers
intent t.Ui„,
„ith you about hirin, you„g^
-'«~ 9 primary school. Man> d0 no( contjme ^sch00l
> but rather l 00 k for work Tk
‘ I am particularly interesi-PH
"hat hawe"$ i°
-——
*
- for MPlwn, Like
'’C"g ,0TO" "ith a
school education ace faced
;r
^— -
-— income
. Hi0
. _growing giving more work opportunities tnPP umt to young women as well as
men.
'
-OU, d appreciate talhin, „jth you abogt „0>^^
"”ht * beMer MP,W
- »>"> “foyers, perhaps „ kc yourse , f>
e,n9 approached for jobs,
-hat are some problems and possible
solutions to employing these young women?
1
. Are you the Owner?
3. Type of establishment
4
°r 2. Manager?
describe
- goods or services produced]
How many women and men are employed by you presently?
No. of women
No. of men
How many women between the aaes of ift n
you employ? 9 8 and 2 years with primary school do
If you employ young women, what type of work do they do for you?
Will you be employing them for a long period or for a short period?
girls^re seeking a^Tvi 1 laa^ ^ b°yS and
SfSffymen^ tMnk y° U " 9^ leavi "' P^scho^h^
9. What do you see as barriers to their getting employment?
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10
. What type of skills or abilities would
prospective woman employee?
you as an employer demand from a
11 .
12 .
Would you consider training a female employee for worlIf so, what type of training would you give her?
in your establishment?
!L
n
r^ Q
W°Uld y
°? Prefer that an°ther agency or institutionshe takes up employment with your establishment?
train her before
13
. Would you prefer that a
than be new to the worki
would be?
woman employee be experienced as
ng world as a woman fresh out of
a worker rather
primary school
14 . Would you prefer to employ a single
a married young woman? Why?
young woman with primary education or
15. What difficulties do you see in the work performance of young women generally?
16. Hbw would you rate young women in these abilities below:
1. very weak 2. somewhat weak
4. very strong
3. somewhat strong
16a. trustworthiness
16b. manual work - care in working w/hands and body
16c. ability to take instructions
16d. supervising other’s work
16e. making decisions with others
1 6 f
- working along and taking initiative
16g. writing reports
16h. doing maths or accounts
16i. working with others efficiently rather than
working along
17.
18.
young women were t£°work°fo? yo^'^CiVcle^TFe
5
tw^tha^ap^ly)^
^ if
Does your establishment also have a linkage or business with the rural
in those areas?
^ COnsider anploymg any women primary school leavers
Any other comments?
hhHHHR

